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CHAPTER 1 
General Introduction
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Motor development in children
Evaluation of motor development is one of the most important aspects in the general assessment 

of a child’s development. It not only provides information about possible developmental delay 

and integrity of the nervous system, but it may also reflect cognitive and social functioning of 

the child.1 For example, at school age, a child’s social role depends heavily on how well it can 

participate in games and sports.1 Normal motor development is characterized by large intra-

individual and inter-individual variability. The Neuronal Group Selection Theory categorizes the 

intra-individual variability in three independent stages with separate mechanisms underlying the 

variability in motor performance.2 During primary variability, which occurs during fetal life and 

infancy (0-2 years), the neural system explores all possibilities of motor behavior according to 

epigenetically determined, roughly specified ‘primary neural repertoires’. Primary variability is 

followed by the stage of selection, which occurs during infancy at function-specific ages. There will 

be a minor reduction in motor variability, due to experience driven selection of the most effective 

motor patterns and their associated neuronal groups. The final stage of secondary or adaptive 

variability occurs during mid-infancy, flourishes at 2-3 years and matures into adolescence. During 

this stage, based on a myriad of experiences, ‘secondary neural repertoires’ are formed to adapt 

each movement exactly and efficiently to task-specific conditions.2 Variability in motor development 

is present until late childhood/adolescence.

The inter-individual variability partly depends on genetic factors which determine the 

speed of neurodevelopmental processes. Motor behavior of the newborn is predominantly under 

control of the spinal cord and medulla. This is represented by, for example, the appearance of 

primitive reflexes. Some of these reflexes will form preliminary patterns of future voluntary actions, 

such as the asymmetric tonic neck reflex (reaching), the stepping reflex (walking) and the palmar 

grasp (grasping).3 When cortical brain centers mature, integration with subcortical areas of the 

brain start to inhibit the primitive reflexes, resulting in their disappearance.3 Soon after birth, infants 

begin to acquire motor milestones such as smiling, keeping head balance, grasping, sitting, walking 

and improving fine movement skills. Depending on genetic and extrinsic factors, the age at which 

specific motor milestones are acquired is quite variable (inter-individual variability).4 However, 

common and specific developmental patterns exist. For example, motor control of trunk and 

arms is reached before control over legs and finger movements.3 This is related to the maturation 

pattern of the cerebral cortex, which start with the upper, central and hindmost cerebral cortex, 

followed by the frontal and lower temporal lobes.3 Other neurodevelopmental processes that 

improve motor function in the developing child are cerebellar growth, selective elimination of 

abundant neuronal connections and myelination of the central and peripheral nervous system.5 

The cerebellar vermis grows until eight years of age, whereas the anterior and superior posterior 

regions of the cerebellar hemispheres continue to develop until the 14th-17th year of age.6 PET studies 

indicate that the elimination of redundant synapses may continue until the end of adolescence7, 
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while ongoing myelination enhances neural conduction speed from childhood to adulthood.8,9 

Such data implicates that physiological improvement of motor performance can be seen until late 

into childhood/ adolescence.

Coordination
Coordination involves the interaction between different muscles and body parts to perform 

effective goal-directed movements. Different reference systems are used to accomplish this task. 

Extrinsic reference systems relate objects in the outside world to other objects or to our body.10 

Exteroceptive information, such as visual and auditory information, is crucial for these systems. 

Intrinsic reference systems relate body parts to other body parts and involve aspects such as the 

configuration of muscle lengths or the configuration of joint angles. These are primarily based on 

proprioceptive information from the body.10 Proprioceptive information is provided by muscle 

spindles (sensitive to muscles length) and Golgi tendon organs (sensitive to muscle tension). 11 The 

cerebellum integrates the information of the different reference systems. Its exact physiological 

functions and modes of operation are still under investigation. An influential theory states that in the 

cerebellum predictive forward models for motor control are generated.12,13 Not only coordination 

itself, but also motor learning are cerebellar functions.14 Recently, the role of the cerebellum in 

cognitive processing has come to the forefront as well.14,15

Although the cerebellum contains only 10% of the total brain volume, more than half of 

the neurons of the brain are located in the cerebellum.14 The cerebellum consists of grey matter 

in the cerebellar cortex, the internal white matter and the deep nuclei. It can be divided in three 

functional regions (Fig 1).14 The vestibulocerebellum participates in balance and eye movements. The 

spinocerebellum, consisting of the midline vermis and the intermediate hemispheres, participates 

in the motor control of the trunk, the proximal muscles and the eye movements (vermis) and in 

the motor control of the distal muscles of the limbs and the digits (intermediate hemispheres). The 

cerebrocerebellum (lateral hemispheres) has an important role in planning, motor learning and 

execution of motion, but possibly also in non-motor functions such as working memory.14,15 Afferent 

input to these functional regions, relevant for motor performance, originates from cell bodies in 

the spinal cord and the brainstem. The afferent input carries information from the periphery and 

from many brain structures, such as the sensory, motor and visual cortex and the vestibular system 

(Fig 1).14,16 Due to an intricate local network structure, afferent information to the cerebellum is 

compared in both the cerebellar cortex and the deep nuclei.14 Efferent neurons from the deep 

nuclei connect to the ventrolateral thalamus, red nucleus, reticular nuclei and vestibular nuclei. 

These structures then target the motor, prefrontal, premotor and parietal cerebral cortices, the 

motor and interneurons of the spinal cord and multiple brainstem nuclei (Fig 1).14 Several recurrent 

closed loops connect the cerebellum with the cerebral cortex, which enables constantly updated 

communication between specific parts of the cerebellum with specific parts of the cerebral cortex.14 

Altogether, the cerebellum provides continuously adapted information for balance control and 

1
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decision-making regarding speed, force and direction of intended movements.14 In this way the 

cerebellum provides a frame-work for fine-tuning intended goal-directed movements.

Ataxia
The term ’ataxia’ refers to an impairment of the smooth performance of intended goal-directed 

movements, resulting in impaired coordination as defined by repeated deviations of expected 

limb, trunk and eye movements and slurred speech (dysarthria).17 A delayed initiation of response 

is also part of ataxia.14 Ataxia occurs when the cerebellum is damaged or when the sensory input 

to the cerebellum is impaired. Concurrent central hypotonia may exist (decreased muscle tone due 

to damage to the central nervous system18). Somewhat confusingly, ‘ataxia’ is also used to indicate 

Figure 1. The functional regions reveal different structured pathways of input and output targets. The 
schematic cerebellum is unfolded (Based on Lisberger et al, in: Kandel, Principle of Neuroscience, 2012)14
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diseases – nosological entities – in which ataxia, the phenomenon of impairment of goal directed 

movements, is a prominent disease manifestation.

Currently, the ‘gold standard’ for the diagnosis of the phenomenon ‘ataxia’ is phenotypic 

recognition by neurologists, based upon a number of qualitatively defined clinical tests. In 

adult onset ataxia (abbreviated in this thesis as AOA) caused by diseases such as Multiple 

Sclerosis, paraneoplastic cerebellar degeneration, Multiple Systems Atrophy and hereditary 

neurodegenerative diseases, this might be convenient. However, in diseases with onset in early life, 

i.e. before 25 years of age (early onset ataxia, or in this thesis: EOA19,20), the recognition of ataxia may 

be difficult for several reasons. First, immature motor behavior may mimic features of (cerebellar or 

sensory) ataxia. This is reflected by an age-related decline of ataxia rating scale scores in healthy 

children until they reach adult performance around age 14.21,22 Especially in children until 6 years of 

age, agreement among rating clinicians about ataxia rating scale scores was fair to moderate, only.22 

This indicates that ataxia recognition at a young age might be even more challenging. Second, other 

developmental or medical conditions might present with phenotypically impaired coordination that 

resembles ataxia. For example, the motor behavior of children with developmental coordination 

disorder (DCD) is characterized by clumsiness, slowness and inaccurately performed motor skills 

in the absence of intellectual disability, visual impairment or a neurological condition that affects 

movement.23 Literature suggests that the cerebellum might be involved, as DCD is associated with 

problematic sensorimotor integration, postural control, motor learning, strategic planning, visual-

spatial processing and executive functioning.23-25 Peripheral hypotonia, being reduced muscle tone 

due to conditions of the peripheral neuromuscular system18, may also resemble ataxia. For instance, 

muscle weakness or joint hyperlaxity in connective tissue disorders may impair balance.26-28 Third, 

recognition of phenotypic ataxia may be difficult if there is a co-existence of other neurological 

movement abnormalities such as dystonia, chorea, myoclonus or tremor. This situation arises in 

many early onset genetic neurodegenerative diseases of the nervous system.29-32 Particularly in 

young children, it can be challenging to distinguish ataxia from other conditions and causes of 

impaired coordination.

Importance of Phenotypic Recognition of Early Onset Ataxia
Ataxia in childhood is a rare phenomenon. After excluding acquired ataxia (infections, tumors, 

cerebral palsy and pediatric multiple sclerosis), the overall prevalence of genetic diseases with 

ataxia as a prominent feature is estimated to be 14.6/100.000.33 This prevalence includes many 

rare and heterogeneous disorders.33 Thanks to modern genetic technology, the identification of 

novel mutations in new genes and the identification of additional phenotypes associated with 

already known mutations proceeds at an accelerating speed. Particularly the application of next 

generation sequencing techniques has facilitated molecular diagnostics.34 To gain more insight 

into the often unknown etiology, natural history and treatment options of the many EOA causes, 

European ataxia interest groups have set out to assemble a single longitudinal ataxia database that 

includes pediatric as well as adult patients.22 This database will associate rare phenotypes with 

1
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recently found genes or with newly discovered phenotypes of known genes. Also, DNA sequences 

of patients with similar (rare) phenotypes can be compared, which will result in the discovery of 

additional and novel genetic disorders. Centralizing information of patients with EOA will increase 

our understanding of the natural history of rare EOA disorders, and thus improve our counseling 

efforts of patients and their families. Ultimately, this expanding body of knowledge will be crucial 

in designing and testing novel treatment strategies for patients with various ataxia disorders. Such 

databases underlie efficient patient identification and inclusion for clinical trials. But in order to 

obtain a high-quality database, accurate phenotyping of ataxic patients is of utmost importance.

Importance of Reliable Ataxia Rating Scales in Early Onset Ataxia
Measurement of ataxia severity is one of the primary end points during follow-up of natural 

history cohorts and in clinical trials. Currently, ataxia rating scales administered by clinicians are 

used to measure ataxia severity. Frequently applied ataxia rating scales are the Friedreich Ataxia 

Rating Scale (FARS)35, the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS)36 and the Scale for 

Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA).37 For these three scales, good characteristics have been 

demonstrated in adult patients regarding reliability and validity.38 The FARS and ICARS are quite 

labor intensive, taking about 30 and 22 minutes, respectively, to complete. The SARA is shorter, 

with an average of 14 minutes completion time. Due to this brief assessment time, the SARA is 

easier to apply in clinical practice and might be suitable for children with a shorter attention span. 

However, SARA’s reliability and validity have hardly been assessed in children with EOA. Given the 

considerations of the difficulties in assessing ataxia in EOA as outlined previously, we cannot assume 

similar test characteristics of these ataxia rating scales in children as they have been developed 

and characterized in adults. In adults, ataxia appeared to be the only influencing factor of the SARA 

score – exactly what the instrument intended to measure.36 However, we have generated data that 

demonstrate that in the pediatric population ataxia rating scales are influenced by other factors 

besides ataxia.21,22,39 Ataxia rating scales appear age-dependent in healthy children, warranting 

age-related SARA reference values for reliable interpretation of longitudinal SARA scores in young 

children with EOA.21,22. Moreover, as concurrent movement disorders also affect coordination, we 

expect that they will affect ataxia rating scale scores as well. Finally, in children with Friedreich’s 

Ataxia, ICARS scores appeared to be confounded by muscle weakness.39 Therefore, insight in the 

reliability and validity of ataxia rating scales in children with ataxia is important for reliable ataxia 

measurement and follow up.

Aims of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is twofold. First, we want to investigate the reliability of phenotypic ataxia 

recognition in EOA and to search for hallmarks that support phenotypic ataxia recognition in this 

group of patients. Second, we aim to study the reliability and validity of the SARA in patients with 

EOA.
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Outline of the thesis
The first part of this thesis (chapters 2-5) deals with the ‘Phenotypic assessment of impaired 

coordination in children’. In chapter 2, we examine the reliability of phenotypic ataxia recognition 

in patients referred for EOA. We also explore whether certain clinical hallmarks may support 

phenotypic ataxia recognition in this population. In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we investigate 

whether movement sensors (applied during SARA assessment) are able to support phenotypic 

recognition of impaired coordination in a cohort of children with ataxia, DCD and healthy children. 

In chapter 5, we first investigate the reliability of EOA recognition in a cohort of children with 

impaired coordination due to EOA, DCD or hypotonia or hypoactive muscle activation (HHM). We 

explore whether there are clinical features that may help to distinguish between ataxia and DCD.

The second part of the thesis focuses on the ‘Quantitative assessment of impaired 

coordination in children’. In chapter 6, we present the results of the European SARA Age-Validation 

Trial in healthy children, to provide age-related reference values of SARA scores. In chapter 7, we 

investigate the reliability and validity of ataxia rating scales in patients with EOA, focusing on the 

inter- and intra-observer agreement and on the influence of concurrent movement disorders on 

the ataxia rating scales. Finally, in chapter 8, we investigate the validity of the SARA gait subscore 

in patients with heterogeneous causes of EOA. We examine correlations between the SARA gait 

subscore and other measurements of coordination. We also explore whether myoclonus and muscle 

weakness influence SARA gait subscores in patients with heterogeneous causes of EOA.

In chapter 9, we summarize our results, offer comparisons with existing literature, and 

discuss the strengths and limitations of our results. Suggestions for future research are offered.

1
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ABSTRACT

Aim To investigate the interobserver agreement on phenotypic early-onset ataxia (EOA) 

assessment and to explore whether the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) could 

provide a supportive marker.

Method Seven movement disorder specialists provided independent phenotypic assessments 

of potentially ataxic motor behaviour in 40 patients (mean age 15y [range 5–34]; data derived from 

University Medical Center Groningen medical records 1998–2012). We determined interobserver 

agreement by Fleiss’ kappa. Furthermore, we compared percentage SARA subscores ([subscore/

total score] × 100%) between ‘indisputable’ (primary ataxia recognition by at least six observers) 

and ‘mixed’ (ataxia recognition, unfulfilling ‘indisputable’ criteria) EOA phenotypes.

Results Agreement on phenotypic EOA assessment was statistically significant (p<0.001), but 

of moderate strength (Fleiss’ kappa=0.45; 95% CI 0.38–0.51). During mild disease progression, 

percentage SARA gait subscores discriminated between ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ EOA phenotypes. 

In patients with percentage SARA gait subscores >30%, primary ataxia was more frequently present 

than in those with subscores <30% (p=0.001).

Interpretation Among movement-disorder professionals from different disciplines, interobserver 

agreement on phenotypic EOA recognition is of limited strength. SARA gait subscores can provide 

a supportive discriminative marker between EOA phenotypes. Hopefully, future phenotypic insight 

will contribute to the inclusion of uniform, high-quality data in international EOA databases.

Abbreviations
EOA  Early Onset Ataxia

SARA  Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia

UMCG  University Medical Center Groningen
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INTRODUCTION

Ataxia is described by an impairment of the smooth performance of goal-directed movements,1 

resulting in impaired ‘unconscious’ decision making about balance, speed, force, and direction 

of intended movements.2–4 Intentional motor behaviour may thus be affected by ataxic limb 

movements (intention and action tremor, dysdiadochokinesis, rebound, hypermetria), trunk 

movements (with staggering, swaying and titubation), eye movements (nystagmus, saccades, 

over- and undershoot), and speech (dysarthria, dysrhytmia). The underlying neuropathology 

involves abnormal spinal afferent input and/or cerebellar dysfunction, hampering multisensory 

fine-tuning and timing of motor output. In the literature, the concept of ‘early-onset ataxia’ (EOA) is 

used to define the initiation of ataxia before the 25th year of life.5,6 The estimated EOA prevalence is 

about 14.6 per 100 000.7 As implicated by the large range in the age at onset, there is an enormous 

variety in underlying (genetic and metabolic) disorders. In this perspective, international EOA 

databases aim to (1) provide insight in the longitudinal disease course, (2) identify new genes, (3) 

design new treatment strategies, and (4) characterize uniform and transparent markers for disease 

monitoring. In the absence of a ‘criterion standard’, EOA patient inclusion will depend on subjective 

phenotypic recognition of ataxia. This process is complex for several reasons. In young children, 

it is well-known that the physiological maturation of the nervous system can cause a phenotypic 

‘overlap’ between immature motor behaviour and initiating signs of ataxia.8–10 Furthermore, in 

young children, EOA concurs frequently with features of other movement disorders,11–13 resulting 

in ‘mixed’ ataxic phenotypes. Finally, the EOA concept involves a large range in the age at onset, 

implicating the presence of heterogeneous underlying aetiologies, which are likely to differ between 

young children and adults.

In the present study, we reasoned that international EOA databases need uniformly agreeable, 

high-quality data. This implies that professionals from various disciplines should be able to agree 

on phenotypic EOA inclusion. To the best of our knowledge, data about interdisciplinary phenotypic 

EOA interobserver agreement are still incomplete. Furthermore, we reasoned that reproducible, 

quantitative EOA scales could provide a supportive marker for phenotypic EOA assessment. Detailed 

insight in phenotypic determination may provide conditions for inclusion of high-quality data in 

international databases, and may subsequently allow accurate data interpretation of innovative 

genetic techniques.14 In the present study, we thus aimed to determine (1) the interobserver 

agreement on phenotypic EOA assessment and (2) whether the Scale for Assessment and Rating of 

Ataxia (SARA)15 parameters could provide a supportive tool for uniform phenotypic EOA assessment.

2
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METHOD

Patients
The medical ethical committee of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG; the Netherlands) 

approved the study. In UMCG records, we performed a digital search for ataxic descriptions over 

a 15-year period (1998–2012). From the search list, we addressed the first 40 patients who were 

scheduled to visit UMCG. In accordance with international criteria for EOA databases, we invited 

patients with potentially congenital, developmental, metabolic, degenerative, and/or unknown 

causes of ataxia starting before the 25th year of life. We excluded underlying infectious, traumatic, 

intoxicative, cerebrovascular, para- and/or neoplastic causes of ataxia.16 After informed consent, 

all 40 patients decided to participate in the present study (response rate: 100%).

Study size
Since pilot data on phenotypic EOA agreement are lacking, we based the study size on previously 

published EOA SARA speech data,10 revealing the lowest intraclass correlation coefficient of SARA 

subscores.9 As previously indicated in adults,15 a sample size of 36 participants scored by three 

observers achieves 90% power to detect an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.8, or over the 

null hypothesis of a moderate intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.6 (0.85 published for adults),15 

using a significance level (alpha) of 0.05.

Assessment
In accordance with previously described methods, we videotaped SARA performances in all 40 

patients and we distributed recordings for independent offline assessment.9 Offline assessments 

involved both phenotypic and quantitative SARA scores, with an intermediate time interval of at 

least 6 months (see text below).

Phenotypic assessment
Seven assessors (i.e. clinicians and/or investigators participating in the UMCG movement disorder 

team) provided independent phenotypic assessments of the videotaped motor behaviour. Each 

assessor indicated whether and, if so, which movement disorder was observed, with a maximum 

of one primary and two secondary movement disorders (i.e. 11 options per participant, see Figure 

S1 [online supporting information]). In accordance with phenotypic results, we assigned patients 

to an ‘indisputable’ ataxic subgroup when at least six of seven observers (≥80%) had assessed the 

movement disorder as being primary ataxic. We assigned patients to a ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroup, 

when the above-mentioned criteria were not met. We excluded patients from analysis when none 

of the observers recognized ataxic features. We determined the interobserver agreement on (1) the 

presence of ataxia, (2) the recognition of ataxia as the primary feature, and (3) the recognition of 

ataxia as the secondary feature. We subsequently determined interobserver agreement between 

individual observers and stratified outcomes for pre-defined observer subgroups. Subgroups 
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involved paediatric neurologists (n=2), adult neurologists (n=2), a metabolic paediatrician with 

genetic expertise (n=1), and trainees (n=2). The two trainees were a (final-year) master’s student 

in medicine and a second-year paediatric neurology resident. Both conducted (PhD) research on 

paediatric movement disorders.

Quantitative assessment
SARA represents an ataxia rating scale varying from the ‘optimum’ score zero to the ‘most affected’ 

score 40, with subscores in the domains of gait, kinetics, and speech.15 More than 6 months before 

phenotypic assessment, three assessors (the two paediatric neurologists and the resident in 

paediatric neurology) had independently assessed SARA (without permission to review scores, 

thereafter). For each child, we calculated the contribution of each of the three SARA subscores 

(gait, kinetic, speech) to the total SARA score (i.e. for gait: percentage SARA gait subscore = [median 

SARA gait subscore/median total SARA score] × 100%; and analogously for the kinetic function and 

speech subscores). We determined and compared the mean percentage SARA subscores between 

‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroups. Subsequently, we determined and compared the mean 

percentage SARA subscores between pre-defined stages of disease progression, involving mild, 

moderate, and severe disease progression (concerning the lowest [<33%], middle [33–67%], and 

upper third [>67%] part of all total SARA scores, respectively).

Statistical analysis
We used SPSS statistics version 20.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA) for statistical analysis. 

We determined normality of age, ataxia duration, ataxia onset, and median total SARA scores both 

graphically and by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Ataxia duration revealed a normal distribution (p=0.09), 

whereas age (p=0.01), age at ataxia onset (p<0.001), and total SARA scores (p<0.01) did not reveal 

a normal distribution. We compared phenotypic and quantitative outcomes after stratification 

for age (≤18y and >18y) and after stratification for ‘age at ataxia onset’ (0–2y, 3–12y, 13–20y)17 by 

Mann–Whitney U test and Kruskal–Wallis test, respectively. We compared differences between the 

‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic groups by Student’s t-test and (when not normally distributed) by 

Mann–Whitney U test. We determined the interobserver agreement between individual observers 

by Cohen’s kappa. We determined phenotypic interobserver agreement between individual 

observers by Fleiss’ kappa. Since the present study design involved only a small agreement by 

change (involving seven observers, 40 participants, and 11 categories per participant), one may 

interpret (Fleiss’ and Cohen’s kappas) outcomes by the scale of Landis and Koch (<0.20 slight; 

0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost perfect).18,19 We compared 

percentage subscores according to disease progression by Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by Mann–

Whitney U tests if significant. All statistical tests were two-sided. We considered p values less than 

0.05 as statistically significant.

2
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RESULTS

Patient characteristics
In one of the 40 included patients, all seven movement disorder specialists independently 

identified presence of dystonia instead of ataxia. This non-ataxic patient was subsequently 

excluded from further analysis. The ‘ataxia’ data were thus obtained from the remaining 39 patients. 

Subdivision according to ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic phenotypes revealed 19 patients in 

the ‘indisputable’ and 20 patients in the ‘mixed’ ataxic group. For patient characteristics, see 

Table I. In the ‘indisputable’ ataxic subgroup, we assessed underlying genetic and/or metabolic 

diagnoses in 14 out of 19 patients (74%), involving Friedreich’s ataxia (n=7), ataxia with vitamin E 

deficiency (n=1), Niemann-Pick type C (n=1), neuropathy, ataxia, and retinitis pigmentosa (NARP) 

mutation (n=1), ataxia telangiectasia (n=1), Joubert syndrome(n=1), Kearns–Sayre syndrome (n=1), 

17-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase X deficiency (n=1), and unknown causes (n=5). In the ‘mixed’ 

ataxic subgroup, the overall recognition of ataxia (either as the primary or secondary feature) 

was indicated by a mean of 4.5 observers (range 1–7). In 12 out of 20 (60%) patients with ‘mixed’ 

ataxia, we assessed underlying genetic and/or metabolic diagnoses, involving GOSR2 mutation 

(n=4), ataxia with vitamin E deficiency (n=2), TITF1 mutation (n=1), SPG11 mutation (n=1), CTNNB1 

mutation (n=1), syndrome of Chediak Higashi (n=1), Huntington disease (n=1), and DYT6 mutation 

(n=1). The 8 out of 20 patients with ‘mixed’ ataxia lacking a genetic diagnosis were associated with 

cerebellar malformation (n=1), conversion disorder (n=1), and unknown causes (n=6). Comparing 

‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroups for age, ataxia duration, and age at ataxia onset 

revealed no significant differences (median ages 15y and 13y [p=0.35]; mean ataxia duration 12y 

and 9y [p=0.23]; median age at reported ataxia onset 4y and 3y [p=0.74], respectively). Comparing 

outcomes after stratification for age (≤18y and >18y) and for age at ataxia onset (0–2y, 3–12y, 13–

20y)19 revealed no significant differences (for p values, see Table SI).

Observer agreement on phenotypic assessment of ataxia
Observer agreement on the identification of ataxia was statistically significant (Fleiss’ kappa=0.45; 

95% CI 0.38–0.51). The strength of agreement was characterized as ‘moderate’, according to Landis 

and Koch.19 Paediatric neurologists showed the highest median agreement with other observers 

(Table II). Agreement on ataxia recognition as the primary feature was characterized as ‘moderate’ 

(Fleiss’ kappa=0.51; 95% CI 0.44–0.58), and agreement on ataxia recognition as the secondary 

feature was characterized as ‘fair’ (Fleiss’ kappa=0.21; 95% CI 0.14–0.28).

Quantitative SARA assessment in association with phenotypic recognition
The median total SARA score was 9.5 (upper–lower quartiles 5.5–19). The median total SARA 

score for the ‘indisputable’ ataxic subgroup was 14.8 (upper–lower quartiles 8.5–29.8) and for 

the ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroup 8.6 (upper–lower quartiles 3–13.5) (Fig. 1a). Comparing total SARA 

scores and percentage SARA gait subscores (i.e. [SARA-gait subscore/total SARA score] × 100) 
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among ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroups revealed significantly higher outcomes in the 

‘indisputable’ ataxic group (total SARA scores: p<0.01; percentage SARA gait subscores: p<0.01) (Fig. 

1a,b). During mild EOA disease progression, percentage SARA gait subscores revealed significantly 

higher outcomes in the ‘indisputable’ than the ‘mixed’ ataxicsubgroup (p<0.01) (Fig. 1b). Comparing 

percentage SARA kinetic subscores (i.e. [SARA kinetic subscore/total SARA score] × 100) between 

the ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic groups revealed significantly higher outcomes in the last group 

(p=0.02) (Fig. 1b). Comparing percentage SARA speech subscores (i.e. [SARA speech subscore/total 

SARA score] × 100) between the ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic groups revealed no significant 

differences. In the ‘indisputable’ ataxic subgroup, all subscore profiles were similar for mild, 

moderate, and severe disease progression. In the ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroup, the percentage SARA 

gait subscore differed significantly between mild and moderate, and between mild and severe, 

disease progression (p=0.001 and p<0.01, respectively). For differences in ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ 

subscore profiles, see Figure 1b.

Table I: Early-onset ataxia: patient characteristics for indisputable and mixed ataxic phenotypes

Indisputable (n=19) Mixed (n=20)
Age (y)

Median 15 13
Lower–upper quartiles 10–19 10–18

Ataxia duration (y)
Median 11 8
Lower–upper quartiles 7–15 3–14

Ataxia onset (y)
Median 4 3
Lower–upper quartiles 1.5–8 1–11

SARA per ataxia progression
Mild

Median 6.5 2.5
Lower–upper quartiles 5.3–7.9 1.3–4.8

Moderate
Median 10.3 9.5
Lower–upper quartiles 9.3–14.4 8.8–13.5

Severe
Median 29.8 19.8
Lower–upper quartiles 20–30.8 16–22.4

Indisputable phenotypes are recognized as primary ataxic by at least six out of seven observers (>80%). Mixed 
phenotypes represent the remaining patients. Mild, moderate, and severe ataxia progression involve the lowest 
(0–33%), middle (33–67%), and highest (67–100%) range of total Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia 
(SARA) scores. Age, ataxia onset, and ataxia duration did not statistically differ between both groups.

2
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Phenotypic EOA recognition in association with percentage gait subscores
In all patients of the ‘indisputable’ ataxic subgroup, the percentage SARA gait subscore was higher 

than 30% (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, ataxia was most often indicated as the primary feature of the 

movement disorder in patients with a percentage SARA gait subscore >30% (26/31; 84%). Most 

patients with a percentage SARA gait subscore <30% revealed another primary movement disorder 

than ataxia (6/8; 75%). Ataxia was more often the primary movement disorder feature in patients 

with percentage SARA gait subscores >30% than in patients with percentage SARA gait subscores 

<30% (p=0.001).

Table II: Agreement between individual observers on the presence of ataxia

Type of recognition
Observer 
number

Adult            
neurologists

Paediatric 
neurologists

Paediatrician 
with genetic 
expertise Trainees

Presence of ataxia 1 — 0.31 0.63 0.54 0.06 0.26 0.30
2 0.31 — 0.48 0.31 0.19 0.03 0.27
3 0.63 0.48 — 0.72 0.37 0.59 0.65
4 0.54 0.31 0.72 — 0.43 0.31 0.72
5 0.06 0.19 0.37 0.43 — 0.32 0.53
6 0.26 0.03 0.59 0.31 0.32 — 0.42
7 0.30 0.27 0.65 0.72 0.53 0.42 —
Median 0.31 0.29 0.61 0.48 0.35 0.32 0.48

Ataxia recognized as primary 
movement disorder

1 — 0.59 0.44 0.41 0.63 0.45 0.50
2 0.59 — 0.59 0.36 0.43 0.36 0.28
3 0.44 0.59 — 0.48 0.40 0.62 0.41
4 0.41 0.36 0.48 — 0.58 0.61 0.66
5 0.63 0.43 0.40 0.58 — 0.41 0.57
6 0.45 0.36 0.62 0.61 0.41 — 0.57
7 0.50 0.28 0.41 0.66 0.57 0.57 —
Median 0.47 0.40 0.46 0.53 0.50 0.51 0.53

Ataxia recognized as second-
ary movement disorder

1 — 0.42 0.25 0.42 0.32 0.01 0.37
2 0.42 — 0.40 0.10 0.35 -0.15 0.08
3 0.25 0.40 — 0.25 0.08 -0.10 -0.10
4 0.42 0.10 0.25 — 0.17 0.01 0.55
5 0.32 0.35 0.08 0.17 — 0.04 0.23
6 0.01 -0.15 -0.10 0.01 0.04 — 0.16
7 0.37 0.08 -0.10 0.55 0.23 0.16 —
Median 0.34 0.22 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.01 0.20

Interobserver agreement (Cohen’s kappa) between individual observers (n=7). Median = the median agreement 
for each observer (1-7) with the other observer. Interpretation of outcomes according to Landis and Koch:19 
<0.20 slight; 0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost perfect. Cohen’s kappa 
≤0.311 is not significant (p>0.05).
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DISCUSSION

In the present pilot study, we addressed the question whether ‘early-onset ataxia’ can be identified 

in a sufficiently reliable way and whether SARA subscales can support phenotypic EOA assessment. 

Results reveal statistically significant interobserver agreement on the presence of EOA. However, 

according to the scale of Landis and Koch, the interpreted strength of the agreement appeared only 

‘moderate’.19 The SARA gait subscale appeared supportive for phenotypic EOA assessment. During 

mild ataxia progression, a SARA percentage gait subscore >30% was indicative of ‘indisputable’ 

EOA. Additionally, a percentage SARA gait subscore >30% referred to ataxia as the primary feature 

of the movement disorder.

Figure 1: Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) scores by indisputable and mixed ataxia subgroups. 

Indisputably ataxic patients are recognized as primary ataxic by at least six out of seven observers. Mixed 
ataxic patients represent the remaining patients. (A) Total SARA scores. The x-axis indicates total SARA scores. 
The y-axis indicates ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxic subgroups. Boxes represent median and lower–upper 
quartiles of total SARA scores; bars represent ranges of total SARA scores. Total SARA scores were significantly 
higher in patients with ‘indisputable’ than ‘mixed’ ataxia (p<0.01). (B) Relative SARA subscore percentage. The 
x-axis shows the individual SARA subscores expressed as the percentage of the individual total SARA score 
(percentage SARA subscores). The y-axis indicates ataxia progression. Mild, moderate, and severe ataxia pro-
gression involve the lowest (0–33%), middle (33–67%), and highest (67–100%) range of total SARA scores. Boxes 
represent median and lower–upper quartiles of percentage subscores; bars represent ranges of percentage 
subscores. During mild ataxia progression, patients with indisputable ataxia revealed significantly higher 
percentage gait subscores than patients with mixed ataxia.

2
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In absence of a ‘criterion standard’ for detection, insight into the reliability of phenotypic 

EOA assessment is warranted. In the present cohort of early ‘paediatric-onset’ EOA (i.e. median 

age at ataxia onset 3–4y), movement disorder professionals (from different disciplines) revealed 

a statistically significant phenotypic agreement, but only of limited strength (i.e. ‘moderate’ 

according to interpretation by Landis and Koch19). Although this might seem acceptable in the 

perspective of the study design (in which agreement by chance approaches 0 instead of 0.5), 

supportive measures are needed to accomplish high-quality databases. Paediatric neurologists 

obtained the highest agreement with the other movement disorder specialists, suggesting that 

there is general consensus if paediatric neurologists would phenotype patients with ‘paediatric-

onset’ EOA for international databases. However, since the assessor subgroups were small, future 

studies are needed to elucidate this point further. An explanation for the moderate strength of 

interobserver agreement could be that the paediatric EOA phenotype is highly heterogeneous. One 

explanation for this heterogeneity could be that children with EOA often present with mixed ataxic 

phenotypes.11–13 This can be understood by the interactions between the cerebellum and basal 

ganglia.20,21 For instance, there are interacting neurons projecting from the subthalamic nucleus to 

the pontine nuclei (influencing the input to the cerebellar cortex), and there are interacting neurons 

projecting from the dentate nucleus (an output stage of the cerebellum) via the thalamus to the 

striatum (influencing the input to the basal ganglia). These connections may relate to the mixed 

ataxic phenotype with hyperkinetic features.20,22 Another explanation for EOA heterogeneity might 

be deduced from the EOA concept itself. Since the EOA concept refers to the initiation of ataxia 

before the 25th year of life, there is an enormous variety in the underlying aetiologies involved 

(varying from congenital malformations in the newborn to dominantly inheritable disorders in 

the young adult). From this perspective, one might indicate that the EOA concept is unspecific 

for paediatric use. Analogous to literature on paediatric dystonia,17 we therefore attempted to 

stratify results for calendar age and for age at ataxia onset. Although this pilot study did not reveal 

discriminative results, it is advisory to await the results from larger databases before drawing a 

conclusion.

A secondary goal was to investigate whether quantitative SARA subscores could support 

phenotypic EOA assessment. During mild disease progression, our results revealed that percentage 

SARA gait subscores >30% discerned between ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ EOA phenotypes. 

Additionally, percentage SARA gait subscores >30% appeared indicative for the presence of ataxia 

as the primary movement disorder feature. Considering our patient inclusion criteria, these results 

may be comprehended by the fact that we excluded for focally ‘acquired’ cerebellar lesions (see 

‘Patients’ section within Method).16 In this perspective, general cerebellar involvement, including 

vermis dysfunction,23 would be expected. Since stance and gait are thus likely to be affected, gait 

assessment may be considered as important for phenotypic EOA assessment.

Comparing outcomes between the ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ subgroups revealed 

a genetic diagnosis in 74% and 60% of the patients, respectively, which appears in line with 

previously published data.24,25 Interestingly, half (6/12; 50%) of the ‘mixed’ ataxic children with 
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a known underlying genetic disorder revealed either GOSR2 or ataxia with vitamin E deficiency 

gene mutations, which are recognized among ataxic movement disorders. The mixed phenotypic 

appearance may be understood by the longitudinal GOSR2 disease course, involving progressive 

myoclonic features by the age of 6 years and older.12,26 Since all included GOSR2 patients were 

6 years and older, assignment to the mixed ataxic subgroup appears comprehensive. Similarly, 

it is also known that ataxia with vitamin E deficiency phenotypes may change with age and/or 

treatment conditions.27 These rare diseases may thus illustrate the importance of longitudinal 

disease documentation, preferably by large international databases.

We recognize several limitations to this study. First, all observers were aware that included patients 

had been described with ataxia in UMCG records. However, the same situation will apply when 

potentially ataxic patients are presented for inclusion in international databases. Second, we 

included relatively few patients in the present pilot study. Since the EOA diagnosis involves a 

group of heterogeneous and rare disorders, this may illustrate why larger international datasets are 

needed. Finally, three observers had performed both SARA and phenotypic assessments (after an 

interval of more than 6mo). However, because SARA assessments concerned rough (uncalculated) 

scores, and because the observers were not allowed to review their data, it appears unlikely that 

this influenced outcomes. This was also indirectly confirmed by the almost identical outcomes 

(>90%) of the observers who had not performed SARA assessments.

In conclusion, among movement disorder professionals from different disciplines, agreement on 

phenotypic EOA recognition is statistically significant, but only of limited strength. During mild 

disease progression, SARA gait subscores can support EOA recognition. Hopefully, future insight 

in phenotypic EOA assessment will contribute to the inclusion of high-quality data in longitudinal 

EOA databases.

2
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Table SI: Stratification according to age of onset 

AOO
<4 and ≥4 yrs*

AOO 
0-2, 3-12, 13-20 yrs+

Age 
≤18 and >18 yrs*

Indisputable or mixed phenotype .542 .590 .644

Ataxia progression 1.00 .401 .168
Age .092 .407 n.a
Age of ataxia onset na na .348

Statistical p-values of comparisons between subgroups of ages of ataxia onset and of age. AOO = age of onset; 
yrs=years; Indisputable phenotypes are recognized as primary ataxic by at least 6 of 7 observers (>80%). Mixed 
phenotypes represent the remaining patients. Ataxia progression concerning the lowest (0-33%), middle (33-
67%) and highest (67-100%) range of total SARA scores. na = not applicable, *=Mann Whitney U test, += Kruksal 
Wallis test. There are no significant differences between ages of ataxia onset and of age regarding allocation 
to the ‘indisputable’ or ‘mixed’ phenotype, ataxia progression, age and age of ataxia onset. 

Figure S1: Phenotypic assessment form
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ABSTRACT

Early-Onset Ataxia (EOA) and Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) are two conditions 

that affect coordination in children. Phenotypic identification of impaired coordination plays an 

important role in their diagnosis. Gait is one of the tests included in rating scales that can be used 

to assess motor coordination.

A practical problem is that the resemblance between EOA and DCD symptoms can hamper their 

diagnosis. In this study we employed inertial sensors and a supervised classifier to obtain an 

automatic classification of the condition of participants. Data from shank and waist mounted 

inertial measurement units were used to extract features during gait in children diagnosed with EOA 

or DCD and age-matched controls. We defined a set of features from the recorded signals and we 

obtained the optimal features for classification using a backward sequential approach. We correctly 

classified 80.0%, 85.7%, and 70.0% of the control, DCD and EOA children, respectively. Overall, the 

automatic classifier correctly classified 78.4% of the participants, which is slightly better than the 

phenotypic assessment of gait by two pediatric neurologists (73.0%). These results demonstrate 

that automatic classification employing signals from inertial sensors obtained during gait maybe 

used as a support tool in the differential diagnosis of EOA and DCD. Furthermore, future extension 

of the classifier’s test domains may help to further improve the diagnostic accuracy of pediatric 

coordination impairment. In this sense, this study may provide a first step towards incorporating 

a clinically objective and viable biomarker for identification of EOA and DCD.

Abbreviations
AP  antero-posterior

CTRL  Control

DCD  Developmental Coordination Disorder

EOA  Early Onset Ataxia

HMMs  Hidden Markov Models

IMUs  Inertial Measurement Units

LOSO  Leave One Subject Out

ML  medio-lateral

SARA  Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia

SVM  Support Vector Machine

VT  Vertical
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INTRODUCTION

Coordination is characterized by smooth and efficient goal directed movements that involve 

different parts of the body. Correct anticipation and knowledge of where the body is located in 

space (proprioception) are essential for the execution of motor tasks requiring coordination. The 

cerebellum plays a pivotal role in the organization of planned coordination. It integrates input 

from different motor and multisensory feedback signals of different body regions. Gait requires 

a complex interaction of different muscles to maintain balance while moving forward, and even 

though children start to walk around their first year of age, it continues developing at least until the 

age of eleven.1 Gait therefore can be affected by impaired coordination. In children, coordination 

can be affected due to different causes, such as ataxia, developmental coordination disorder (DCD) 

and physiological immaturity of the cerebellar circuitry in young children. Early-Onset Ataxia (EOA) 

is characterized by chronically impaired coordination of voluntary, goal directed movements 

starting before the 25th year of life.2-5 The underlying etiology is either associated with dysfunctional 

cerebellar networks or with abnormal spinal afferent input. Many of the heterogeneous underlying 

genetic causes of EOA will show progression over time, resulting in wheelchair dependency and 

even shorter life expectancy.6 DCD is characterized by abnormal coordination impairment, after 

the exclusion of medical (behavioral or neurological) conditions as the underlying cause. DCD may 

involve impaired acquisition of motor skills, sensorimotor integration, postural control, strategic 

planning, visual-spatial processing and executive functioning.7-9 Although the future perspective 

of DCD is much more optimistic compared to EOA, patients diagnosed with DCD may experience 

motor difficulties even into adulthood.7 With treatment, functional outcome in these children can 

be improved.7 Finally, in young typically developing children (CTRL), immaturity of the cerebellar 

circuitry is characterized by normal, physiologically immature coordination, with features that can 

mimic ‘ataxia’.5,10 As implicated by the descriptions, these three clinical entities for coordination 

impairment are characterized by overlapping features, which potentially hampers unanimous 

phenotypic recognition. However, due to the different future perspectives and treatment options, 

early distinction between EOA, DCD and typically developing controls is desirable. In addition, 

adequate distinction between EOA and DCD will hopefully improve the yield of innovative genetic 

strategies and enhance the quality of data entry in international EOA databases.

In absence of reliable distinctive biomarkers, the Scale for Assessment and Rating of 

Ataxia (SARA), is often used as an additional, supportive biomarker to indicate ataxia severity.11 

Despite the high reliability of the scale, we have shown that pediatric SARA is confounded by other 

factors than ataxia, as well.5,10,12 Nevertheless, we have shown that the relative SARA gait subscore 

can support the recognition of an indisputable EOA phenotype in mildly affected participants.13 

Presently available quantitative gait parameters14 are still not ubiquitously implemented as a clinical 

tool. Based on the remarks reported above, we reasoned that clinically simple and reproducible 

quantitative gait analysis could be worthwhile for reliable EOA and DCD recognition.

3
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In the present paper, we evaluate a method for the automatic and objective assessment 

of pediatric gait as compared to a clinical diagnosis in a similar way to what was previously done 

for other pathological conditions.15,16 Additionally, the accuracy of phenotypic assessments is 

estimated. Both methods classify patients into three groups (EOA, DCD and CTRL). To be effective, 

the automatic assessment is expected to guarantee both a limited increase of the complexity of 

the evaluation and a minimal impact on the gait patterns under evaluation. As a result, we chose 

to apply a supervised classification algorithm to gait kinematics patterns recorded with few, light 

weight, wearable inertial measurement units (IMUs). Some of the features employed were obtained 

by modeling gait sequences with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which were shown to be effective 

in analyzing gait sequence data acquired with IMUs.17-22

METHODS

Participants
The study was performed in accordance with the research and integrity codes of the UMCG. Since 

gait assessment is routinely performed as part of scoring of the SARA during clinical assessment, 

the Medical Ethical Committee of the UMCG provided a waiver for ethical approval. After informed 

consent by the parents and informed assent by the participants (when older than 12 years of 

age), we included ten EOA [m 13.3 (sd 3.8) years], seven DCD [m 9.6 (sd 2.2) years] and twenty age-

matched CTRL [m 12.1 (sd 3.3) years] children. There were no significant age differences between 

groups (ANOVA, p = 0.07).

The inclusion criterion for EOA was clinically assessed ataxia before the 25th year of life, 

either confirmed by a prior diagnosis and/or confirmed by two specialists from the movement 

disorders team (with access to the clinical radiologic evaluations, metabolic tests and genetic 

data). Identified EOA diagnoses involved: Niemann Pick Type C (n = 1), MHBD-deficiency (n = 1), 

Friedreich’s Ataxia (n = 2), CACNA1A (n = 2) and unknown (n = 4). The inclusion criterion for DCD was 

the assessment of impaired coordination as clinically established by an independent rehabilitation 

clinician, according to DSM-IV-TR23, after exclusion of a movement disorder by a neurologist. The 

inclusion criteria for typically developing young children were the ability to follow mainstream 

education and absence of any neurological or orthopedic disorder as well as other physical 

conditions or prescribed medication that could theoretically interfere with the execution of SARA 

tasks.

The SARA scale represents an ataxia rating scale in the domains of gait, upper limbs 

coordination, and speech, with scores varying from zero (no ataxia) to the maximum severity of 

40.11 The SARA gait subscore varies from zero (no difficulties in walking) to eight (unable to walk). 

We compared SARA score and SARA gait subscore between groups using an ANOVA test in case of 

normally distributed data and a Kruskal-Wallis test for non-normally distributed data.
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During their visit to the UMCG outpatient clinic, we videotaped the SARA performances 

of all participants. The SARA gait evaluation consists of the assessment of 1) walking at a safe 

distance parallel to a wall and 2) walking in tandem without support.11 In this study we focused on 

1). According to SARA guidelines11, participants were asked to walk in a straight line at their own 

speed in a corridor of approximately 15 m, turn 180° and return to the starting position. We strived 

to obtain a similar number of strides and trials from all participants. However, due to their condition, 

the number of recorded strides varied across participants. In particular, the gait segmentation 

algorithm identified 54.4 ± 17.3 strides (mean ± standard deviation) for control subjects, 53.6 ± 

12.8 strides for DCD patients and 40.9 ± 16.9 strides for EOA patients. These performances were 

recorded by six IMUs (Shimmer3, Shimmer, Dublin, Ireland) including three accelerometers and 

three gyroscopes that were attached to the body with elastic straps. Data were recorded at a 

sampling rate of 256 Hz while participants performed the tasks described in the SARA. Before each 

recording IMUs were calibrated using software from the manufacturer (Shimmer 9DoF Calibration 

v2.5). One IMU was placed on the sternum, another one on the low back close to the L3 vertebra, 

two were placed bilaterally halfway each upper leg over the quadriceps and two on the lateral side 

of the shanks, just above the malleolus. This set-up was chosen to be able to carry out various 

analyses including joint kinematics analysis during SARA motor tasks. However, given the goal of 

this study, only data from a subset of IMUs was used.

Clinical diagnosis
Three experienced pediatric assessors (two pediatric neurologists and a movement disorders 

investigator specialized in ataxia) performed quantitative SARA assessments. Previous publications 

have shown that the SARA score is reliable when assessed by this group.5,12

Phenotypic assessment
After a time interval of six months, two pediatric neurologists independently assessed the 

phenotypic characteristics of the videotaped SARA gait performances and assigned the children 

to the EOA, DCD and CTRL gait-subgroups. Prior to assessment, the pediatric neurologists did not 

have access to the clinical or previous scoring data.

Automatic classification
The automatic classification of patients into the three groups (CTRL, DCD and EOA) was carried 

out similarly to a previous work17, in which data from three groups (typically developing elderly, 

hemiparetic patients and patients with Huntington’s disease) were classified based on data 

obtained from wearable IMUs. Seven IMU-derived signals were selected among the IMU-derived 

signals recorded during each gait trial. Six of them were extracted from an IMU positioned on 

the shank: the medio-lateral (ML) angular velocity and its approximated derivative, the antero-

posterior (AP) acceleration and its approximated derivative, the approximated derivatives of the 

ML and vertical (VT) accelerations.14,20 A single signal was extracted from the IMU attached to the 

3
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lower back (the ML acceleration).17 The above mentioned signals were selected since, in a previous 

work, they were found to be suitable for recognizing gait alterations.17 A schematic of the method 

is presented in Fig. 1.

The signals derived from the shank-mounted IMUs recorded during the walking trials were 

processed to extract classification features. From each of the selected IMU signals six features in the 

time domain and six in the frequency domain were extracted (12 × 7 = 84 features). Six additional 

features were obtained by modeling gait sequences using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)17 (Table I). 

HMMs are a pattern recognition method that provides a statistical framework for modeling signals25: 

the resulting signal models can be specific to particular conditions and can then be used to classify 

new data by evaluating which specific model better explains new data (model likelihood evaluation). 

HMMs were trained in a supervised way by pairing stance and swing phases of gait to model states.22 

Reference gait events were extracted from the IMU signals using a previously validated method 

for gait segmentation.26 To obtain HMM-based features, a model was trained for each of the three 

groups at each validation step. In particular, the data likelihood under each model was evaluated 

and provided six additional features to be used for classifying data during the testing phase: three 

features were obtained by the evaluation of model likelihoods on 2-s windows of data and three 

features were obtained by comparing the likelihood evaluated across the full length of the walking 

trials.17 Features that did not improve the classification accuracy were sequentially discarded, one 

at a time, by means of an automatic method, the sequential backward feature selection.27 The 

cross-validation accuracy was used as the criterion for each selection step. After the automatic 

selection of a subset of the original 90 features, a classification algorithm was applied. A support 

vector machine (SVM) classifier with a radial basis function kernel was used. Classifier parameters 

were retained from a previous work: the upper complexity bound and the kernel variability were 

 Figure 1: Schematic summarizing the proposed methodology for automatic classification. 

Variables containing information suitable for classification purposes (features) were extracted from the 
selected IMU signals. An automatic procedure to reduce the complexity of the classification problem was 
included (feature selection) and then an automatic classifier was validated. The results of each tested walking 
trial were then summarized to provide a single output for each subject (with the majority voting method). 
The results were then compared to the phenotypic assessment.
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fixed to C = 100 and γ = 0.01, respectively.17 The classifier was trained using a weighted cost function 

to limit the effect of class unbalance using the LibSVM implementation.28

A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation was performed for both training phases 

(HMMs and SVM). At each validation step, data from one participant were excluded from the training 

set and the solution obtained was tested on data from the excluded participant. This was then 

repeated to test all participants in the dataset and results were aggregated by summing the 

confusion matrices obtained at each step. The results obtained from the SVM classifier referred 

to single walking trials. To classify a patient, a majority voting strategy27 was applied for which the 

Table I: Feature set for classification, adapted from17.

Category Feature Channel 
(a check mark indicates that the feature has been 
selected by the automatic selection strategy)
ML 
gyro

dML 
gyro

AP 
acc.

dAP 
acc.

dVT 
acc.

dML 
acc.

dML 
acc. 
(waist)

Time 
Domain 
Features 

Mean value ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Standard deviation ✓ ✓ ✓
Variance ✓ ✓
Maximum ✓ ✓ ✓
Minimum ✓
Range ✓ ✓

Frequency 
Domain 
Features 

Power at first dominant freq. (P1) ✓ ✓
Power at second dominant freq. ✓ ✓ ✓
First dominant frequency ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Second dominant frequency ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Total power (PT) ✓ ✓
P1 / PT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

HMM-Based 
Features

(Models 
use data 
from all the 
seven data 
channels)

Log-likelihood, CTRL model (limit-
ed to a 2-s window) 

✓

Log-likelihood, DCD model (limited 
to a 2-s window)
Log-likelihood, EOA model (limited 
to a 2-s window)
Difference between log-likelihoods 
for CTRL and DCD models (for all 
available data)

✓

Difference between log-likelihoods 
for CTRL and EOA models(for all 
available data)

✓

Difference between log-likelihoods 
for DCD and EOA models(for all 
available data)

✓

Check marks indicate the feature set after the automatic feature selection strategy. Data channels obtained by 
approximated derivatives are indicated with a ‘d’. ML= medio-lateral, AP=antero- posterior, VT=ventral, HHM= 
Hidden Markov Models, CTRL=control, DCD=developmental Coordination Disorder, EOA=Early Onset Ataxia.

3
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classification output of each side in each walking trial generated a vote. The class collecting most 

votes was then selected as the winner of the poll. A heuristic rule to deal with ties was introduced.

Classification accuracy
The accuracy of the phenotypic assessment and of the automatic classification are presented 

as confusion matrices using the clinical diagnosis as reference. The accuracy of the automatic 

classification was determined for single gait trials and after the majority voting. To facilitate a 

comparison between phenotypic assessment and the automatic classification the assessments 

of both evaluators were aggregated in one confusion matrix.

To facilitate a comparison between phenotypic assessment and automatic classification 

the assessments of both evaluators were aggregated. Results obtained by phenotypic assessment 

are in part 1. Results obtained using the automatic classifier for single walking trials (part 2) and 

after majority voting (part 3).

RESULTS

Participant characteristics
According to Shapiro-Wilk tests, the total SARA score and the gait score were normally distributed in 

the EOA and DCD groups but not in the CTRL group. Both total SARA and SARA-gait scores differed 

significantly between groups (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.01). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests revealed 

that SARA total scores were significantly higher in EOA than in DCD (p<0.01) and that SARA total 

scores were significantly higher in DCD than in CTRL (p<0.01). SARA gait scores were significantly 

different between groups, as well (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.01). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests 

showed that SARA gait scores were significantly higher in EOA than in DCD (p<0.01) and that SARA 

gait scores were significantly higher in DCD than in CTRL (p<0.05) (Table II).

Feature selection
The feature set obtained by applying the sequential backward feature selection is summarized in 

Table I. Retained features are indicated with check marks: four out of six HMM-based features and 

37 out of 84 features in the time and frequency domain were retained.

Phenotypic assessment and automatic classification results
The confusion matrix for the phenotypic assessment performed by the two specialists is reported 

in Table III, part 1. Every assessment is reported as an entry for the confusion matrix. The SVM 

classifier output is summarized in confusion matrices reported in Table III (parts 2 and 3). The first 

classification output describes the walking trials classification and shows that 63.8% of walking 

trials were assigned to the correct group. The majority voting resulted in correct classification 

for 78.4% of participants. In particular, no DCD or EOA participants were incorrectly classified 
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as CTRL. However, four CTRL participants were mistakenly classified as DCD or EOA and a few 

misclassifications occurred between EOA and DCD. The relation between the SARA gait subscore 

and the classifier output is shown in Fig. 2.

Table II: Participant characteristics.

CTRL (n=20) DCD (n=7) EOA (n=10)
Age Mean (sd)

Range
12.1 (3.3) 
7-20

9.6 (2.2) 
7-13

13.3 (3.8) 
8-19

SARA score Median (IQR) Range 0.3 (0.7) 
0-2.25

2.5 (4.0) 
0.5-11.25

9.1 (6.1) 
4.5-17

SARA gait subscore Median (IQR) Range 0.0 (0.0) 
0-0.5

1.0 (2.0) 
0-4

3.5 (2.4) 
1-6

CTRL= Control, DCD= Developmental Coordination Disorder, EOA= Early Onset Ataxia, sd= standard deviation, 
IQR=Inter Quartile Range

Table III: Confusion matrices for the group classification.

1. phenotypic assessment output
Phenotype classification output 

CTRL DCD EOA
Clinical Diagnosis CTRL 31         (77.5%) 8           (20.0%) 1          (2.5%)

DCD 4           (28.6%) 5           (35.7%) 5          (35.7%)
EOA 0           (0.0%) 2           (10.0%) 18        (90.0%)

Overall accuracy 73.0 % of assessments

2. single walking trials
Automatic classification output

CTRL DCD EOA
Clinical Diagnosis CTRL 107  (61.5%) 39 (22.4%) 28 (16.1%)

DCD 5  (8.3%) 36 (60.0%) 19 (31.7%)
EOA 1  (1.4%) 18 (25.7%) 51 (72.9%)

Overall accuracy 63.8% of walking episodes
3. majority voting

CTRL DCD EOA
Clinical Diagnosis CTRL 16 (80.0%) 2 (10.0%) 2 (10.0%)

DCD 0  (0%) 6 (85.7%) 1 (14.3%)
EOA 0 (0%) 3 (30.0%) 7 (70%)

Overall accuracy 78.4% of participants 

To facilitate a comparison between phenotypic assessment and automatic classification the assessments of 
both evaluators were aggregated. Results obtained by phenotypic assessment are in part 1. Results obtained 
using the automatic classifier for single walking trials (part 2) and after majority voting (part 3).

3
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented an automatic assessment of gait in EOA, DCD and typically developing 

‘immature’ control children that could support the currently challenging phenotypic recognition 

of such conditions. We implemented a method for the automatic classification of wearable inertial 

sensors data from gait trials according to three categories of coordination impairment. To assess 

the accuracy of the method, we compared the quantitative gait outcomes with: (a) the clinical 

diagnosis based on genetic, radiologic, neurologic and/or metabolic data; and (b) the observed 

phenotype (as determined by clinical specialists of movement disorders).To assess the accuracy of 

the method, we determined the percentage of correct classification and of misclassification using 

the clinical diagnosis as reference. We then compared the accuracy of the automatic classification 

method with that of the phenotypic assessment as determined by clinical specialists in movement 

disorders. We reasoned that if quantitative gait features are able to distinguish between EOA, DCD 

and CTRL groups, this technique could provide an objective tool for the identification of EOA and 

DCD. Overall, the classifier obtained an accuracy of 78.4%, which is 5.4% higher than the mean 

accuracy of the phenotypic assessment. From these data, we conclude that the quantitative gait 

features, as provided by the automatic classifier, can provide a supportive tool for unanimous and 

reproducible diagnostic assessment.

For the purpose of this discussion we looked into some individual misclassification 

cases. The automatic classifier placed one DCD participant in the EOA group. This is most probably 

due to the accidental misplacement of the shank mounted IMUs, occurred in the participant 

data acquisition session and recognized by analyzing the video-recordings of his walking trials. 

Figure 2: SARA gait scores for DCD (blue dots) and EOA (red dots) participants in relation to the output of the 
classifier.
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Interestingly, this participant was placed in the CTRL group by both evaluators. The automatic 

classifier misclassified three EOA and two CTRL participants, placing them in the DCD group. In 

two of these cases, one of the two evaluators agreed with the automatic classifier. There were two 

cases of misclassified CTRL participants in the EOA group. These participants were placed in the 

EOA and DCD groups and in the DCD and CTRL groups respectively by the evaluators. They also 

obtained impaired/sub-optimal SARA gait subscores, suggesting that phenotypical assessment 

and automatic classification identified a sub-optimal/impaired coordination.

Comparing the automatic classifier assessment with the phenotypic assessment revealed 

a higher diagnostic accuracy by the former in DCD subjects (50% higher) and a higher diagnostic 

accuracy by the latter in EOA patients (20% higher). For controls, both methods revealed similar 

accuracies, with a slightly higher accuracy of the automatic classifier (2.5% higher).

To explain the outcomes of this study, it is crucial to elaborate on the characteristics of 

the three methods of classifications utilized: the clinical diagnosis, the phenotypic assessment, 

the automatic method consideration. The clinical diagnosis is the result of the evaluation of all 

potentially useful parameters. This may implicate that indicators other than gait parameters (such 

as genetic, radiologic, laboratory) could have been decisive for the clinical diagnosis. From this 

perspective, a different classification between the clinical diagnosis and the automatic gait classifier 

does not necessarily imply a poor performance of the classifier. For instance, a child with a genetic 

diagnosis and discrete changes in tandem gait does not necessarily reveal abnormalities in the 

walking pattern that can be picked up by the classifier. Similarly, the phenotypic assessment which 

is based on videotaped SARA gait performances could be heavily affected by the observation of 

tandem gait, standing and by the perception of the age of the child, expressions that were not 

included in the recordings processed by the automatic classification, which is applied only to data 

recorded during straight walking. Considering that the automatic classifier was applied exclusively 

to straight gait recordings, a 78% classification accuracy is very promising. Once the automatic 

classifier application will be extended to other SARA gait and kinetic parameters, it is expected 

that the accuracy of this method will increase.

Interestingly, the phenotypic assessment revealed a higher sensitivity for EOA patients, whereas the 

automatic classifier revealed a higher sensitivity for DCD and control subjects. As EOA represents a 

neurologic diagnosis, and as DCD represents a practical rehabilitation diagnosis (after exclusion of 

neurologic abnormalities), it appears hardly surprising that pediatric neurologists are better skilled 

to identify EOA than DCD. As specific standards for DCD recognition are still missing, it appears 

tempting to speculate that future classifier-based assessments of additional DCD domains may 

assist further delineation of this broad diagnostic group. Within the limitation of the present study, 

we would thus suggest that future extension of the classifier’s test domains and also inclusion of a 

larger number of patients may help to improve the diagnostic accuracy of pediatric coordination 

impairment. Hopefully, this study provides a first step towards incorporating a clinically objective 

and viable biomarker for uniform identification of EOA and DCD.

3
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ABSTRACT

Background During childhood, many conditions may impact coordination. Examples are 

physiological age-related development and pathological conditions, such as early onset ataxia 

(EOA) and developmental coordination disorder (DCD). These conditions are generally diagnosed 

by clinical specialists. However, in absence of a gold phenotypic standard, objective reproducibility 

among specialists appears limited.

Methods We investigated whether quantitative analysis of an upper limb coordination task 

(the finger-to-nose test) could discriminate between physiological and pathological conditions 

impacting coordination. We used inertial measurement units to estimate movement trajectories 

of the participants while they executed the finger-to-nose test. We employed random forests to 

classify each participant in one category.

Findings On average, 87.4% of controls, 74.4% of EOA and 24.8% of DCD patients were correctly 

classified. The relatively good classification of EOA patients and controls contrasts with the poor 

classification of DCD patients.

Interpretation In absence of a gold phenotypic standard for DCD recognition, it remains elusive 

whether the finger-to-nose test in DCD patients represents a sufficiently accurate entity to reflect 

symptoms distinctive of this disorder. Based on the relatively good results in EOA patients and 

controls, we conclude that quantitative analysis of the finger-to-nose test can provide a reliable 

support tool during the assessment of phenotypic EOA.

Abbreviations
DCD  Developmental Coordination Disorder

DoF  Degrees of Freedom

DTW  Dynamic Time Warping

EOA  Early Onset Ataxia

ICARS  International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale

IMU  Inertial Measurment Unit

LOOCV  leave-on-out cross-validation

n2t  Nose-to-target trajectory

PC (A)  Principle Component (Analysis)

RF  Random Forest

SARA  Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia

t2n  Target-to-nose trajectory
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INTRODUCTION

Coordination is the process that allows motor performance through interactions of particular groups 

of muscles.1 This term can also be used to describe harmonious movement executions of several 

muscles.2 Coordination involves the complex integration of motor and multisensory feedback 

signals by different body parts to perform smooth and efficient goal directed movements. Important 

aspects for accurate coordination are the knowledge of where and how the body is located in 

space (proprioception) and correct estimation of the intended end point of the movement.3 The 

cerebellum is involved in fine-tuning many of the processes related to coordinated movements. It 

evaluates, influences and modifies the information it receives from a vast number of multi-sensory 

inputs.4 Important sensory input sources for coordination are the muscle receptors (informing 

about location, speed and orientation of muscles), otoliths and semi-circular canals in the ear 

(informing about head position, which is important for balance) and visual-spatial information 

from the eyes (for estimation of distances of intended targets).5 Impaired coordination is associated 

with many pediatric conditions such as ataxia, developmental coordination disorder (DCD) and 

physiologically immature coordination in young children. Children with physiologically immature 

coordination are considered healthy by clinicians and by their parents, even if their coordination 

is sub-optimal compared to adults.6,7 For optimal clinical diagnosis, surveillance and treatment 

evaluation, it is important to distinguish between these three underlying conditions and to obtain 

an objective reliable biomarker for quantitative assessment. Typical symptoms of ataxia that can 

be used for its diagnostic recognition are interruptions, exaggerated corrections and errors in 

position, direction, and velocity during goal-directed movements.8,9 Due to abnormal sensory input 

or deficits in cerebellar fine tuning, goal directed movements, gait and kinetic function may show 

ataxic features such as overshooting, impaired timing, intention tremor and increased curvature 

of trajectories.9 These symptoms are not always clearly present in all domains of ataxic patients 

and, furthermore, features mimicking ataxia may be present in patients under other conditions, 

as well. These overlaps may hinder a correct diagnose and indicate the need for a consensus on 

the evaluation of symptoms. The term early onset ataxia (EOA), is used for ataxia that starts before 

the 25th year of life.10,11 The diagnosis of DCD is often employed by rehabilitation specialists to 

specify a condition involving chronically impaired coordination, after exclusion of an explanatory 

medical diagnosis and/or major movement disorder (such as ataxia).12 Children with DCD have 

difficulties in reaching motor milestones (such as grasping, sitting and standing), sensory-motor 

integration, postural control and visual-spatial planning.13-15 As pediatric coordination data should 

be interpretable against healthy age-related reference values, it is important to discern these 

conditions from immature coordination.6,7 which is explained by ongoing cerebellar growth and 

development continuing until 17 years of age.7,16 In absence of a sufficiently reliable biomarker 

to differentiate between these underlying conditions, diagnostic methods depend on subjective 

recognition by clinical specialists. We have shown that the phenotypic inter-observer agreement 

4
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by clinical experts of ataxia is of moderate strength (Fleiss kappa = 0.45).17 Distinction between 

mild ataxia, DCD and physiological immature motor coordination can be very challenging as well.

This induced the question whether semi-quantitative rating scales could support the 

phenotypic recognition of the underlying disorders for coordination impairment. In children, the 

most frequently applied ataxia rating scales are: the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia 

(SARA)18 (a recently developed, reliable, rating scale for the assessment of coordination in the 

domains of gait, upper and lower limbs and speech) and the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating 

Scale (ICARS)19. These scales are designed to quantify the severity of ataxia during different tasks. In 

a recent study we analyzed movement execution of the same group of children during one of these 

tasks, gait, using a similar methodology.20 The correct identification of these conditions using a 

single motor task in one domain is highly unlikely or even not possible. However, future integration 

of the results of objective assessments of different tasks in gait, posture and kinetic domains 

can lead to a more accurate evaluation. Although the SARA was originally designed to evaluate 

ataxia severity, Brandsma et al. showed that the scale also reflects other causes of coordination 

impairment (such as chorea, myoclonus and dystonia).21 However, until now, it is unknown whether 

quantified parameters of SARA and ICARS, (including the finger-to-nose test), could differentiate 

between different disorders of coordination impairment.

Analogous to our study on the automatic classification of SARA-gait20, we aimed to 

evaluate whether automatic classification of the SARA finger-to-nose test could also discern 

between EOA, DCD and physiological immaturity. We based our analysis on the description of 

the assessment of the finger-to-nose test of SARA and ICARS and on the remarks of pediatric 

neurologists. We believe that, to achieve a reproducible tool that can be used in clinical practice, 

it is important to follow the guidelines established by clinical neurologists. Setting aside the 

consensus achieved in SARA and ICARS and creating custom evaluations and custom features, 

might lead to a tool unfamiliar to clinical evaluators and therefore not usable in clinical practice. 

Based on this, we focused our analysis on the evaluation of dysmetria. We compared the results 

of the objective classification against the phenotypic assessment of two clinicians based only on 

the finger-to-nose test videos. In general, we expect the finger-to-nose test trajectories in control 

children to be more even and uniform, having fewer interruptions and abrupt changes than the 

ones of EOA and DCD children of the same age. Under the premise that EOA and DCD diagnoses 

concern different visually discernible categories of coordination impairment, we expect that the 

automatic analysis of the finger-to-nose test will provide reliable information that, in conjunction 

with the objective analysis of other evaluation tests, can lead to a reliable automatic classification. 

If so, automatic classification of the finger-to-nose test performances would provide an objective 

biomarker for phenotypic and quantitative coordination assessment in young children. Moreover, 

the quantification of movement performance could help to monitor motor control development 

during follow-up evaluations.
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METHODS

Participants
The study was performed in accordance with the research and integrity codes of the UMCG.

The Medical Ethical Committee of the UMCG provided a waiver for ethical approval because the 

clinical finger-to-nose test was performed as part of routine clinical assessment in patients, has 

been shown to be harmless and painless to the child and its execution did not involve any risks. After 

informed consent by the parents, we included nine EOA, seven DCD and 16 healthy age-matched 

control children. The inclusion criteria for EOA were a clinical diagnosis of pediatric ataxia and/or 

recognition of ataxia as primary movement disorder, independently assessed by three pediatric 

neurologists with expertise in movement disorders. The inclusion criteria for DCD were exclusion 

of a movement disorder by a pediatric neurologist and an officially established diagnosis of DCD 

in a rehabilitation center. All pediatric patients performed the finger-to-nose test as part of their 

routine clinical SARA evaluation. We recruited healthy controls by advertisement. Healthy young 

children were not diagnosed with a neurological or orthopedic disorder, and were declared to be 

healthy by their parents. The children did not receive medication with a known negative side-effect 

on their coordination.

Clinical assessment
We videotaped the SARA performances of included patients and healthy controls. Prior to 

phenotypic assessment, video-recordings were stripped of identity tags for anonymous phenotypic 

and semi-quantitative (SARA) assessment. Two pediatric neurologists independently phenotyped 

the anonymous videotapes in random order, not aware of the underlying diagnosis. The pediatric 

neurologists indicated whether they observed ataxia as primary movement disorder, or DCD, or 

neither during the assessment of the upper limb coordination tests. In all children, we assessed 

SARA according to the official guidelines.22 We compared differences between age, total SARA scores 

and finger-to-nose scores between the three subgroups by one-way ANOVA test in case of normally 

distributed variables and by the Kruskal-Wallis test (with a post hoc Mann-Whitney comparison 

when significant) in case of non-normally distributed variables. We assumed a significance level 

of α = 0.05.

Protocol
During SARA performance, the participants wore three non-invasive, light weight inertial 

measurement units (IMUs) (Shimmer3, Shimmer, Dublin, Ireland23) at the upper arm, lower arm 

and index finger (see Fig. 1). For the upper arm, patients placed their hands on their lap and the 

IMU was attached half way on the upper arm. The IMU on the lower arm was placed above the 

wrist, at approximately one third of the distance between the wrist and the elbow. The last IMU was 

placed on top of the index finger, as proximal to the base of the finger as possible. We limited our 

measurements to three IMUs to avoid unnecessary discomfort for the patient by placing additional 

4
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sensors. Once the participant was seated and ready to perform the test, a target was placed in front 

of them at about 90% of their reach in order to observe a possible intention tremor. Moreover, in this 

way, the movement of the index finger depended mostly on the interaction of upper arm, forearm, 

hand and index finger movements and shoulder displacements or trunk bending are minimal. If 

possible, participants executed the task at least ten times.

Signal acquisition
We employed a sensor fusion algorithm24 (provided by Shimmer) to obtain the orientation of each 

sensor in quaternion form. This information was transmitted via Bluetooth to a computer for further 

processing. All signals were sampled at 50 Hz.

Preprocessing
We applied a moving average filter (15th order) to the raw x, y and z signals that define the 

trajectory of the END_POINT to smooth the signal. To analyze the spatial trajectories we divided 

each movement execution into two trajectories. Nose-to-target trajectory (n2t) corresponded 

to the trajectory described from the start of each movement execution (index fingertip of the 

participant is placed at their nose) until the fingertip reaches the target. Target-to-nose trajectory 

(t2n) corresponded to the trajectory described from the moment the index fingertip touched the 

Figure 1: Upper limb model (left). Example trajectories described by the END-POINT (right).

The orientation information of each sensor unit was employed to produce the rotations of each rotational 
element of the model. Rotational element 1 (red sphere) rotates according to the information provided by 
the sensor placed on the upper arm of the participant. The location of rotational element 2 (green sphere) 
depends on the orientation of rotational element 1 and on the vector that defines the distance between these 
two elements. It rotates according to the information of the sensor unit located on the forearm. The location of 
rotational element 3 (blue sphere) (representing the hand and finger) depends on the location and orientation 
of rotational element 2 and on the vector that defines the distance between these two elements. The estimat-
ed coordinates of the index finger depend on the location and orientation of rotational element 3 and on the 
vector that defines the distance between these two elements. Sensor and arm illustrations were introduced 
for aesthetic purposes and to explain the study to the participants. Example trajectories described by the 
END-POINT (right) by one EOA patient (yellow), one DCD patient (purple) and one control (blue).
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target until it touched the nose. To identify the points that corresponded to the start and end of 

n2t and t2n we first located the peaks and valleys of each signal (x, y and z). Then, based on the 

peaks and valleys of the three signals, we found the points with largest separation (using euclidian 

distance) and they were defined as the start and end points of each n2t and t2n trajectory (Fig. 2).

Upper limb model
The position of the index finger and the trajectories it described was estimated after combining 

the movement information (in the form of orientation) of the upper arm, forearm and index finger. 

To obtain the estimated trajectories and to standardize all movement executions into fixed 

dimensions, we built a 3D model of the upper limb in LabView (Austin, Texas, United States of 

America). The model was considered a nine degrees of freedom (DoF) system composed of three 

rotational elements (Fig. 1). Each element had three degrees offreedom that corresponded to the 

rotations around each axis (X, Y and Z). While each rotational element rotated independently of the 

others, their spatial location was not independent. We employed Eq. 1 to transform the attitude 

information of each sensor from quaternion form into rotation matrix form. Rotational element 1 

was fixed at the origin of the 3D system. The spatial location of rotational element 2 depended on 

Figure 2. Example of displacement of the END_POINT along the x, y and z coordinates. 

The first and last executions of each trajectory were not employed in the analysis. We show the coordinates 
before filtering in grey and the coordinates after filtering in red. The largest peak-to-valley amplitude occurs 
for the y coordinate. Therefore, the peaks and valleys of this signal are selected as the start and end points 
of each trajectory.

4
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the orientation of rotational element 1 and on the vector that defined the distance between these 

two elements s1. To obtain this location we multiplied the rotation matrix of rotational element 

1 by the vector that defined the initial location of segment 1 (Eq. 2). Similarly, the spatial location 

of rotational element 3 depended on the location and orientation of rotational element 2 and on 

the vector that defined the distance between these two elements s2. Therefore, we multiplied the 

rotation matrix of rotational element 2 by the vector that defines the initial location of segment 

2 plus the spatial location of rotational element 2 (Eq. 3). Finally, the estimated coordinates of 

END_POINT, which represents the tip of the participant’s index finger, depended on the location 

and orientation of rotational element 3 and on the vector that defined the distance between these 

two elements s3 (Eq. 4).

Here, Rn is the rotation matrix of rotational element n and qwn, qxn, qyn and qzn are the elements 

of the qwn + iqxn + jqyn + kqzn quaternion that represents the attitude of unit sensor n, locn is the 

spatial location of rotational element n (where loc1 = (0,0,0)) and si is segment i, where segments 

s1 and s2 have length d and segment s3 has length e and width f (where e, d and f are real numbers 

that determined the dimensions of each segment and e<d).

The trajectory of the END_POINT was obtained online while the patient was performing 

the task. To display each segment in the 3D model the quaternion form was transformed to its 

corresponding angle-axis representation (Eq. 5) as follows:

Here, xn, yn and zn correspond to the direction of the axis of rotation, and αn is the angle of the 

axis-angle representation.
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Analysis of trajectories
After the identification of each n2t and t2n trajectory, we employed 3D linear interpolation to ensure 

that all trajectories were composed of the same number of points (100), to facilitate comparison 

between trajectories. For each n2t and t2n trajectory, we defined seven features based on the 

movement characteristics of ataxia patients described in the SARA and ICARS. Concretely, we 

aimed to quantify dysmetria using spatial features.

Features
PCA (two features)
We employed two features based on principal component analysis (PCA). In PCA, the first principal 

component (PC1) captures the largest possible variance in the original dataset (the trajectory in 

the 3D space). The second principal component (PC2), orthogonal to PC1, accounts for most of the 

remaining variance in the dataset. Together they can be used to describe the plane that captures 

the largest possible variance in the data. A typical execution of the finger-to-nose task by a healthy 

participant is described by two slightly curved trajectories (n2t and t2n) due to the elbow’s hinging 

function (Fig. 3 (left), example of analysis on n2t trajectory). While these trajectories exist in 3D 

space, most of their variance can be explained within a 2D plane. In patients with ataxia or DCD poor 

coordination can cause irregular trajectories deviating from this plane. We expect a higher explained 

variance within this plane in controls than in patients. We expect more uniform trajectories with 

fewer abrupt changes in controls than in patients. Therefore, we expect that the amount of variance 

captured by PC1 and by PC1 and PC2 together, will be larger in controls than in DCD and ataxia 

patients. The explained variances by PC1 and by PC1 and PC2 together for each trajectory, resulted 

in the features n2t_PC1, n2t_PC1+PC2, t2n_PC1 and t2n_PC1+PC2.

Curved line similarity analysis (one feature)
The flexion and extension of the elbow during the finger-to-nose test produce curved shapes of 

the n2t and t2n trajectories. As described by Manto et al.9, we expect a more prominent curvature 

in patients diagnosed with ataxia than in the other two groups (Fig. 1 (right)). To account for this 

characteristic, we introduced a feature that estimates the similarity of the trajectory to an adaptable 

quadratic Bezier curve. This curve was defined in the plane described by PC1 and PC2 and it was 

constructed using the start and end points of the trajectory and a control point defined by the 

middle point of the trajectory. To define the position of the control point of the quadratic Bezier 

curve we employed PC1 (yellow line in Fig. 3 (left)) and the projection of the trajectory onto the 

plane described by PC1 and PC2 (red line in Fig. 3 (left)). A support line was obtained using linear 

interpolation from the middle point (sample 50 from 100 samples) of PC1 to the middle point of 

the projection of the trajectory onto the plane (Fig. 3 (right)). The control point was defined in the 

same direction as the support line but it was located five times farther away than the distance 

determined by the support line (Fig. 3 (right)). In this way, the defined curve will depend on the 

curvedness of the original trajectory. We determined the similarity of the trajectories to the Bezier 

4
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curve by calculating the dynamic time warping (DTW)25 distance from each trajectory to the Bezier 

curve, resulting in the features n2t_C1 and t2n_C1. DTW distance was preferred over Euclidian 

distance because it allows aligning two similar lines in a non-linear manner and because Euclidian 

distance is very sensitive to distortion.26

Straight line similarity analysis (one feature)
A different strategy to account for curvedness is to quantify the similarity of the trajectory to a 

straight line. We defined a straight line from the start to the end point of each trajectory using linear 

interpolation. Like in curved line similarity, DTW was employed to determine the degree of similarity 

between the straight line and each trajectory. This resulted in the features n2t_L and t2n_L.

Inter-trial variability (three features)
Inter-trial variability in the trajectories is expected for both patients and controls, however, due to 

the lack of coordination, we expect higher inter-trial variability in patients than in controls.9 The 

average trajectory in 3D space was calculated averaging all resampled trajectories. We employed 

three features that use the average trajectory as a reference to quantify variability. For each 

individual trajectory, we calculated the Euclidian distance of each sample point to its corresponding 

point in the average trajectory. We selected the mean (n2t_EuM and t2n_EuM) and the standard 

deviation (n2t_EuStd and t2n_EuStd) of these distances as features related to inter-trial variability. 

We also employed DTW to determine the degree of similarity between each individual trajectory 

and the mean trajectory (features n2t_dtwM and t2n_dtwM).

Figure 3: Similarity of the trajectory to an adaptable quadratic Bezier curve.

Left: PCA analysis. The green dots represent the finger-to-nose trajectory of a participant. The yellow line 
represents the projection of the original trajectory onto PC1. The red line (occasionally obstructed by the 
original trajectory) is the projection of the original dataset onto the plane (in green) defined by PC1 and PC2. 
Right: Curved lines analysis. The green dots represent the finger-to-nose trajectory of a participant. In the top 
left corner the Bezier control point used to describe the curved red line is located. The support line (from the 
middle point of PC1 to the middle point of the projection of the trajectory into the plane and extended to the 
control point) is used to define the position of the control point. The thin red lines connect each point from the 
finger-to-nose trajectory to a point of the curved line and define the degree of similarity between the two lines.
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Classification
We employed 14 features (seven for each n2t trajectory and seven for each t2n trajectory) and the 

random forest (RF) supervised classifier for classification. The RF classifier27 employs an ensemble 

of decision trees. It has been reported that due to its generally good performance and to its 

lack of tendency to overfit it can be considered a reliable classifier choice.28,29 To deal with class 

imbalance, we replicated the samples of the smaller classes entered into the classifier. To estimate 

the classification error on new unseen data, we used leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).30 We 

used the individual trajectories of the left-out participant to test the classifier. To classify the test 

participant in one of the three categories we employed a majority vote strategy. Each trajectory 

from the testing data was entered, one by one, into the classifier and classified independently 

according to the algorithm. We employed a majority vote strategy to assign each participant to 

the category to which most of the individual trajectories were assigned. We defined accuracy as 

the percentage of participants that were correctly classified according to the original assessments 

(i.e. based on the recruitment criteria).

The features defined in this study are intended to quantify the characteristic attributes of 

the finger-to-nose test of patients with ataxia and DCD. Given that they are able to capture these 

attributes and that the attributes differ between groups, then their inclusion in a classifier will allow 

for positive results. However, their relevance can be discussed. Therefore, we also employed the 

feature importance attribute of the RF classifier to quantify the importance of each feature. In this 

way, we can indicate whether a feature is relevant for discriminating participants between groups.

Each decision tree of a RF is built on the basis of a random selection of samples and features of the 

original dataset. There are different strategies that can be used to build the decision tree. In each 

node of the decision tree a feature and a threshold are selected to separate the data. The feature 

and threshold are selected to obtain the best class separation according to a specific criterion.31 

Some features can accurately separate the data in sub-groups, whereas others do not. It is possible 

to rank the features according to their ability to separate the data. This attribute is called feature 

importance and it is closely related to the criterion chosen to separate the data. Two examples of 

separation criteria are the decrease of node impurity averaged over all trees32 and the increase of 

mean accuracy33. For this study, we built RFs of 300 decision trees. We employed the decrease of 

node impurity using the Gini index30 as the separation criterion in each node. We entered every 

feature into each node to determine the best separation. The random selection of samples used 

to build each decision tree can cause different RFs with the same parameters to obtain different 

results. To obtain a better estimate of the performance of the classifier several cross validations 

can be employed.34 We executed the classification procedure 100 times and average the results to 

obtain an accurate estimate of the performance of the classifier on new data. In a similar way, we 

obtained the mean feature importance by averaging the feature importance of each feature over 

all iterations. As a final step, we repeated the same procedure adding age as a feature. Even if age 

was not significantly different between groups we were interested in observing its influence in the 

4
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classifier. Therefore, we analyzed the effect of adding this feature in the classifier accuracy and in 

the feature importance analysis.

RESULTS

Participants
For patient characteristics, see Table I. Age was normally distributed for the three groups, total 

SARA score and finger-to-nose score were normally distributed only for ataxia and DCD groups. 

Age was not significantly different between groups (p=0.118). Total SARA scores were significantly 

different between groups (Kruskal-Wallis, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney comparison showed 

that SARA scores were lower in controls than in DCD patients (p=0.001) and in ataxia patients 

(p<0.001) and lower in DCD than in ataxia patients (p=0.002). Finally, finger-to-nose scores were 

Table I: Patient characteristics

DCD           (n=7) Ataxia      (n=9) Controls (n=16)
Age 9.6 (2.2) 13.3 (4.0) 11.8 (3.6)
Range (years) 7-13 8-19 7-20
Total SARA score 2.5 (4.0)* 9.0 (6.8)* 0.3 (0.8)*
Range (points) 0.5-11.25 4.5-17 (0-2.25)
Finger-to-nose score 0.5 (0.5)* 1.0 (0.6)* 0.0 (0.0)*
Range (points) 0-1 0-2 0-0.5

Mean (standard deviation) except *: median (interquartile range)

Table II: Confusion matrix for the phenotypical assessment

Prediction

DCD Ataxia Controls

Actual DCD 36.0% (9.9%) 21.0% (10.6%) 43.0% (0.0%)

Ataxia 5.5% (7.8%) 78.0% (31.8%) 16.5% (23.3%)

Controls 15.5% (13.4%) 12.5% (17.7%) 72.0% (4.2%)

Overall mean accuracy 65.8 %: Mean percentage (standard deviation) of participants assigned to each group

Table III: Confusion matrix averaged across 100 iterations with age as feature

Prediction

DCD Ataxia Controls

Actual DCD 57.1% 15.4% 27.5%

Ataxia 13.6% 44.4% 42%

Controls 6.8% 5.6% 87.6%

Confusion matrix of the averaged 100 iterations with age included as a feature. Overall mean accuracy is 69%.
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significantly different between groups too (Kruskal-Wallis, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney 

comparison revealed that these scores were lower in controls than in DCD patients (p=0.018) and 

in ataxia patients (p<0.001) and lower in DCD than in ataxia patients (p=0.016).

Clinical assessment
The phenotypic inter-observer agreement on the presence of ataxia, DCD, or immature motor 

behavior was 0.519 (Cohen’s Kappa). To compare the results from the RF to clinical phenotypic 

assessment we averaged the results of the two pediatric neurologists (Table II). On average, 36%, 

Figure 4: Top left - Chord diagram of a single classification employing LOOCV before majority vote. Top right - 
Chord diagram of 100 iterations of the classification algorithm including majority vote. Bottom left - Confusion 
matrix of a single classification employing LOOCV after majority vote. Bottom right - confusion matrix of the 
averaged 100 iterations.

On the left side of the circle the three possible classifications are displayed. On the right side of the circle the 32 
participants with their corresponding label (DCD group=participants 0-6 (purple), ataxia group=participants 
7-15 (yellow) and the control group=participants 16-31 (blue)) are displayed. For each participant the chords 
indicate the classification of each of their individual trajectories (purple if they were classified as DCD, yellow 
if they were classified as ataxia and blue if they were classified as control). The width of the chords indicates 
the number of times each participant was classified into each category. 

4
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78% and 72% of DCD, Ataxia and Controls were correctly phenotyped according to the original 

assessments (i.e. based on the recruitment criteria).

Classification
The results of a single classification employing LOOCV before majority voting are illustrated in Fig. 

4 (left). The accuracy of this classification was 71.8%. The results of performing multiple iterations 

of the classification procedure are illustrated in Fig. 4(right). The estimated mean accuracy of the 

classifier on new data was 70% (SD 3%). On group level, it was 24.8% (SD 6%) for DCD, 74.4% (SD 

5%) for ataxia and 87.2% (SD 3%) for controls. On average, 32.3% of patients diagnosed with DCD 

were classified in the ataxia group and 42.9% were classified as controls. For ataxia, 20.0% of the 

patients were classified as DCD and 5.6% as controls. Finally, 8.9% of controls were classified as 

DCD and only 3.9% were classified in the ataxia group.

When age was added as a feature the estimated mean accuracy after performing multiple 

iterations was 69% (SD 2%). On group level it was 57.1% (SD 0%), 44.4% (SD 4%) and 87.6% (SD 3%) 

for DCD, EOA and controls, respectively (Table III).

Figure 5: Average relative feature importance of each feature. 

The feature importance according to the decrease of node impurity is normalized across all features. Top: age 
is not included as a feature. Bottom: age is included as a feature.
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Feature importance
According to the decrease of node impurity the features with largest importance were features 

t2n_PC1, t2N_EuM, n2t_C1 and t2n_C1 with a feature importance (averaged across iterations) 

of 17%, 13%, 11% and 10%, respectively (Fig. 5, top). These four features account for 52% of the 

averaged relative feature importance. When we included age as a feature it was selected as the 

most important feature, followed closely by t2N_PC1. The other three features aforementioned 

were still at the top of the feature importance ranking.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we aimed to provide an objective and quantitative classification tool based on 

the finger-to-nose test to aid in the differentiation and quantification of coordination impairment 

due to EOA, DCD or physiological immaturity in healthy controls. In contrast to other groups35, 

we employed inertial sensors due to their potential of being used during daily assessments. 

Analogous to current rating scales, we limited our study to spatial features. Including other features 

(e.g. temporal) might improve the phenotype identification performance, but the fact that such 

an approach would differ from current evaluation procedures might hinder its potential clinical 

implementation. Our results revealed that quantitative analysis of the finger-to-nose test can help 

to discriminate EOA patients from controls. They also support the known complexity of assessing 

DCD. Future extension of the quantitative analysis, by including gait and other test evaluations, may 

further enhance the reliability of this potentially promising ataxia biomarker. With the original 14 

features, the automatic classification based on RF obtained 4% higher accuracy than the average 

phenotypical assessment by two pediatric neurologists. Distinguishing DCD patients from the 

other two groups by the objective finger-to-nose test proved to be more difficult. Three reasons 

could possibly explain these results. First, mild ataxia in young EOA patients is often recognizable 

by gait disturbances17, indicating that abnormal movements in the finger-to-nose test might be 

less predominant during early stages of initiating ataxia. This may suggest that by adding gait 

features into our classifier its performance could be improved. Second, as implicated by the 

guidelines, slight ataxic features may also be present in DCD phenotypes, but may never prevail. 

Due to the conceptual overlap, which could also explain the significantly lower SARA scores in 

DCD than EOA patients, ‘milder’ DCD symptoms may be harder to discern from controls. Third, the 

similarity in the features of DCD patients may not have been strong enough to form its own cluster 

in feature space. There are many hypotheses concerning the neural correlates of DCD. Children with 

DCD present with heterogeneous symptoms, indicating that DCD might be a container concept 

consisting of different, more or less subtle, movement abnormalities.13,14 In our study, it appears 

that the features of this group are distributed between the subspaces defined by the ataxia and 

control groups. Based on the poor classification of DCD patients and on the percentage of EOA 

patients misclassified as DCD we conclude that the selected features did not allow an accurate 

4
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discrimination between DCD patients and the two other groups. Bradley et al.36 suggested that 

for DCD patients problems in accurate visual-spatial representation might result in a less efficient 

movement strategy. However, our results and the fact that currently DCD is only diagnosed after 

the diagnosis of ataxia is discarded, reflect the difficulty in characterizing features that are unique 

to the DCD population. Fig. 3 (left) illustrates that for patients 10, 12 and for almost all DCD patients 

no consistent pattern in task execution was found. Even for healthy participants 27 and 28 this 

variability is present, illustrating the difficulty of interpreting coordination in a young population in 

whom coordination is still developing. This variability in older children might indicate sub-optimal 

motor behavior.

While age was not significantly different between groups, and the overall classification 

accuracy obtained when age was entered as a feature is very similar, the effect of age can be seen 

in the group accuracies. We believe that the higher accuracy in DCD and control groups indicates 

that the development of coordination can be captured by the “age” feature, however this effect is 

not necessarily present in EOA.

Feature t2n_PC1 was the most important feature according to the decrease of node 

impurity criterion. It captures the maximum amount of variance in the original trajectory that can 

be explained by a single vector in 3D space. Therefore, it allows discriminating between consistent 

trajectories without abrupt curves and very irregular ones. This result is consistent with the ICARS 

evaluation, which for the finger-to-nose test includes a subcomponent to analyze the lack of 

coordination from the target to the nose. The second feature, in order of importance (t2n_EuM), 

quantifies the deviation from the mean trajectory. It reflects the large inter-trial variability present in 

cerebellar patients, which has been observed in previous work, as well 9. Features n2t_C1 and t2n_

C1 also stood out in the feature importance ranking. They express the similarity of the trajectory 

to a curve. Their presence in the top of the ranking is congruent with the observations of Manto et 

al.9, who state that cerebellar patients present an increased trajectory curvature.

There are a few study limitations that could be improved in further research. We recognize 

that a higher sampling rate could provide a better estimate of movement. This could also lead to 

features that capture specific movement aspects such as the overshoot described in the SARA. 

Other technical aspects that we believe will lead to further improvement are less susceptibility to 

artifacts and miniaturization. The framework employed permitted instant feedback, prevented 

us from having missing data and more importantly, did not impose a burden on the patient or the 

assessor. We believe that future studies employing similar methodologies to the one here presented 

can improve the identification of disorders with overlapping symptoms. However, to be adopted in 

the clinic, they have to be designed taking into account the movement, energy and time limitations 

of the patient. This study is a step in that direction.
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CONCLUSION

We here present an automatic classification of children diagnosed with ataxia or DCD and age-

matched controls based on features of the finger-to-nose test. The automatic classifier is able 

to distinguish between ataxic finger-to-nose trajectories and physiologically immature finger-

to-nose trajectories of healthy children. The recognition of DCD was less consistent, which may 

reflect the lack of a clear neurologic substrate underlying the diagnosis. Furthermore, there is a 

phenotypic overlap between ataxia and DCD coordination impairment (which may include some 

mild ataxic features) on the one hand and also between physiologically immature coordination 

and DCD coordination impairment, on the other hand. Regarding the partly overlapping finger-

to-nose characteristics between ataxia and DCD, phenotypic assessment is thus still advisory 

preceding automatic EOA classification. However, considering the fact that automatic classification 

by only one of four kinetic subtests (even without subsequent gait analysis), was able to identify over 

80% of the ataxic patients, we conclude that this technique can provide an objective supportive 

biomarker for both phenotypic EOA recognition and quantification. We expect that extending the 

use of movement sensors to different tests will improve the classification accuracy, achieving a tool 

that could be used for diagnostic support. We also presented an analysis to determine the most 

relevant features to discriminate between these populations which points out the features that are 

worth exploring in subsequent studies.
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ABSTRACT

Background Reliable phenotypic ascertainment of motor dysfunction in Early Onset Ataxia (EOA) 

is important for genetic testing, clinical surveillance and treatment.

Aim 1. to investigate the diagnostic accuracy of phenotypic EOA recognition among other 

developmental conditions that may cause coordination impairment, including developmental 

coordination disorder (DCD) and hypotonia or hypoactive muscle activation (HHM), and 2. to study 

the effect of standardized assessment instructions on the phenotypic consensus of EOA recognition.

Methods We included 32 children (4-17 years), previously clinically diagnosed with EOA (n=11), DCD 

(n=10) and HHM (n=11). After study inclusion, three pediatric neurologists performed independent 

phenotypic assessment of videotaped motor behavior and also quantified coordination 

performances according to the SARA (Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia). We determined 

phenotypic inter-observer agreement and homogeneity (i.e. the % of full consensus between 

all 3 assessors, in line with the underlying diagnosis) and determined SARA (sub)score profiles 

per phenotypic group. Finally, we evaluated whether three “instructions” for phenotypic EOA 

recognition could improve the consensus (homogeneity) during re-assessment. These standardized 

phenotypic instructions were provided by previous research-data, including inertial measurement 

units (IMUs).

Results Inter-observer agreement (Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient) on phenotypic EOA assessment 

was 0.80 (substantial p<.001). EOA was phenotypically discerned from HHM and DCD in 100% and 

76% of patients, respectively. Mismatches between EOA and DCD phenotypes revealed overlapping 

SARA scores, but the sub-score profiles were different. Re-assessment with standardized EOA 

instructions helped to enhance phenotypic discrimination between EOA and DCD (76% versus 

86%; 1st and 2nd assessment, respectively).

Conclusion Phenotypic discrimination between EOA and developmental disorders is reliable, but 

incomplete between EOA and DCD. Phenotypic re-assessment by standardized EOA instructions 

might induce a higher percentage of consensus. Future IMU study data may hopefully contribute 

to unanimous phenotypic EOA recognition.

Abbreviations
DCD Developmental Coordination Disorder  

EOA Early Onset Ataxia    

HHM Hypotonia or Hypoactive Muscle activation  

IMU Inertial Measurment Unit

PBS Pediatric Balance Scale

SARA Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia
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INTRODUCTION

In young children, it is important to differentiate between the motor dysfunction of early onset 

ataxia (EOA) and of other developmental conditions associated with impaired coordination such 

as developmental coordination disorder (DCD)1 and hypotonia or hypoactive muscle activation 

(HHM).2,3 Adequate phenotyping is crucial for correct application of diagnostic algorithms that 

include NGS (next generation sequencing) techniques, and also for clinical patient surveillance and 

interpretation of treatment effects. For instance, identification of EOA would prompt a diagnostic 

algorithm with radiologic, genetic and other laboratory investigations, whereas identification of 

DCD and/or HHM would prompt another approach. However, unanimous recognition of ataxia in 

children with EOA has indicated to be more difficult than in adults with well-defined adult onset 

ataxia (AOA).4

Ataxia is literally translated as “absence of order”, which denotes impaired coordination 

by cerebellar and/or gnostic sensory dysfunction.5 The term ataxia refers to a lack of smoothly 

performed goal-directed movements, often associated with hypotonia, dysdiadochokinesia, 

dysmetria, overshoot, impaired gait and posture, tremors, oculo-motor and speech abnormalities.6 

However, the term ‘ataxia’ does not only refer to a specific clinical type of motor dysfunction, 

but also to a patient group of cerebellar diseases presenting with ataxia as the most prominent 

manifestation. In children and young adults, the term ‘Early Onset Ataxia’ is specifically applied to 

a group of cerebellar disorders of mostly recessive hereditary origin, presenting before the 25th 

year of age.7 Children with ‘Early Onset Ataxia’ may present with ataxia as a solitary symptom, but 

also with ataxia as a comorbid symptom, together with features of other movement disorders.

According to DSM-V criteria,8 DCD is a developmental disorder, characterized by non-

progressive motor incoordination, interfering with daily activities or academic achievement, not 

attributable to a neurological, intellectual or visual condition1. ‘Disordered behaviour’, such as 

attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),9 autism spectrum disorders (ASD),10 and also 

mildly ataxic,11 dystonic or choreatic12 features are not an exclusion criterion for this diagnosis.13 

Immature motor coordination in very young children is excluded from the diagnosis, as this may 

reflect physiologically incomplete brain maturation14,15 instead of DCD.9 The underlying aetiology of 

DCD is still unclear, although dysfunctions within the cerebellar, basal ganglia and/or cortico-spinal 

networks have been suggested.13, 16-18

HHM is characterized by impaired muscle activation resulting in muscle hypotonia and 

impaired motor function.2,3 HHM may be attributed to disorders of both the central and peripheral 

nervous system, potentially mimicking cerebellar balance problems or kinetic inaccuracy 

(sloppiness) by lack of muscle tone.19,20

In perspective of lacking ‘gold standards’4 and ambiguous clinical descriptions, insight in the 

reliability of phenotypic differentiation between EOA and other developmental disorders (DCD 

and HHM) is important. We therefore aimed: 1. to investigate the inter-observer agreement on 

5
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phenotypic assessment; 2. to compare SARA (Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia)21 and 

PBS (Pediatric Balance Scale)22 performances in patients with incomplete phenotypic consensus 

concerning ataxia; and 3. to explore the effect of standardized assessment instructions on the 

phenotypic consensus (homogeneity) of EOA recognition.

METHODS

In the absence of pre-existing data, the nature of the present study is descriptive. The Medical Ethics 

Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG), the Netherlands, approved this 

study (METc 2015/01053). According to the Dutch medical ethical law, parents and children older 

than 12 years of age provided informed consent. Children younger than 12 years of age provided 

informed assent.

Patients
We included 32 children with the clinical diagnosis of: 1. EOA (n=11; mean age 11 yrs, range 6-17 

yrs), 2. DCD (n=10; mean age 9 yrs, range 6-13 yrs) and 3. HHM (n=11; mean age 9 yrs, range 5-14 

yrs) (Table I).

Prior to inclusion, all EOA patients had been clinically identified with ataxia at the 

outpatient clinic of pediatric neurology (UMCG), and all had received radiologic, metabolic and/

or genetic assessment. All included EOA patients fulfilled the ‘classical’ definition of EOA.7 In 9/11 

patients, the presence of ataxia was confirmed by the underlying genetic diagnosis, in 2/11 patients, 

the genetic diagnosis is still pending (unknown PPP1R2F gene mutation (n=1) and investigation 

unfinished (n=1)). For underlying EOA diagnoses, see Appendix A.

Prior to inclusion, all DCD patients had previously received neurologic examination 

and potentially, if considered necessary, radiologic, metabolic and/or genetic work-up at the 

outpatient clinic of Pediatric Neurology, UMCG. Patients were invited to participate in the study after 

independent clinical diagnostic assessment by rehabilitation specialists. After study completion, 

two patients from the DCD group were identified with KLF-7 (n=1), and CDK-13 gene mutations (n=1). 

All included DCD patients fulfilled the official motor criteria of DCD.8,9

All children from the HHM2,3 group had been clinically described with isolated features of HHM2,3 by 

pediatric neurologists. Prior to study inclusion, these children had not been clinically identified with 

another underlying neurologic disorder, such as ataxia, a movement disorder or DCD. After study 

completion, one previously included HHM-child was eventually diagnosed with Limb Girdle Muscle 

Dystrophy Type 2i. Post hoc analysis revealed that either inclusion or exclusion of the child from the 

study group would not have influenced the results. For diagnostic information of the study group, 

see Appendix A. Exclusion criteria for all three groups were children with a presumed exogeneous 

cause for their motor abnormality, such as infection, trauma, tumor, intoxication, inflammation, 
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ischemia, hemorrhage, and/or para-infectious etiology. We also excluded children with mental and/

or behavioral problems that could potentially interfere with the execution of the motor tasks. For 

clinical information of the included EOA, DCD and HHM patients, see Table I.

Assessments
For a flow diagram of the followed procedures, see supplementary figure 1.

Table I. Patient characteristics

Total
n=32

Ataxia
n=11

DCD
n=10

HHM
n=11

p-value

Age#

  Mean (sd)
  Range

9,8 (3,3)
4-17

11,3 (3,5)
6-17

8,7 (2,3)
6-13

9,4 (3,5)
4-14

0.170

Disease Onset
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

1,5 (0,5-3,8)
0-8

2 (0,5-4)
0-8

1,5 (0,5-3,3)
0-5

1,5 (0,5-3)
0-5

0.914

Disease Duration#

  Mean (sd)
  Range

7,9 (3,1)
2,5-15

8,9 (3,9)
3-15

7,3 (2,4)
4-11

7,5 (2,8)
2,5-12,5

0.449

Severity PF
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

1 (1-2)
0-3

2 (1-2)
1-3

1 (1-2)
1-2

1 (0-1)
0-1

0.001*

SARATOTAL

  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

3 (0-8)
-2-15,5

9,5 (8-14)
4,5-15,5

2,8 (0,4-3,6)
-1-8

0 (-1-2,3)
-2-3

<0.001*

SARAGAIT  
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

2 (0-3,9)
-1,5-8

5,5 (3,5-7)
2-8

1,25 (-0,1-2,5)
-0,5-2,5

0 (-0,5-0,5)
-1,5-2

<0.001*

SARAKINETIC  
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

1,1 (0-3,4)
-1-6,5

4,5 (2,5-6)
0,5-6,5

0,8 (-0,1-2,1)
-0,5-4,5

0 (-0,5-1)
-1-2

<0.001*

SARASPEECH  
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

0 (0-2)
0-3,5

2 (2-3)
0-3,5

0 (0-0)
0-1

0 (0-0)
0-0

<0.001*

PBS  
  Median (p25-p75)
  Range

-2 (-5,5 - -0,1)
-32,1-1

-7 (-12,6 - -2,1)
-32,1-0,5

-2 (-3,0 - -0,6)
-12- -0,1

0,4 (-0,6-0,5)
-4,7-1

0.001*

Descriptives of Early Onset Ataxia (EOA), Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) and hypotonia/hy-
po-active muscle activation (HHM). Severity PF= phenotypic severity of primary feature (0=normal, 1=mild, 
2=moderate, 3=severe); SARA=Scale for Asssessment and Rating of Ataxia, G=Gait subscore, K=kinetic subscore, 
S=speech subscore; PBS=Pediatric Balance Scale; n.a.= not applicable; * = significantly different, #= normal 
distribution. The p-value indicates a difference between the three groups (Kruskal-Wallis Test; one-way ANOVA 
in case of #). Between groups, there was a significant difference on the severity of the primary movement feature 
and for SARA and PBS scores. For post hoc Mann Withney U test, see result section.

5
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Phenotypic assessment
Phenotypic assessments were performed in accordance with previously described studies.2 

Three pediatric neurologists provided independent phenotypic assessment of the perceived 

motor phenotype using standardized, video-taped SARA fragments. For the applied assessment 

form, see supplementary figure 2. The assessors indicated: 1. the perceived motor phenotype; 

2. the motor domains (gait and balance, speech, kinetics) in which they perceived the indicated 

phenotype; and 3. the severity (mild, moderate or severe) of the perceived coordination impairment. 

We calculated phenotypic inter-observer agreement and stratified outcomes for EOA, DCD and 

HHM patient groups. We characterized phenotypic assessment as ‘homogeneous’ when all three 

observers unanimously perceived the same phenotype in line with the underlying clinical diagnosis.

Quantitative assessment
After a latent time interval of at least 6 weeks, three pediatric neurologists independently quantified 

video-taped coordination performances according to SARA21. To avoid bias, assessors were not 

allowed to review, compare or discuss their preceding phenotypic assessments. Per patient, we 

determined the median of the scores by the three assessors, for: SARA-total, SARA-gait/posture and 

SARA-kinetic (sub)scores (SARATOTAL, SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARAKINETIC) and the relative contributions 

of SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARAKINETIC to SARATOTAL (SARAGAIT/POSTURE / SARATOTAL x 100% and SARAKINETIC/

SARATOTAL x 100%, respectively). The PBS22 scores were provided by one independent investigator, 

blinded for the results of the other test scores. In children, the reliability of this method was shown 

to be very high (ICC .997).22 To avoid potentially confounding age-related influences on the SARA 

and PBS scores23, we performed quantitative comparison between EOA, DCD and HHM groups using 

age-corrected SARA14 and PBS24 scores. For applied age-corrections and rating scale information, 

see Appendix B.

Phenotypic re-assessment
After a latent time interval of six months, we re-determined phenotypic homogeneity in patients 

that were not “homogenously” recognized by all three assessors, in line with the underlying clinical 

diagnosis. For re-assessment, the same assessors received the same video-fragments as during the 

previous score-round. To avoid bias, assessors were not allowed to review, compare or discuss their 

previous phenotypic assessments. The assessors did not receive information whether they had 

previously scored the phenotype in line with the underlying clinical diagnosis and/or scores of the 

other assessors. Before phenotypic re-assessment, assessors received standardized instructions for 

EOA recognition. These standardized instructions were derived from previous research, using both 

phenotypic4 and quantitative inertial measurement unit (IMU) data.25,26 The instructions that were 

tested for EOA recognition were: 1. marked irregularity of finger-to-nose movements, both between 

and within kinetic trajectories;6,26,27 2. bow-shape trajectories in kinetic movement performances 

(in any plane of space)6,26,27 and 3. presence of ataxic features in more than one SARA domain,4 

representing functional involvement of different cerebellar compartments.21
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Statistical analysis
We determined normality of age, disease onset, disease duration, severity of the primary 

phenotypic appearance, SARATOTAL, SARAGAIT/POSTURE, SARAKINETIC, and PBS scores both graphically 

and by the Shapiro-Wilk test. In case of normality, mean and standard deviations were reported 

for the entire group, as well as each of the separate groups. Otherwise medians and quartile ranges 

were reported. We used Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient (Gwet’s AC1) to determine the inter-observer 

agreement.28 Results of Gwett’s AC1 were interpreted by the criteria of Landis and Koch (<0.20 slight; 

0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost perfect).29 All statistical 

tests were two-sided. The significance level was set at α=0.05. Statistical analysis was performed 

using SPSS statistics 22.0.

RESULTS

The phenotypic recognition of the clinical diagnosis by the 3 individual assessors was: for EOA 90% 

(80-100%); for DCD 70% (40-90%) and for HHM 40% (10-50%); median (range). In 8/32 children, at 

least one assessor had scored an alternative primary phenotype instead of EOA, DCD or HHM, 

including: “normal” and/or “immature” (DCD n=3; HHM n=8 by 1-3 assessors), “spasticity” (HHM n=1 

by 1 assessor), “dystonia” (DCD n=1 by 1 assessor) and “chorea” (EOA n=1 by 1 assessor), see figure 

1. Individual phenotypic assessments are indicated in appendix C (rough data).

Figure 1: Phenotypic outcomes of children with EOA, DCD and HHM. 

Circles indicate the underlying diagnosis of the included children: Early Onset Ataxia (red circle); DCD (blue 
circle); HHM (green circle). Percentages indicate the perceived primary feature of the motor behavior by the 
three observers (in percentages). DCD= Developmental Coordination Disorder; HHM= Hypotonia Hypoactive 
Muscle activation; EOA= Early Onset Ataxia.

5
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Homogeneous phenotypic discrimination of EOA and inter-observer agreement
Complete, ‘homogeneous’ phenotypic agreement (by all 3 assessors), in accordance with the 

clinical diagnosis occurred in 73%, 20% and 9% of the clinical EOA, DCD and HHM diagnoses, 

respectively; see Table II. Phenotypic inter-observer agreement for the EOA, DCD and HHM (sub)

groups (using Gwet’s Agreement Coefficient; Gwet’s AC1) were: EOA: 0.801 (p<0.001; substantial), 

DCD: 0.327 (p=0.037; fair) and HHM: 0.415 (p=0.005; moderate). Analysis of EOA and HHM subgroup 

differentiation revealed a complete phenotypic discrimination between EOA and HHM subgroups 

in 100% of the patients. Analysis of EOA and DCD subgroup differentiation revealed a complete 

phenotypic discrimination between EOA and DCD in 76% of the patients. In 5/21 patients one of 

three observers had assigned a patient to the other group, i.e. 1 of 3 observers had phenotyped 2 

of 11 EOA patients as DCD, and 3 of 10 DCD patients as EOA.

(Semi)quantitative subgroup analysis
Comparison of the perceived severity of coordination problems between phenoty-
pic groups.
The assessors perceived more severe motor coordination impairment in EOA and DCD phenotypes 

than in HHM phenotypes (p=0.001 and p=0.009, resp., Mann Whitney U test). The indicated “severity” 

of coordination impairment did not statistically differ between EOA and DCD children, although 

EOA patients tended to obtain higher scores (Table I).

Quantitative comparison of SARA scores between EOA and DCD phenotypes
Comparing the age-corrected SARA (SARATOTAL, SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARAKINETIC) sub(scores) between 

EOA and DCD groups, revealed significantly higher outcomes in EOA (Mann-Whitney U test; all 

p<0.005), see Table I. The five in-homogeneously assessed EOA and DCD phenotypes, consisted 

of two EOA patients with SARATOTAL scores below the EOA group median and of three DCD patients 

with SARATOTAL scores at, or above the DCD group median. These in-homogeneously assessed EOA 

and DCD phenotypes revealed overlapping SARA-total scores, see figure 2c.

Comparison of SARA sub-score distribution between EOA and DCD patients
In EOA children, the SARA sub-score distribution (i.e. the relative contribution (in %) of the SARAGAIT/

POSTURE and SARAKINETIC subscores to the SARATOTAL score), revealed score contributions from both 

the gait/posture and kinetic domains. In DCD children, however, the SARA sub-score distribution 

revealed mainly subscores in either the gait/posture or the kinetic domain. Comparing the SARA 

subscore distribution over both versus one motor domain, revealed a significant difference between 

EOA and DCD groups (p=0.001 (Mann-Whitney)), figure 3 and supplementary figure 3.
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Figure 2: Motor profiles of age-corrected scores for children with EOA and DCD.

Age-corrected SARA and PBS scores. The red and blue dots indicate patients with an in-homogeneous phe-
notype (red = recognized as ataxia, blue = recognized as DCD). Ataxic patients obtained the highest SARA (sub)
scores. Boxplots represent the median and first and third quartiles of scores, whiskers represent the range of 
scores. The majority of the phenotypically in-homogeneously assessed EOA phenotypes revealed relatively 
mildly affected (low SARA and high PBS) scores, whereas the majority of the in-homogeneously DCD pheno-
types revealed relatively affected (high SARA and low PBS) scores, compared with the group median. *p<0.05, 
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001. SARA = Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia, PBS = Pediatric Balance Scale, DCD = 
Developmental Coordination Disorder, EOA = Early Onset Ataxia.

Table II. Homogeneous phenotyping of children with EOA, DCD and HHM

Phenotypic  Appearance EOA DCD HHM
General 73 20 9
Gait 73 20 9
Kinetic 73 10 0

The percentage of patients with ‘homogeneous’ phenotypes per domain. Patients were considered as ‘ho-
mogeneous’ when all 3 assessors recognized the same disorder in accordance with the underlying clinical 
diagnosis of the patient. Early Onset Ataxia (EOA), Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) and hypotonia/
hypo-active muscle activation (HHM).

5
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The effect of standardized EOA instructions on phenotypic homogeneity of re-
scores.
Finally, we explored the effect of standardized EOA instructions on phenotypic homogeneity of 

re-scores in EOA and DCD patients. In the EOA group, 3/11 patients had previously received an in-

homogeneous phenotypic assessment (either with DCD (n=2) or chorea (n=1)). In the DCD group, 

8/10 patients had previously received an in-homogeneous phenotypic assessment (normal/

maturation (n=3); HH (n=2); ataxia (n=3); dystonia (n=1). Re-assessment with standardized EOA 

instructions helped to enhance phenotypic homogeneity from 73% to 91% in the EOA group and 

from 20% to 70% in the DCD group. Complete phenotypic discrimination between EOA and DCD 

phenotypes increased from 76% to 86% of the patients.

DISCUSSION

In children with coordination impairment, we investigated the diagnostic accuracy of phenotypic 

EOA recognition among other developmental disorders with impaired coordination (developmental 

coordination disorder (DCD) and hypotonia or hypoactive muscle activation (HHM)). Results 

indicated a reliable phenotypic discrimination between EOA versus DCD and HHM. However, the 

diagnostic consensus was incomplete between mildly affected EOA and severely affected DCD 

patients. EOA SARA scores were significantly more often distributed over both gait/posture and 

kinetic domains (representing a global function disturbance of various cerebellar compartments) 

than DCD SARA scores, who represented a more isolated function disturbance in a restricted 

Figure 3: Age-corrected SARA subscores as % of SARA total scores in patients with EOA and DCD. 

Median %SARA-subscores of EOA and DCD patients. Included EOA patients revealed %SARA-subscores in 
both gait/posture and kinetic domains. Included DCD patients tended to reveal %SARA-subscores in only 
one (gait/posture or kinetic) domain. SARA=Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia, DCD=Developmental 
Coordination Disorder, EOA= Early Onset Ataxia.
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domain. Phenotypic re-assessment by standardized EOA instructions resulted in a higher 

percentage of consensus. In the future, we hope that phenotypic instructions supported by 

consecutive IMU study data will contribute to unanimous phenotypic EOA assessment.

The results of the present study reveal that phenotypic EOA assessment can be 

characterized as reliable. All included EOA and HHM children were phenotypically homogeneously 

differentiated from each other, implicating that both phenotypes are well separable. However, EOA 

and DCD phenotypes were incompletely discerned as reflected by inhomogeneous outcomes in 

5/21 (24%) of the children. This implicates that in about a quarter of the EOA and DCD patients, 1 out 

of 3 observers had indicated a different phenotype. In-homogeneously assessed EOA phenotypes 

also showed relatively low SARA-TOTAL scores, whereas in-homogeneously assessed DCD phenotypes 

tended to reveal relatively high SARA-TOTAL scores, resulting in overlapping scores between both 

groups. Theoretically, this implicates that incompletely distinguished phenotypes consisting of 

mildly affected EOA and severely affected DCD phenotypes also reveal approximating and/or 

overlapping SARA-TOTAL scores. Hypothetically, overlapping phenotypic quantitative assessments 

could be associated with partly overlapping symptomatology. For instance, patients with SCA29 

(ITPR1 gene mutations) may present with a broad clinical spectrum, including subtle subclinical 

phenotypes with mild, non-progressive coordination impairment and only mild cognitive 

disabilities.30 DCD patients can also present with non-progressive mild ataxic features. From 

the medical history, it is not always clear whether the motor behaviour is progressive or non-

progressive, especially in young children with mild features during their first visit to the outpatient 

clinic. According to literature, DCD motor impairment generally concerns daily tasks, requiring 

sensorimotor integration, coordination, balance, motor learning, strategic planning, timing, 

sequencing and visual-spatial processing,13 which is also applicable to EOA symptomatology. 

Previous investigations have attributed DCD impairment to the cerebellum, basal ganglia, parietal 

lobe, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, corpus callosum and medial orbitofrontal cortex,17,31-33 which 

may also be lumped together by the unifying theory of sub-optimal signal integration somewhere 

within the motor network, including the cerebellum.16,18 However, whether, or not mismatched 

cerebellar signal integration entirely explains the phenotypic overlap between coordination 

impairment between EOA and DCD remains elusive. For instance, one cannot fully exclude the 

effect of other causes as well, such as inaccurate assessments and/or limitations by videotaped 

scoring without neurologic, radiologic and/or laboratory assessment.

As a second step, we re-assessed phenotypic homogeneity after providing standardized 

EOA instructions (see methods section). These instructions are derived from previous studies 

using both phenotypic4 and quantitative inertial measurement unit (IMU) data.25,26 The first semi-

quantitative EOA instruction involved SARA (sub)scores in more than one motor domain (reflecting 

involvement of more than one cerebellar compartment).4 In EOA patients, dysfunctional features in 

more than one cerebellar compartment (i.e. vermis and hemispheres) can easily be understood by 

considering the inclusion of non-lesional patients. From this perspective, an underlying genetic and/

or metabolic defect would be expected to induce global cerebellar dysfunction, which is likely to be 

5
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represented by more than one cerebellar compartment. Before implementation of this rule, we had 

checked whether the instruction could be supported by the present results, which appeared to be 

the case. The other two EOA instructions for the re-scores were derived from previous quantitative 

research, using inertial measurement units (IMUs).26 The second EOA instruction involved the 

detection of kinetic irregularity, both within and between repeated “top finger to nose” trajectories 

and the third EOA instruction involved the presence of a bow shaped trajectory, in any plane.6,26 

The latter two EOA markers have been previously investigated by Manzanera et al using automatic 

random forest (RF) classifiers to distinguish between EOA, DCD and physiologically immature motor 

behavior.26

Application of these three EOA instructions resulted in a higher percentage of consensus 

regarding phenotypic EOA and DCD assignment. Despite of that, a 100% complete phenotypic 

consensus was still not accomplished after the second assessment (homogeneity in about 80% of 

the cases). On the one hand, the persistently incomplete phenotypic consensus could implicate 

the crucial value of the neurological investigation as standard of care, including full medical history 

taking, a thorough neurological examination and systematic evaluation of other clinical symptoms. 

On the other hand, persistently incomplete consensus between EOA and DCD phenotypes could 

also reflect the effect by the conceptual overlap between some EOA and DCD phenotypes.

We recognize several limitations to this study. First, this study is explorative in nature and the 

number of patients is limited. Second, we realize that the underlying concept of EOA and DCD also 

concerns non-motor symptoms, which were considered beyond the scope of the study. Third, 

due to the design of the study, we are aware that all included patients were clinically evaluated 

before study inclusion. If adequately performed, clinical pre-assignment to one of the three 

subgroups could theoretically reduce the complexity of phenotypic assessment. Fourth, due to 

the design of the study, we determined the effect of EOA instructions upon the same assessor 

group. However, assessors could select among a large range of possibilities both during the 

first and second assessment, and prior to re-assessment, assessors were not informed about 

the accuracy of their previous assessments. Finally, we only re-assessed EOA and DCD patients 

with in-homogeneously assessed phenotypes. As EOA patients were a 100% discernable from 

HHM patients in the first round, and -in the re-assessed patients- initially correct phenotypic 

assessments were never changed to incorrect phenotypic assessments, we were able to draw 

cautious conclusions concerning the effect of EOA instructions on the homogeneity of phenotypic 

assessments. Hopefully, future studies can elucidate the effect of EOA instructions to further extent.

In conclusion, phenotypic differentiation between EOA among DCD and HHM disorders can be 

performed in a statistically reliable way, but with incomplete consensus. Our results implicate that 

quantitative IMU’s could provide a tool to obtain higher phenotypic consensus among clinicians. 

For clinical implementation, future substantiation in larger study groups should be obtained.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Appendix A: Underlying diagnoses
EOA-group: Friedreich’s Ataxia (n=2), Poretti Bolthauser Syndrome (n=1), MHBD-deficiency (n=1), 

Niemann-Pick Type C (n=1), Joubert Syndrome 23 (n=1), SCA5 (n=1), SCA13 (n=1), EBF3-gene 

mutation (Hypotonia, Ataxia and Delayed Development Syndrome (n=1)) and unknown (n=2).

DCD-group: KLF7 gene mutation (n=1), CDK-13 gene mutation

HHM-group: Ehlers Danlos (n=2), Arterial Turtuosity Syndrome (n=1), mild/pre-symptomatic

Limb Girdle Muscle Dystrophy Type 2i, (n=1); and unknown diagnosis (n=7).

Appendix B: Rating scale information
Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA)
The SARA is an ataxia rating scale consisting of 8 items covering three domains (gait, kinetic and 

speech).21 The total SARA score (SARATOTAL) is composed of: SARAGAIT (0-18 points; concerning the 

gait items walking, standing and sitting) + SARAKINETIC (0-16 points; concerning the kinetic items: 

finger to nose, finger chase, fast alternating hand movements and heel-shin slide) + SARASPEECH (0-6 

points). Higher scores indicate higher ataxia severity.

To control for age-dependency, we used data of the study to age-related reference values for the 

pediatric Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia.9 The study was performed in 156 healthy 

children from 4-16 years of age. We subtracted the 75th percentile of age-related SARA reference 

values from the scores that were obtained by the patients. For the 75th percentile of age-related 

SARA reference values (rounded to 0.5 points), see Table Appendix B.

Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS)
The PBS is a balance scale, measuring static balance impairment during sitting (1 item) and standing 

(13 items). Scores range from 0 (most severely affected) to 56 (optimal performance).22 To control 

for age-dependency, we used the reference data of Franjoine et.al, obtained in 643 children from 

2- 14 years of age.23 We subtracted the mean age-related reference values from the scores that 

were obtained by the patients.

5
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Table Appendix B: Age-related Norm Values of SARA scores in healthy children

Age 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
SARA total scores
LR 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25% 3.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50% 5.0 2.5 1.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

75% 6.5 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
UR 7.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0
SARAGAIT subscores
LR 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25% 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50% 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
75% 2.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
UR 2.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
SARAKINETIC subscores
LR 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25% 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50% 3.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
75% 3.5 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
UR 5.5 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.5

Scores are based on 12 children per year of age (m/f=1:1).  LR=lower range, 25%=lower quartile, 50%=median, 
75% = upper quartile, UR=upper range. Scores are rounded to 0.5 points.
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Figure S1: Flow diagram of SARA and PBS assessments.

We included clinically diagnosed EOA, DCD and HHM patients. Step I: Video recording of SARA and PBS per-
formances. Step II: Scoring of video-recorded SARA and PBS performances. Step III: phenotypic assessment 
of video-recorded motor behavior. Step IV: The same assessors of step III re-phenotyped a subset of children, 
based on the same video-recordings and after receiving standardized instructions for EOA recognition. The 
time interval between step II and III was at least 6 weeks. The time interval between step III and IV was at 
least 6 months. EOA = Early Onset Ataxia; DCD = Developmental Coordination Disorder; HHM = Hypotonia and 
Hypoactive Muscle activation; SARA = Scale and Assessement for Rating of Ataxia; PBS = Pediatric Balance 
Scale; phen. =phenotypic; ped. = pediatric

Figure S3: Percentage SARA subscores in patients with Ataxia and DCD

Differences between the number of assessments with a %-subscore of 0 or 100% and with other %-subscores in 
patients with ataxia and DCD. DCD=developmental coordination disorder. $ = Mann Withney U test # = Wilcoxon 
signed rank test *=p<0.001. In EOA, SARA scores were significantly more often distributed over both domains, 
instead of over one domain. In DCD children, SARA scores were equally distributed over both domains.
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ABSTRACT

Aim For reliable assessment of ataxia severity in children, the Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar 

Group of the European Pediatric Neurology Society aimed to validate the Scale for Assessment 

and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) according to age.

Method Twenty-two pediatric ataxia experts from 15 international institutions scored videotaped 

SARA performances in 156 typically developing children (4-16y: m/f=1; 12 children per year of age; 

including nine different nationalities). We determined age-dependency and reliability of pediatric 

SARA scores by a mixed model.

Results In typically developing children, age was the only variable that revealed a relationship 

with SARA scores (p<0.001). The youngest children revealed the highest scores and the highest 

variation in scores (<8y; p<0.001). After 11 years of age, pediatric scores approached adult outcomes. 

The interobserver agreement of total SARA scores was substantial with an intraclass correlation 

coefficient of 0.63 (95% CI; 0.56–0.69; p<0.001).

Interpretation In typically developing European children, both SARA scores and interobserver 

agreement are age-dependent. For reliable interpretation of pediatric SARA scores, consideration 

of the underlying test construct appears prudent. These data will hopefully contribute to a correct 

and uniform interpretation of longitudinal SARA scores from childhood to adulthood.

Abbreviations
SARA  Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia
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INTRODUCTION

Reliable ataxia biomarkers are crucial for the assessment of ataxia severity in patients with early 

onset ataxia.1 The Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) is composed of eight items 

in the domains of gait and posture (gait, stance, and sitting; 0–18 points), kinetics (finger-nose, 

finger-chase, fast-alternating-hand-movements, and heelshin slide; 0–16 points), and speech 

(0–6 points). SARA scores may thus vary from 0 (no ataxia) to 40 (most severe ataxia).2 In adult 

patients with ataxia, SARA scores are characterized by a direct association with ataxia severity 

and by high interobserver agreement.2-4 In children with ataxia, this information is still incomplete. 

Since cerebellar networks for coordinated motor output develop during childhood, physiological 

immature motor features can overlap with ‘ataxic’ features.5-8 This implies that different stages in 

physiological neurodevelopment could induce a bias in the interpretation of SARA scores.8

To elucidate the potential influence by development, we aimed to investigate the SARA 

in typically developing children of 4 to 16 years of age. We reasoned that age-related insight in 

SARA scores and in the reliability of SARA scores would contribute to reliable data interpretation 

of longitudinal therapeutic trials and would also contribute to reliable data entry in international 

Early Onset Ataxia databases. In the present study, the Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar Group of 

the European Pediatric Neurology Society therefore set out to validate SARA in typically developing 

children.

METHODS

Study design
The medical ethical committees of all collaborating centres approved the study. All participating 

children (when older than 12y) and their parents gave written informed consent. Children younger 

than 12 years of age provided assent.

In typically developing children, we determined age-related predictive values and the 

reliability of the SARA scores. By open advertisement, we recruited 156 children from nine different 

European countries in the age range from 4 to 16 years (six boys and six girls per year of age). For 

sample size calculation, see Appendix S2 (online supporting information). The inclusion criteria 

involved typically developing children following mainstream education. The exclusion criteria 

involved neurological or skeletal disorders that could interfere with motor coordination, muscle 

weakness (reflected by a positive Gower’s maneuver), and prescribed medication with known side 

effects on motor behaviour.8 The parents of all children completed a questionnaire concerning their 

own educational achievement, their child’s educational achievement, and their child’s participation 

in sports and medication. We documented the children’s height, weight, and head circumference.

6
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SARA assessment
In all children, we videotaped SARA performances. To minimize anxiety, children were allowed to 

perform the SARA tasks in presence of their parents, friends, or siblings. All assessors were instructed 

to score SARA performances according to the official adult SARA guidelines.2 We randomized and 

distributed the video recordings amongst 22 ataxia experts (pediatric neurologists and investigators 

of nine nationalities), resulting in four to six assessors per child (mean: five assessors per child). We 

provided each assessor with one set of 13 or a multiplicity of 13 children (each set of 13 children 

consisted of one child per year of age in the age range of 4-16y), so that individual assessor-related 

influences were equally distributed over the full age range. We determined the influence of age 

and other variables (such as BMI, sex, sport participation, school performances, and educational 

achievement) on the SARA scores. As body weight, sex, sports participation, and intelligence 

are described in association with coordinated motor function,7-10 we controlled for the potential 

influence of these variables on the SARA scores. After controlling for potential influences on the 

SARA scores, we determined the SARA score age-dependency and calculated age-dependent SARA 

predictive values. By comparison between three different age subgroups (4-7y, 8-11y, and 12-16y), 

we determined whether the variance in SARA scores varied with age. The above-described analyses 

were separately determined for total SARA scores and for the sub-scores gait, kinetic, and speech. 

To avoid potential SARA speech sub-score bias by different native languages (of included children 

and assessors),11 we additionally processed the results of a syllable repetition task (involving ‘la-la-

la’ and ‘pata-pata-pata’) in each participant. As outcomes were not statistically different between 

SARA speech and syllable repetition tasks (Wilcoxon signed Rank test, p=0.493), we provide the 

standard outcomes of the SARA speech sub-scores.

Statistical analysis
We performed statistical analyses using SPSS statistics 20 for Windows. ‘SARA scores’ represent 

the mean score of all obtained assessments per child. We assessed normality of the residuals of 

the SARA scores by a histogram. Per year of age, we determined the deviation from the mean total 

SARA scores (individual mean total SARA scores minus the mean total SARA scores per age category) 

and we compared the outcomes between three age subgroups (4-7y, 8-11y, and 12-16y) by Kruskal-

Wallis Test (with posthoc Mann-Whitney U test, if significant). We determined the influence of age 

and other variables by a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, assuming 

independency of both variables. We determined a linear relation between SARA scores and age. In 

absence of a linear relationship, we performed a single log-transformation to obtain this effect. In 

absence of homogeneous variances, we applied a subsequent log-log transformation.

Since age was the only predictive variable in our preceding pilot study,8 we determined 

the effect of age, first. Subsequently, we determined the additional effect of the other variables 

on the SARA scores by a fixed effect. These variables included: sex, BMI, sport participations, 

school performance, and parental education. We selected the strongest model by comparing the 

Akaike Information Criterium between the different models. In case of a lower Akaike Information 
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Criterium in a ‘nested model’, we performed a likelihood ratio, to determine the significant effect 

of the additional variable. We determined the 95 per cent prediction interval (PI) on SARA scores 

by correcting outcomes for inter- and intra-observer variation by the formula:

   y=b0+b1*X±t*SDres*√(1+1/n+((X-X̄ )2/Sxx)

(where b0=intercept of the linear line; b1=effect of significant variables; X=age; t=1.987; SDres=standard 

deviation of the residuals and the variation and covariation of the observers; n=number of subjects; 

X̄=mean age value; Sxx=sum of square of all ages).

Provided that age would be the solitary predictive parameter (in accordance with the 

preceding pilot study),8 we also aimed to compare the SARA score age-relatedness between the 

present European trial and the preceding pilot study.8 According to the preceding pilot study, we 

therefore determined the explained variance of age on the total SARA scores (R2) by a polynominal 

analysis with a one phase decay trend line. We determined the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC; 

children and assessors regarded as random factors) for interobserver agreement. We interpreted 

ICC outcomes according to the criteria of Landis and Koch (<0.20 slight; 0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 

moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost perfect).12 In the first 52 children, we controlled for 

the potential effects of sampling by comparing the ICC between sampled and non-sampled SARA 

assessments (six random assessors versus 13 consistent assessors/child, respectively). Results 

revealed similar interobserver agreement on total SARA scores (ICC=0.66 vs. 0.62, respectively), 

with no statistical differences on agreement of total SARA scores and SARA sub-scores between 

random and consistent assessors (Wilcoxon signed rank test). All statistical tests were two-sided. 

We considered a p-value lower than 0.05 as statistically significant.

 

RESULTS

Participant characteristics are indicated in Table SI. Children with missing data (see Table SI) were 

excluded from the multivariate analysis.

Total SARA scores
The residuals of total SARA scores were visually normally distributed in a histogram. With increasing 

age, the variance in total SARA scores declined significantly, revealing more variance in total SARA 

scores in the 4 to 7 years of age subgroup compared to the 8 to 11 years of age subgroup. In the 

8 to 11 years of age subgroup, the variance in total SARA scores was also higher compared to the 

12 to 16 years age subgroup (all p<0.001; Fig. 1a,b). Comparing the presently observed SARA score 

age relationship with the preceding results from the pilot study8 revealed 1 per cent difference in 

explained SARA score variance by age (see Fig. 1c). As total SARA scores per year of age did not reveal 

a linear trend (see Fig. 1b,c), we transformed the scores by “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)”, resulting in a linear 

6
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trend until the age of 11 years. From 12 years onwards, the “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)” remained constant. 

In a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, age was the only fixed variable 

that revealed evidence of a relationship with the “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)”; (p<0.001). The variables, sex, 

BMI, sport participations, school performance, and parental education, did not render a significant 

change on the Akaike Information Criterium and were therefore omitted from our model (see Table 

SII). We determined the mean predictive total SARA scores with a 95% PI by the formula:

y=1.236–0.102*age (±1.987*0.315*√ (1.01+(age–7.5)2/503.975)).

Figure 1: Total Scale for assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) scores in typically developing children. 

(A) Variance in total SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years. The y-axis represents SARA score deviations 
from the mean score (i.e. the individual total SARA score minus the mean total SARA score of the age group). 
The mean total score of the age group is set at 0 and is represented by the middle line. Children younger than 
8 years of age show more variation in SARA scores than older children. (B) Total SARA scores per year of age. 
The x-axis represents age and the y-axis represents mean total SARA scores. Boxes represent the median 
and lower and upper quartiles. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum scores. (C) Representation 
of the age-related total scores of the preceding pilot study8 and the current European Trial, determined by a 
polynominal analysis with an one phase decay trend line. R2 represents the explained variance of age on total 
SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years. The y-axis represents mean total SARA scores. The Dutch local 
pilot study8 and the current European trial revealed a similar SARA score age-dependency.
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We transformed the data back to the original appearance (see Fig. 2). For the mean predictive 

total SARA scores per year of age and 95% PI, see Table I. Pediatric total SARA scores approached 

adult values from 12 years of age onwards, with a mean predictive value of 0.1 (95% PI; 0.0–1.4), 

see Figure 2a,d.

SARA sub-scales
In a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, age was the only variable that 

related with the SARA gait and kinetics sub-scales. Comparison between individual sub-scales 

revealed that SARA gait scores approximated adult values before kinetic scores (at 10 and 12 years 

of age, respectively). For mean sub-scale scores and 95% PI, see Figures 2a-f and Table I. The SARA 

speech sub-scale was not assessable with a mixed model because of low variance in the range of 

sub-scores.

Figure 2: Age-related prediction model for Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) total and sub-
scale scores.

(A) The mean predictive total SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years and the y-axis represents total 
SARA scores. (B) The mean predictive scores for SARA gait. (C) The mean predictive scores for SARA kinetics. 
(D-F) The mean predictive scores for SARA total, gait and kinetics with the 95% prediction interval (PI). The 
x-axis represents age in years and the y-axis represents total SARA sub-scores. The solid line represents the 
mean predictive total SARA sub-scores and the dashed line represents the 95% PI.

6
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Interobserver agreement
The interobserver agreement on total SARA scores was substantial (ICC 0.63 [95% CI; 0.56–0.69]; 

p<0.001).12 The ICC values for the SARA sub-scales gait, kinetic, and speech were 0.57 (95% CI; 

0.50–0.63), 0.55 (95% CI; 0.48–0.62) and 0.07 (95% CI; 0.0–0.13) respectively.12

DISCUSSION

The Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar Group of the European Pediatric Neurology Society aimed to 

validate SARA for age and to provide insight in the reliability of the scores. In children, both SARA 

scores and interobserver agreement are related with the age of the child.

In the present study, we obtained and processed SARA scores provided by an international 

group of ataxia experts in a heterogeneous European group of typically developing children. 

Analogous to the preceding local Dutch pilot study,8 we determined and compared SARA score age-

dependency between both studies. The observed consistency of the SARA score age-relatedness 

is attributed to the robustness of the SARA. The relationship between SARA scores and age is 

explained by the physiological development of motor coordination,7 reflecting ongoing maturation 

of the pediatric cerebellum and cerebellar networks.5,13 As physiologically immature motor 

behaviour can confound ‘ataxia’ scores,5-8 we may thus conclude that pediatric SARA scores are 

not only determined by the factor ‘ataxia severity’, but also by age. Even under the condition that 

SARA scores in ataxic children are high, the relatively smaller effect by SARA score age-dependency 

could still influence SARA score outcome interpretation of longitudinal therapeutic trials. Due to 

Table I: Age-related predictive values for SARA total and sub-scales in typically developing children

Age
(years)

Total SARA scores
Mean (95%PI)

Gait sub-scores
Mean (95%PI)

Kinetic sub-scores
Mean (95%PI)

4 2.6 (0.2–26.7) 0.7 (0.0–2.8) 1.7 (0.2–9.0)
5 1.9 (0.1–17.0) 0.6 (0.0–2.2) 1.3 (0.1–6.6)
6 1.4 (0.0–11.3) 0.4 (0.0–1.8) 1.0 (0.0–4.9)
7 1.0 (0.0–7.7) 0.3 (0.0–1.4) 0.7 (0.0–3.7)
8 0.7 (0.0–5.4) 0.2 (0.0–1.2) 0.5 (0.0–2.8)
9 0.5 (0.0–3.9) 0.1 (0.0–0.9) 0.3 (0.0–2.2)
10 0.3 (0.0–2.9) 0.0 (0.0–0.7) 0.2 (0.0–1.7)
11 0.1 (0.0–2.1) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.1 (0.0–1.3)
12 0.1 (0.0–1.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.0 (0.0–1.0)
13 0.1 (0.0–1.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.0 (0.0–1.0)
14 0.1 (0.0–1.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.0 (0.0–1.0)
15 0.1 (0.0–1.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.0 (0.0–1.0)
16 0.1 (0.0–1.4) 0.0 (0.0–0.6) 0.0 (0.0–1.0)

Age-related predictive values for SARA total, gait, and kinetic sub-scales. Mean and 95% PI is based on a 
mixed model with random effects for children and observers. SARA sub-scores are never identical to zero. 
PI, prediction interval.
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age-related physiological development of the cerebellum, younger children revealed a stronger 

age related effect on SARA scores than older children. This could also explain why medication trials 

(such as idebenone treatment) have initially reported mild ataxia ‘improvement’ in young children 

(e.g. at the early stage of Friedreich’s ataxia),14,15 whereas subsequent trials failed to substantiate this 

effect.16,17 For reliable longitudinal interpretation of SARA scores in ataxic patients from childhood 

to adulthood, this implicates that insight in the age-related norms is needed, first. In children older 

than 11 years, we observed that SARA scores approached optimality, although values never became 

identical to zero (range: 0–2). This is in line with previously published results in typically developing 

adults, with mean scores at 0.4 (range 0–7.5).2 Even for the determination of a treatment effect in 

children older than 11 years of age,2 one should thus still consider a SARA cut-off threshold above 

the physiologic fluctuation (e.g. a cut-off threshold exceeding at least ‘two’). Altogether, depending 

on the duration of the study and on the age of the patients, our data would support consideration 

of a SARA cut-off threshold and also data interpretation according to the age-specific SARA score 

norms.

Regarding SARA score reliability, we observed an acceptable, but not perfect, interobserver 

agreement in typically developing children (ICC: 0.63). This is contrasted by the almost optimal 

outcomes in adult ataxic patients (ICC: 0.98).2 Although interobserver agreement may thus appear 

higher in adult patients with ataxia than in typically developing children, one should also consider 

a potentially misleading effect by the mathematical calculation of the ICC. When interobserver 

differences are similar, a parameter with a large range in scores will mathematically induce a higher 

ICC outcome than a parameter with a small range of scores.18 From this perspective, typically 

developing children with a small range in physiologically age-related SARA scores are more likely to 

obtain a low ICC outcome than adult ataxic patients with a large range in pathology-related SARA 

scores (mean SARA scores in typically developing children versus adult ataxic patients:2 10.5 versus 

40). This potentially misleading effect is also illustrated by the ‘slight’ ICC of SARA speech sub-scores 

(0.07; score fluctuation: 0–3), despite the high percentage of interobserver agreement (98%) on 

SARA speech sub-scores. However, this mathematical calculation cannot explain the higher age-

dependent effect on the ‘SARA score reliability’ in the younger children, as the youngest children 

(under the age of 8 years) also revealed the highest variance in SARA scores in combination with 

the lowest percentage of interobserver agreement. In children younger than 8 years of life, we also 

observed a wide 95% PI for total SARA scores. In this particularly young age group, this implicates 

that longitudinal total SARA scores should be carefully interpreted. In contrast with the wide 95% 

PI for total SARA scores, we observed smaller 95% PI intervals for SARA gait and kinetic sub-scores. 

Considering the specifically small 95% PI interval for SARA gait, it is tempting to speculate that 

SARA gait sub-scores provide a more stable parameter for longitudinal ataxia assessment in young 

children than total SARA scores. In the near future, we aim to investigate this into further extent.

The lower interobserver agreement of physiologic SARA scores in typically developing 

young children can be attributed to different factors. Firstly, young children have a relatively short 

concentration span compared to older children. Furthermore, the variation in neurodevelopmental 

6
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motor output is also higher in younger than older children. As disturbances in balance and 

coordination by the developing immature cerebellum share similar characteristics with ataxia, SARA 

scores may (partly) depend on the age-related interpretation by the observers. In this perspective, 

it is prudent to adapt SARA cut-off values for pediatric therapeutic trials in accordance with the age 

of the included children. Thus far, previous therapeutic studies have neglected to consider these 

effects.14,15,19-21 For instance, a recent trial in children and adults with ataxia had interpreted a minimal 

SARA cut-off threshold of only one point as indicative for ‘ataxia’ improvement.20 In perspective of 

these findings, one may decide to rely on more methodologically convincing results.22

Altogether, the present study shows that the SARA sub-scores are age-dependent, both 

regarding absolute SARA scores and interobserver agreement on the SARA scores. To enable 

transparent and reliable SARA outcome interpretation in therapeutic trials, consideration of age-

related SARA cut-off thresholds above the physiologic SARA score variance is needed.

We acknowledge some limitations to this study. Firstly, as all video-recordings were 

randomized amongst 22 assessors, not all assessors scored all typically developing children. 

However, we controlled for this effect in the first 52 children. This revealed comparable outcomes 

between the sampled and non-sampled groups. Secondly, our population included many 

children with above average school performance and/or parents with high educational levels. As 

intelligence could relate with motor performances,9 one cannot exclude a relationship with SARA 

scores, beforehand. However, statistical analysis did not reveal a relationship between school 

performances and total SARA scores. Thirdly, we are aware that the number of children per year of 

age is relatively small and that potential effects by other variables may be overlooked by the small 

sample size. Finally, the present study exclusively addressed the ataxia rating scale ‘SARA’. However, 

given the high correlation between SARA and other ataxia rating scales (such as the International 

Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale and the Brief Ataxia Rating Scale),8,23,24 we would expect similar 

results for the other ataxia rating scales, as well.

To conclude, current insights in the pediatric SARA construct reveals that SARA scores 

can be reliably obtained in children over 8 years of life, provided that the longitudinal scores are 

also interpreted according to age. Hopefully, these findings may contribute to uniform and reliable 

interpretation of SARA scores from childhood to adulthood.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Table SI: Participant characteristics

Characteristics Females
(n=78)

Males
(n=78)

Total
(n=156)

Age (years)
  Range 4-16 4-16 4-16
BMI (z-scores according to age) %
  < -2 3 4 3
  -2   ̶   -1  12 6 9
  -1   ̶    1 66 68 67
   1   ̶    2 14 18 16
  >  +2 5 4 5
  Missing value (n) 5    0    5    
Sport participation, %
  <1h 4 5 5
  1   ̶   2h 32 22 27
  2   ̶   4h 29 27 28
  4   ̶   6h 19 24 22
  >6h 16 22 18
  Missing value (n) 1    0    1    
School performance, %
  A 40 44 42
  B 38 26 32
  C 21 22 21
  D 0 3 2
  E 1 5 3
  Missing value (n) 6    5    11  
Highest education achievement, mother, %
  Higher education 60 65 62
  Vocational education 32 31 32
  Secondary school 8 4 6
  Missing value (n) 1    2    3    
Highest education achievement, father, %
  Higher education 60 62 61
  Vocational education 27 24 26
  Secondary school 13 14 14
  Missing value (n) 1    4    5    

BMI interpretation of cut-offs: <-2 = underweight, >+1SD = overweight (equivalent to BMI 25 kg/m2 at 19 years), 
> +2SD = obesity (equivalent to BMI 30 kg/m2 at 19 years). Participation in sport in hours per week. School 
performance is reported by the parents. A= excellent, B= above average, C= average, D= below average, E= poor.

6
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Table SII: AIC’s of the different tested models

Model AIC
Age 172.411
Age and Gender* 171.187
Age and BMI# 166.740
Age and sport participations 184.581
Age and school performances 185.404
Age and educational level father 181.437
Age and educational level mother 181.405

AIC’s given for the different tested models. We tested different models in which, beside age, other variables 
could reveal a positive relationship with total SARA scores. The model with age only, revealed the best AIC and 
therefore all other variables were excluded from our model. *The model Age and Gender revealed a lower AIC, 
however the Likelihood Ratio (p=.073) did not reveal significant differences between the combined model and 
the model with age alone. # = The AIC of the model Age and BMI was lower due to 5 missing values in the BMI 
group. After exclusion of the missing variables, AIC of the model age was 164.740.
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ABSTRACT

Aim To determine whether ataxia rating scales are reliable disease biomarkers for early onset 

ataxia (EOA).

Method In 40 patients clinically identified with EOA (28 males, 12 females; mean age 15y 3mo 

[range 5–34y]), we determined interobserver and intraobserver agreement (interclass correlation 

coefficient [ICC]) and discriminant validity of ataxia rating scales (International Cooperative Ataxia 

Rating Scale [ICARS], Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia [SARA], and Brief Ataxia Rating Scale 

[BARS]). Three paediatric neurologists independently scored ICARS, SARA and BARS performances 

recorded on video, and also phenotyped the primary and secondary movement disorder features. 

When ataxia was the primary movement disorder feature, we assigned patients to the subgroup 

‘EOA with core ataxia’ (n=26). When ataxia concurred with other prevailing movement disorders 

(such as dystonia, myoclonus, and chorea), we assigned patients to the subgroup ‘EOA with 

comorbid ataxia’ (n=12).

Results ICC values were similar in both EOA subgroups of ‘core’ and ‘comorbid’ ataxia (0.92–0.99; 

ICARS, SARA, and BARS). Independent of the phenotype, the severity of the prevailing movement 

disorder predicted the ataxia rating scale scores (β=0.83–0.88; p<0.05). 

Interpretation In patients with EOA, the reliability of ataxia rating scales is high. However, the 

discriminative validity for ‘ataxia’ is low. For adequate interpretation of ataxia rating scale scores, 

application in uniform movement disorder phenotypes is essential.

Abbreviations
ARS  Ataxia rating scales

BARS  Brief Ataxia Rating Scale

EOA  Early onset ataxia

ICARS  International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale

ICC  Intraclass correlation coefficient

SARA  Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia
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INTRODUCTION

Early onset ataxia (EOA) concerns a group of rare, predominantly genetic and metabolic ataxic 

disorders, manifesting before the 25th year of life.1–3 This diagnostic group covers a wide 

heterogeneity of disorders regarding age at onset, inheritance, and underlying pathogenesis. 

Consequently, the phenotype is also heterogeneous, involving both EOA with core ataxia (i.e. EOA 

with ataxia as the core symptom) and EOA with comorbid ataxia (i.e. EOA with other movement 

disorder features that may prevail over ataxia).4 Especially in children, EOA is often prevalent as a 

combined phenotype, with concurrent features of dystonia, myoclonus, chorea, and spasticity, 

which may prevail over ataxia.4,5 This heterogeneity makes uniform phenotypic EOA assessment 

a challenging task for paediatric movement disorder specialists. Therefore, quantitative ataxia 

rating scales (ARS) are often used as additionally reproducible ‘surrogate’ biomarkers for ataxia.5–11 

The International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS)6, the Scale for Assessment and Rating 

of Ataxia (SARA)7 and the Brief Ataxia Rating Scale (BARS)8 are the most commonly applied ARS in 

children and adults.

These ARS quantify ataxia in four domains: (1) posture and gait; (2) kinetic function; (3) speech; 

and (4) oculomotor function (exclusively BARS and ICARS).6–8 ICARS is considered to be the most 

detailed, BARS the briefest, and SARA the most uniformly reproducible scale.6–8,10,11 In children, we 

have shown that ARS are not only influenced by ataxia, but also by age12 and by muscle weakness 

(in Friedreich’s ataxia).13 In EOA, this implies that other influences, such as concurrent movement 

disorders, could influence the scores. For reliable interpretation of ARS as ‘ataxia’ biomarkers, we 

therefore reasoned that, first, clarification was required of the paediatric ARS test construct. In the 

present EOA study, we thus aimed to elucidate ARS for: (1) observer agreement and (2) discriminant 

validity (i.e. the potential to determine ‘ataxia severity’ and not the severity of other, with ataxia 

concurrent movement disorders). Such information may support reliable data entry in international 

EOA databases, and may also support the interpretation of ARS outcomes in therapeutic trials. 

Especially in regards to ongoing, innovative trials in heterogeneous patients with EOA, we reasoned 

that confounding effects should be identified before small fluctuations in ARS scores are over-

interpreted as therapeutic ‘ataxic’ improvement.12–17 Thus, we aimed to investigate the observer 

agreement and discriminant validity of ARS in patients with EOA.

METHOD

Patients
The medical ethical committee of the University Medical Center Groningen, the Netherlands, 

approved the study. We based our sample size calculation on previously published interobserver 

agreement (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC]) data in adults with ataxia,7 because data on 

6
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quantitative ARS scores in children with ataxia are still lacking. In adults with ataxia, a sample size of 

36 patients scored by three observers achieved a 90% power (b=0.1) to detect an ICC of 0.8 or over 

the null hypothesis of a moderate ICC of 0.6, using a significance level of 0.05. Based on the clinical 

diagnosis (patient record descriptions from 1998 to 2012), we approached 40 patients (28 males, 12 

females; mean age 15y 3mo [range 5–34y]). All patients were clinically identified with ataxic features 

before the 25th year of life and fulfilled the ‘classical’ definition of EOA.1 We excluded patients 

with postnatally acquired focal cerebellar lesions (such as by infections, trauma, inflammation, or 

cerebrovascular attacks). In accordance with Dutch medical ethical law, legal representatives (when 

younger than 18y of age) and patients (when older than 12y of age) consented to participate. The 

response rate was 100%. For clinical description of the included patients, see Table I.

Procedure
We video recorded ARS performances in all 40 patients.12 Three paediatric neurologists (RB, RJL, 

DAS) quantitatively scored the videotaped test-performances according to the guidelines of ICARS, 

SARA, and BARS. We determined interobserver agreement by comparing the total and subscale 

scores of the three assessors. After a latent time interval of 5 (3–7) weeks, the three assessors 

repeated their ARS assessments in the first 10 videotaped patients, without permission to review 

their previous scores. We determined intraobserver agreement by comparing the first and second 

scores. After a latent time interval of 6 months, the same assessors phenotyped the video-taped 

testperformances for the presence of ataxia and/or other movement disorders (i.e. ataxia, dystonia, 

chorea, myoclonus, tremor, spasticity, and ‘sloppiness’), either as the primary or as the secondary 

feature. We subsequently assigned patients to an EOA subgroup with ‘core ataxia’ when (1) all 

three assessors independently recognized ataxia as the primary movement disorder, or when (2) 

all three assessors had independently confirmed the presence of ataxia and when the underlying 

diagnosis (genetically and/or metabolically) confirmed an ataxic phenotype. We assigned patients 

to an EOA subgroup with ‘comorbid ataxia’ when the criteria for the EOA subgroup ‘core ataxia’ 

were not met and when ataxia was observed (by at least one observer) as a concurrent feature 

with other movement disorders. The assessors indicated the perceived severity of the movement 

disorder (i.e. mild [1], moderate [2], or severe [3]). To check for the reliability of these assessments, 

we compared the perceived severity between the participating assessors and four other members 

of the movement disorder team of the University Medical Center Groningen (who had not rated the 

ARS), revealing a significant association (χ2 test; p<0.001).5 

For global data interpretation of phenotypic ataxia severity assessment, we also compared 

phenotypic ataxia severity outcomes with the ataxia severity grading system, proposed 

by Klockgether et al.18 (i.e. stage 0, no gait difficulties; stage 1, gait difficulties; stage 2, loss of 

independent gait with permanent use of a walking aid; stage 3, confinement to a wheelchair; stage 

4, dead).
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Statistical analysis
We performed statistical analysis by PASW Statistics 20 for Windows (SPSS, Hong Kong). We 

determined mean ICARS, SARA, and BARS total scores from the quantitative assessments by 

the three assessors. We also determined ARS total scores per primary movement disorder and 

median phenotypic severity of the primary movement disorder by the three assessors. We 

assessed normality of age, disease duration, and ARS total scores, by probability plots (Q–Q 

plots). We compared the ARS scores between patients with EOA with core ataxia and patients 

with EOA with comorbid ataxia by Student’s t-test (in case of non-normality by Mann–Whitney 

Table I: Patient Characteristics 

‘EOA with core ataxia’ 
(n=26)

‘EOA with comorbid ataxia’ 
(n =12) p-value

Age (years)     
    Range 
    Mean (SD)

6 -34
17.0 (8)

5 - 18
12.0 (4) 0.112§

Gender    
    m/f (%) 18/8 (69/31) 10/2 (83/17) 0.453#

Disease duration (years)    
    Range 
    Mean (SD)

3 - 25
12.10 (6.8)

0.5 - 15
7.46 (4.7) 0 .096$

Disease severity*    
    Range
    Median

0 - 3
2

0 - 3
1 0.436#

Movement disorder severity 
     Range
     Median

1 - 3
2

1 - 2
1 0.040#

ICARS score    
    Range 
    Mean (SD)

2.3 - 80.2
41.89 (21.7)

4 - 36
18.03 (10.5) 0.001§

SARA score    
    Range 
    Mean (SD)

0.67 - 33.83
16.59 (9.3)

1.17 - 14.17
6.56 (4.0) 0.001§

BARS score    
    Range 
    Mean (SD)

0.67 - 26.33
12.97 (7.5)

1 - 10.5
5.65 (2.9) 0.001§

§= Mann-Whitney U test; $ = Student T-test; # = Chi square test; SD = Standard deviation; ICARS = International 
Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale; SARA = Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; BARS = Brief Ataxia rating 
scale.  Underlying diagnoses in the ‘primary-EOA’ subgroup were: Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA) (n= 7), Niemann 
Pick type C (n=1), Ataxia with vitamin E deficiency (AVED) (n=3), NARPmutation (n=1), Ataxia Telangiectasia (n=1), 
Kearns Sayre syndrome (n=1), North Sea Myoclonus (GOSR-2 mutation) (n=4), 2-methyl-3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA-
hydrogenase deficiency (MHBD) (n=1), Joubert syndrome (KIAA0586 mutation) (n=1), CACNA1A mutation (n=1) 
and unknown causes (n=5). Underlying diagnoses in the ‘combined-EOA’ subgroup were: Benign hereditary 
chorea (TIFF1-mutation) (n=1), Huntington disease (n=1), cerebellar malformation (n=1), Chediak Higashi 
syndrome (n=1), Spastic paraplegia type 11(SPG-11 mutation) (n =1), CTNNB1 mutation (n =1), ataxic cerebral 
palsy (n=1), congenital CMV infection (n=1), functional disorder (n=1) and unknown causes (n=3).  *Disease 
severity grading by Klockgether18 
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U test). We calculated the percentage of the subscale score compared with the total score by: 

(subscale score/total ARS score) × 100%. We compared outcomes between both EOA subgroups. 

We determined interobserver and intraobserver agreement by ICC. We used the two-way random 

single measurement variant for the interobserver agreement and the one-way single measurement 

variant for the intraobserver agreement.19 According to Cicchetti,20 official cut-offs for qualitative 

rating of ICC values are as follows: ICC <0.40, poor; 0.40 to 0.59, fair; 0.60 to 0.74, good; 0.75 to 1.00, 

excellent. For uniformity reasons with previously published data,5,12 we also interpreted outcomes 

by Landis & Koch criteria,21 which are originally described for categorical data. According to Landis & 

Koch, we characterized ICC outcomes by: ICC <0.20, slight; 0.21 to 0.40, fair; 0.41 to 0.60, moderate; 

0.61 to 0.80, substantial; >0.81, almost perfect. We determined the correlation between the ARS 

outcomes by Pearson coefficient (in case of non-normality we used Spearman’s rho coefficient). We 

determined the correlation between the ataxia severity grading system proposed by Klockgether 

et al.18 and the phenotypic severity of the movement disorder, and we also correlated outcomes 

with total ARS scores by Spearman’s rho coefficient. In perspective of previously reported ARS age-

dependency in typically developing children, we compared the paediatric EOA scores with these 

historic age-related mean control values, by Mann– Whitney U test.12 To determine the discriminant 

validity of ARS for ataxia severity, we determined the association between the primary movement 

disorder features (i.e. ataxia, dystonia, myoclonus, chorea, spasticity, tremor, and ‘sloppiness’) 

and the total ARS scores by the Kruskall– Wallis test. We performed a multiple regression analysis 

to determine the effect of age, sex, disease duration, primary movement disorder feature, and 

the severity of the primary movement disorder feature on the total ARS scores. Because ARS 

are specifically designed to reflect ataxia severity, we deliberately included semi-quantitative 

information about the perceived phenotypic severity of the most dominant movement disorder 

(including other movement disorders then ataxia) in our model. We applied a stepwise regression 

analysis with forward selection starting with age,12 and we explored which variables would have 

added predictive value over and above variables already in the model.22 All statistical tests were 

two-tailed. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics
There were no missing data. In two of the 40 included patients, none of the assessors recognized 

ataxia as part of the movement disorder. These two patients (diagnosed with DYT-6 and SPG-11) were 

therefore excluded from further analysis. Thus, the EOA data were obtained from the remaining 38 

patients. Subdivision into EOA sub-groups with core ataxia and comorbid ataxia revealed 26 (68.4%) 

patients in the former group and 12 (32.6%) patients in the latter group. For patient characteristics, 

see Table I. Probability plots revealed normally distributed disease duration. Age and the total ARS 

scores (ICARS, SARA, and BARS) were not normally distributed. Comparing age (16y 11mo vs 12y) 
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and disease duration (12y 1mo vs 7y 6mo) between EOA with core ataxia and EOA with comorbid 

ataxia revealed no significant difference (p= 0.112 and p=0.096 respectively). Comparing the ataxia 

severity grading system proposed by Klockgether et al.18 between the EOA subgroups revealed no 

significant difference (p=0.436). However, comparing the phenotypic movement disorder severity 

grading system between the EOA sub-groups revealed higher movement disorder severity in the 

EOA subgroup with core ataxia than in the EOA subgroup with comorbid ataxia (p=0.040). Total 

ICARS, SARA, and BARS scores were significantly higher in EOA with core ataxia than in EOA with 

comorbid ataxia (p=0.001 for ICARS, SARA, and BARS, see Table I). In 21 out of 26 (80.7%) patients 

with EOA with core ataxia, all three assessors recognized ataxia as the primary movement disorder 

feature. The remaining 5 out of 26 (19.3%) patients with EOA were assigned to the core ataxia 

subgroup by the underlying genetic or metabolic diagnosis (AVED n=2; GOSR2 mutation n=3). In 

all of these five patients, two of the three assessors recognized ataxia as the primary movement 

disorder feature, and one assessor recognized ataxia as a secondary movement disorder feature. 

Total ARS scores were similar between the two EOA core ataxia subgroups (i.e. either identification 

by all three assessors, or identification by two assessors and the underlying diagnosis [p=0.753, 

p=0.659, and p=0.613 for ICARS, SARA, and BARS respectively]).

ARS subscales in patients with EOA
ARS subscale scores were not significantly different between EOA subgroups with core ataxia and 

comorbid ataxia (Table SI, online supplementary information).

Reliability of ARS in patients with EOA.
The quantitative ARS scores were characterized by an interobserver agreement (ICC) of 0.969, 0.977, 

and 0.913 (for ICARS, SARA, and BARS respectively; all p<0.001, i.e. excellent and almost perfect, 

according to Cicchetti and Landis & Koch).20,21 The ICC of the subscales varied between 0.705 and 

0.982 (for ICARS, SARA, and BARS; all p<0.001 [good to excellent and substantially to nearly perfect, 

according to Cicchetti and Landis & Koch]).20,21 The ARS ICC varied between 0.966 and 0.994 (all 

p<0.001; i.e. excellent and nearly perfect according to Cicchetti and Landis & Koch).20,21 See Table 

SII (online supporting information).

Discriminant validity of ARS in patients with EOA.
All three ARS were strongly correlated (rS 0.988, 0.958, and 0.941 for ICARS and SARA, ICARS and 

BARS, SARA and BARS respectively [all p<0.001]). The ataxia severity grading system proposed 

by Klockgether et al.18 was moderately correlated (rS 0.450–0.476, p<0.001) and the phenotypic 

movement disorder severity grading system was strongly correlated (rS 0.775–0.801, p<0.001) 

with total ARS scores. The ataxia severity grading system proposed by Klockgether et al.18 and the 

phenotypic movement disorder severity grading system were also significantly correlated with each 

other (rS 0.513; p=0.001). Comparing quantitative ARS scores between included children with EOA 

(<18y of age; n=25) and historic age-related mean control values,12 revealed significantly higher ARS 
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Figure 1: Ataxia rating scale (ARS) scores according to age, in children with early onset ataxia (EOA) and 
typically developing participants. 

The x-axis indicates the age of the children in years. The y-axis indicates ARS scores: (A) ICARS, (B) SARA, (C) 
and BARS scores. The blue dots represent individual outcomes in children with EOA (n=25; ≤18y of age), con-
nected by the blue linear regression line. The red dots represent individual outcomes in typically developing 
participants (derived from Brandsma et al.),12 connected by a red one phase decay trend line. Outcomes reveal 
significantly higher total ARS scores in patients with EOA compared with typically developing participants (for 
ICARS, SARA, and BARS, p<0.001 [Mann–Whitney U test]). ICARS, International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale; 
SARA, Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; BARS, Brief Ataxia Rating Scale.

Figure 2: Ataxia rating scale (ARS) scores according to the primary movement disorder feature. 

The x-axis indicates the phenotypically assessed primary movement disorder (ataxia [n=27];* dystonia [n=2]; 
chorea [n=4]; spasticity [n=1]; sloppiness [n=3]; and myoclonus [n=1]) in early onset ataxia (EOA) with core 
ataxia and EOA with comorbid ataxia subgroups. The y-axis indicates ICARS (A), SARA (B), and BARS (C) scores 
respectively. ARS scores do not significantly differ between primary ataxia and other primary movement dis-
order (p=0.062; p=0.068, and p=0.072 for ICARS, SARA, and BARS respectively). *26 out of 27 patients with 
ataxia as median primary movement disorder also fulfilled the criteria for EOA with core ataxia. In one patient 
unfulfilling the criteria for EOA with core ataxia, ataxia was recognized by two of three assessors as the primary 
movement disorder. ICARS, International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale; SARA, Scale for Assessment and 
Rating of Ataxia; BARS, Brief Ataxia Rating Scale.
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scores in the children with EOA (p<0.001 for ICARS, SARA, and BARS, Fig. 1). Phenotypic assessment 

of the primary movement disorder feature revealed 27 patients with ataxia (27 out of 38;[71.1%]); 

one with myoclonus (1 out of 38 [2.6%]); two with dystonia (2 out of 38 [5.3%]); four with chorea 

(4 out of 38 [10.5%]); one with spasticity (1 out of 38 [2.6%]); and three with ‘sloppiness’ (3 out of 

38 [7.9%]). Comparing quantitative ARS scores between the phenotypically determined primary 

movement disorder features revealed no statistically significant differences (p=0.062, p=0.068, 

and p=0.072 for ICARS, SARA, and BARS respectively [Kruskall–Wallis test], see Fig. 2). Multiple 

regression analysis showed that total ARS scores are significantly predicted by the severity of 

the primary movement disorder in ICARS (β=0.86; p=0.026), SARA (β=0.83; p=0.026), and BARS 

(β=0.88; p=0.024), independent of whether the primary movement disorder features concern ataxia 

or not. The severity of the prevailing movement disorder explained a significant proportion in 

the variance of the ARS scores for ICARS (R2=0.764;p<0.001), SARA (R2=0.775; p<0.001), and BARS 

(R2=0.754;p<0.001). The type of primary movement disorder did not render a significant F-change, 

nor did age, sex, or disease duration, implicating that these variables could be omitted from our 

regression model (for further analysis, see Table SIII, online supporting information).

DISCUSSION

In patients with EOA, ICARS, SARA, and BARS reveal high interobserver and intraobserver 

agreement, reflecting the reliability of the scores. However, the discriminant validity of ARS failed 

to discern between the influence of ataxia and the influence of other movement disorders. In EOA 

with the phenotype core ataxia, ARS can thus be regarded as reliable and reproducible biomarkers 

for ataxia severity. However, in children with EOA with the phenotype comorbid ataxia, ARS scores 

can be confounded by the influence of other concurrent movement disorders. This implies that 

ARS scores do not necessarily reflect the severity of ‘ataxia’ alone.

In patients with EOA, total ARS scores revealed similarly high ICC outcomes for 

interobserver and intraobserver agreement, as previously reported in adults with ataxia (0.91–

0.99 vs 0.91–0.98 respectively).6–11 This implies that the total scores of all three ARS are highly 

reproducible and that one may choose a scale for its own intrinsic properties, instead of for reasons 

of interobserver agreement, alone. However, subscale analysis reveals relatively low interobserver 

agreement for the oculomotor subscale. As oculomotor parameters are not included in the SARA, 

SARA might be preferred above other ARS;7 but, this would only be valid under the premise that 

information on oculomotor function could be intentionally left out. Although previously published 

ICC results in typically developing children (0.62–0.96)12 appear lower than the present data in 

children with EOA, this does not necessarily imply that the reproducibility in typically developing 

children is lower. This is explained by the method of ICC calculation, in which a small variation in 

(typically developing age-related) scores will mathematically induce a low numerical ICC outcome, 

whereas the absolute observer differences can be the same. This implicates that the numerical ICC 

value is not necessarily indicative of the score agreeability alone.
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Interestingly, we observed that cross-sectional EOA ARS scores were not significantly 

predicted by age. This is understandable as the severity of the primary movement disorder 

exerted a much stronger effect on the EOA ARS scores than did age (i.e. >87% more). Despite this, 

consideration of ARS age-dependency is advisory, especially when longitudinal ARS scores with 

minimal changes (cut-off margins) are being considered as relevant for therapeutic gain.23,24

Regarding discriminant validity, multiple regression analysis revealed that the severity 

of the primary movement disorder influenced ARS scores, independent of the phenotype of the 

primary movement disorder. In the EOA subgroup with core ataxia, ARS outcomes were thus 

reflective of ataxia severity. However, in the EOA subgroup with comorbid ataxia, ARS scores were 

confounded by the influence of other concurrent movement disorders. In addition to previously 

described confounding factors (such as paediatric age and muscle strength in patients with 

Friedreich’s ataxia),12,13 one might anticipate that additional influences, such as neuropathy, could 

also confound ARS scores. As different patient groups are needed to substantiate this hypothesis, 

we hope that future studies will elucidate this point.

Overall, the insight provided into the ARS construct has direct implications for the 

assessment of therapeutic interventions in children with EOA.23,24 When small changes in ARS 

scores are being considered as indicators for ‘therapeutic’ ataxia improvement, one should strive 

to include homogeneous patients (regarding both age and phenotype).16,17

There are some weaknesses in this study. First, patients were quantitatively scored and 

phenotyped by the same assessors. However, because there was a time interval (of 6mo) between 

both assessments, and because assessors were not allowed to review their previous scores, a bias 

appears unlikely. Second, in the absence of quantitative ARS data in children with EOA, our sample 

size calculation was based on ARS ICC data in adults with ataxia.7 We are aware of the potential 

limitation on quantitative ARS data by the relatively small sample size, especially regarding the 

applied multiple regression analysis. However, because the underlying disorders of the included 

patients with EOA are rare, we suggest that these data can be interpreted as indicative. We hope 

that future international studies will have larger sample sizes to allow elucidation of these findings 

to further extent. Third, we are aware that the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale was not included in 

the present analysis. However, because SARA was recently characterized as a reliable scale in 

patients with Friedrich’s ataxia,25 and because SARA is highly correlated with ICARS and BARS, one 

may deduce that ICARS, SARA, and BARS are applicable in all patients of the EOA group, including 

Friedreich’s ataxia.

To conclude, ARS are reliably reproducible in patients with EOA. In patients with EOA 

with a core ataxic phenotype, total ICARS, SARA, and BARS scores can be regarded as sufficiently 

reliable for assessment of the ataxia severity. However, in patients with EOA with a comorbid ataxic 

phenotype, ARS are not only influenced by ataxia, but also by other concurrent movement disorders. 

Despite high reliability of ARS scores, discriminant validity appears insufficient for phenotypic EOA 

subgroups with comorbid ataxia. For reliable data interpretation of ARS scores, we conclude that 

the scores should be interpreted in homogeneous phenotypic EOA groups.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Table SI: Percentage (%) of ataxia rating scales (ARS) sub-scale scores in EOA subgroups with ‘core ataxia’ 
and ‘comorbid ataxia’

EOA with core ataxia EOA with co-morbid ataxia

ICARS total score 41.89 18.03

    Gait 41% 39%

    Kinetic 47% 51%

    Speech 7% 9%

    Oculomotor 5% 1%

SARA total score 16.59 6.56

    Gait 51% 43%

    Kinetic 37% 42%

    Speech 12% 15%

BARS total score 12.97 5.65

    Gait 29% 26%

    Kinetic 50% 54%

    Speech 13% 18%

    Oculomotor 8% 2%

%ARS sub-scores per EOA subgroup. Percentage of ARS sub-scales are calculated by the formula: sub-scores/
total scores x 100%.  For each ataxia rating scale, we provide outcomes (mean total score and sub-scale-score). 
EOA with comorbid ataxia tended to reveal a slightly higher %kinetic function and a slightly lower %gait func-
tion than EOA with core ataxia, although the level of significance was not reached.

Table SII: ICCs for ataxia rating scale (ARS) scores

                                       Interobserver agreement Intraobserver agreement
Total ‘EOA with 

core ataxia’
‘EOA with 
comorbid ataxia’ 

Median (range)

ICARS total .969 .967 .895 .994 (.953 - .995) 
  Gait .982 .986 .923 .992 (.976 - .997)
  Kinetic .918 .913 .836 .986 (.929 - .990)
  Speech .818 .827 .644 .807 (.695 - .849)
  Oculomotor .771 .768  .357# .757 (.686 - .922)
SARA total .977 .977 .891 .992 (.947 - .992)
  Gait .982 .979 .951 .990 (.979 - .995)
  Kinetic .906 .902 .711 .948 (.896 - .976)
  Speech .866 .864 .833 .856 (.640 - .864)
BARS total .913 .917 .595 .966 (.957 - .980)
  Gait .958 .973 .828 .971 (.957 - .992)
  Kinetic .782 .784 .544 .926 (.900 - .960)
  Speech .807 .820 .666 .938 (.625 - .954)
  Oculomotor .705 .710  .206$ .550 (.386 -  1.00)

ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient; Interobserver agreement subdivided according to total, ‘EOA with 
core ataxia’ and ‘EOA with comorbid ataxia’. ICC’s without indication = p<.005; # p=.024; $p=.120

6
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Chapter 8

ABSTRACT

Aim In children, gait and posture assessment provides a crucial marker for the early 

characterization, surveillance and treatment evaluation of Early Onset Ataxia (EOA). For reliable 

data entry of studies targeting at gait and posture improvement, uniform quantitative biomarkers 

are necessary. Until now, the pediatric test construct of gait and posture scores of the Scale for 

Assessment and Rating of Ataxia sub-scale (SARA) is still unclear. In the present study, we aimed to 

validate the construct validity and reliability of the pediatric (SARAGAIT/POSTURE) sub-scale.

Methods We included 28 EOA patients (15.5 (6-34) years; median (range)). For inter-observer 

reliability, we determined the ICC on EOA SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores by three independent pediatric 

neurologists. For convergent validity, we associated SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores with: 1. Ataxic gait 

Severity Measurement by Klockgether (ASMK; dynamic balance), 2. Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS; 

static balance), 3. Gross Motor Function Classification Scale -extended and revised version (GMFCS-

ER), 4. SARA-kinetic scores (SARAKINETIC; kinetic function of the upper and lower limbs), 5. Archimedes 

Spiral (AS; kinetic function of the upper limbs), and 6. total SARA scores (SARATOTAL; i.e. summed 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE, SARAKINETIC and SARASPEECH sub-scores). For discriminant validity, we investigated 

whether EOA co-morbidity factors (myopathy and myoclonus) could influence SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-

scores.

Results The inter-observer agreement (ICC) on EOA SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores was high (.97). 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE was strongly correlated with the other ataxia and functional scales [ASMK (rs= -.819; 

p< .001); PBS (rs=-.943; p<.001); GMFCS-ER (rs= -.862; p<.001); SARAKINETIC (rs= .726; p<.001); AS (rs= .609; 

p=.002) and SARATOTAL (rs= .935; p<.001)]. Comorbid myopathy influenced SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores by 

concurrent muscle weakness, whereas comorbid myoclonus predominantly influenced SARAKINETIC 

scores.

Conclusion In young EOA patients, separate SARAGAIT/POSTURE parameters reveal a good inter-

observer agreement and convergent validity, implicating the reliability of the scale. In perspective 

of incomplete discriminant validity, it is advisable to interpret SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores for comorbid 

muscle weakness.

Abbreviations
AOA   Adult Onset Ataxia

AS   Archimedes Spiral

ASMK   Ataxia Severity Measurement according to Klockgether

EOA   Early Onset Ataxia

GMFSC-E&R  Gross Motor Function Classification Scale-Extended and Revised  

   version

MF   Muscle Force

MFLE   Muscle Force z-score of lower extremities

MFPROX   Muscle Force z-score of proximal muscles
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MFTOTAL   Muscle Force z-score of all muscles

MFUE   Muscle Force z-score of upper extremities

MU   Muscle Ultrasound

PBS   Pediatric Balance Scale

SARA   Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia

SARATOTAL   Summed total SARA score

SARAGAIT/POSTURE  Summed SARA score for gait, stance and sitting

SARAKINETIC  Summed kinetic subscore

8
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INTRODUCTION

Pediatric ataxic gait and posture assessment provides an important instrument to identify children 

and young adults with indisputable Early Onset Ataxia (EOA).1,2 The availability of validated gait and 

posture- biomarkers in children is also important for the entry of high quality data in international 

EOA databases1-3 and also for the evaluation of treatment, especially when the training of core-

muscles is involved (such as by exergame-training)4,5. In young, often disabled, EOA patients with 

limited concentration and physical endurance, optimally applicable gait and posture biomarkers 

are characterized as: non-invasive, quick and easy, compatible with adult parameters, reliable 

and also associated with a good construct validity.6,7 Until now, insight in the validity of clinically 

available gait and posture- biomarkers is incomplete. The Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia 

(SARA) is described as a reliable, quickly assessable and non-invasive rating scale for patients with 

ataxia.8 SARA scores consist of summed: gait and posture- (SARAGAIT/POSTURE measuring gait, stance, 

sitting performances), kinetics (SARAKINETIC) and speech (SARASPEECH) sub-scores.8 In EOA, we aimed 

to investigate the construct validity of the pediatric SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale scores.

For the investigation of the EOA SARAGAIT/POSTURE construct validity, it is important to realize 

two points. First, it is important to realize that the SARA was originally designed and validated 

as a complete, total score in the domains of GAIT/POSTURE, kinetics and speech.8 However, 

under the assumption that the SARA sub-scale scores SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARAKINETIC measure 

cerebellar functioning in different domains (i.e vermis & anterior lobe and cerebellar hemispheres, 

respectively), we hypothesized that the SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale could be separately validated. 

Second, it is important to realize that the SARA was originally designed and validated in adult 

patients with Adult Onset Ataxia (AOA).8 However, due to the short clinical assessment time and 

good score reproducibility, the scale was soon applied in children too.9-12 Before SARA scores can be 

analogously interpreted in AOA and EOA patients, it is thus important to take the effect of potential 

group differences into account. In comparison with the AOA patient group, EOA patients may reveal 

a large variety of disorders, with a heterogeneous phenotypic presentation and co-morbidity (such 

as myopathy and/or myoclonus). This explains why SARA score characteristics can differ between 

AOA and EOA patient groups.9,12-14 For instance, in AOA patients, total SARA scores relate with ataxia 

as one single factor (i.e. ‘ataxia’8). This is contrasted by total SARA scores in EOA patients, which are 

also attributed to: 1. pediatric age (i.e. cerebellar maturation)9,13,15, 2. comorbid muscle weakness 

(in Friedreich’s ataxia14), and 3. comorbid movement disorders12.

In children and young adults with EOA, we thus aimed to investigate the construct validity 

of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale. Under the premise that parameters for SARAGAIT/POSTURE would 

depend on the integrated cerebellar processing of visual, vestibular and sensory signals of the 

limbs and trunk16-18, SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scales would be expected to correlate with biomarkers 

for dynamic and passive balance, such as: the scale for Ataxic gait Severity Measurement by 

Klockgether (ASMK19; dynamic balance) and the Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS20; static balance). 

Additionally, we reasoned that clinical meaningful and effective SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores would 
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relate with a validated, age-related classification system for functional motility in children, such as 

the Gross Motor Function Classification Scale (the GMFCS21) - the extended and revised version (E&R 
22), which is originally designed for children with cerebral palsy. Furthermore, accurate kinematics 

for SARAGAIT/POSTURE performances would also correlate with biomarkers for kinetic-limb function, 

such as: SARAKINETIC
8 (upper & lower limbs) and Archimedes Spiral (AS23; upper limb kinetic scores). 

Finally, effective EOA SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores would be expected to correlate with summed total SARA 

scores (SARATOTAL). Strong and significant correlations would underpin a good convergent validity 

of SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale scores. Absent influence by EOA co-morbidity factors (such as muscle 

weakness and/or myoclonus) on the scores would underpin sufficient discriminant validity of the 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale.

In the present study, we thus aimed to elucidate the construct validity and reliability of EOA SARAGAIT/

POSTURE sub-scale scores in children and young adults.

METHODS

The Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG), the Netherlands, 

approved the study (METc 2011/165). According to the Dutch medical ethical law, both parents and 

children older than 12 years of age provided informed consent. Children younger than 12 years 

of age provided assent. In the absence of preceding pediatric data for a power calculation, we 

performed a prospective, explorative study.

Patients
Over a five year period (2011-2016), we have collected a complete cohort of EOA children that 

visited the pediatric neurology ward at UMCG.12 From this cohort, we included patients that fulfilled 

the criteria for “distinct ataxia”, characterized by: EOA (initiation of ataxia before the 25th year of 

life) and unanimous recognition of ataxia as the main movement disorder by three independent 

pediatric neurologists and/or unanimous recognition of ataxia as part of the movement disorder 

by three independent pediatric neurologists and confirmation of the ataxic phenotype by the 

OMIM database. Patients were excluded when they were unable to understand the required motor 

function tasks for the present study.

We included 28 EOA patients (median age 15.5 (range 6-34) years). The response rate was 100%. In 

24/28 (86%) patients, ataxia was independently recognized as the main movement disorder by all 

three pediatric neurologists. The other 4 of 28 (14%) patients were included on basis of unanimous 

phenotypic ataxia recognition (primary or secondary features) and diagnostic confirmation that 

ataxia is involved according to the OMIM database1. Underlying metabolic or genetic diagnoses (n= 

24/28) included: Friedreich’s ataxia (FA, n=8), GOSR2-mutation (n=4), ataxia with vitamin E deficiency 

8
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(AVED; n=2), CACNA1A-mutation (n=2), Ataxia Telangiectasia (n=1), Joubert Syndrome type 23 (n=1), 

Kearns Sayre Syndrome (KSS; n=1), MHBD-deficiency (n=1), NARP-mutation (n=1), Niemann-Pick type 

C (n=1), Poretti Bolthauser Syndrome (n=1), and SCA5 (n=1). The remaining four patients remained 

undiagnosed, despite whole exome sequencing. We assigned patients to ‘myopathic’ or ‘myoclonic’ 

EOA subgroups, when myopathy or myoclonus was described in the medical records as major 

comorbid EOA pathology and when myopathic or myoclonic features are phenotypically described 

in the OMIM databasea. The ‘myopathic’ co-morbidity subgroup (EOAMYOPATHIC) involved 11 patients 

with FA (n=8); KSS (n=1); MHBD (n=1); and NARP (n=1) gene-mutations. The ‘myoclonic’ co-morbidity 

subgroup (EOAMYOCLONIC) involved four GOSR2 patients with spontaneous, multifocal myoclonus and 

action-induced enhancement, at the upper extremities, face and lower extremities.24 In all four 

EOAMYOCLONIC patients, the medical records described clinical presence of comorbid myoclonus, 

which was also assessable during videotaped motor task performances (in 3 of 4 patients by 2 

of 3 observers and in 1 patient by 1 of 3 observers). The remaining ‘other’ subgroup involved 13 

patients, with neither ‘myopathic’ nor ‘myoclonic’ co-morbidity. In all patients, we reported the 

presence of secondary movement disorder features when at least 2 of 3 independent observers 

had assessed the same secondary feature, in accordance with the clinical phenotype. For patient 

characteristics, see Table I.

Assessments
In pediatric EOA patients, we investigated the SARAGAIT/POSTURE construct validity by determining the: 

1. inter-observer reliability 2. convergent validity, and 3. discriminant validity.

Inter-observer reliability
For the inter-observer reliability, we determined the Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of the 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE video-ratings by three independent pediatric neurologists, according to the official 

SARA guidelines8.

Convergent validity
For convergent validity, we correlated SARAGAIT/POSTURE (i.e. summed gait, stance and sitting sub-scale 

scores8) with other rating scale scores for coordinated motor function, including ASMK19 (dynamic 

balance); PBS20 (static balance); GMFCS- E&R21,22, Dutch versionb; SARAKINETIC
8 (kinetic function 

of upper and lower limbs); AS23 (kinetic function of the upper limbs) and, finally, also SARATOTAL 

(summed ataxia scores in GAIT/POSTURE, kinetic and speech domains8). To prevent unnecessary test 

a Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, OMIM. McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hop-
kins University (Baltimore, MD, United States), 2412-2016.WorldWideWeb:http://omim.org/.

b Nederlandsevertaling2009NetChildNetworkforChildhoodDisabilityResearch, Utrecht, Netherlands, 15-
10-2017. World Wide Web: https://canchild.ca/ system/tenon/assets/attachments/000/000/067/original/
GMFCS-ER_TranslationDutch.pdf.
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burden and exhaustion of the patient, we planned investigations during successive hospital visits for 

clinical reasons. For latent time intervals between tests, see supplementary Table I. For information 

about SARA, AMSK, PBS, GMFCS- E&R and AS testing, see appendix B. The ASMK19 and GMFCS-ER22 

data were compiled from patient records and interviews. The PBS20 scores were provided by one 

independent investigator, blinded for the results of the other test scores. In children, the reliability 

of this method was shown to be very high (ICC .997).25

Discriminant validity
For discriminant validity, we determined the potentially confounding influence by comorbid EOA 

factors, consisting of 1. myopathic muscle weakness and 2. myoclonus on the SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores. 

We assessed muscle force (MF) by hand held dynamometry (CITEC; C.I.T. Technics, Haren, Groningen, 

The Netherlands).26 We determined summed total muscle force (MFTOTAL), upper extremity muscle 

force (MFUE), lower extremity muscle force (MFLE) and proximal muscle force (MFPROX). For detailed 

information of the tested muscles per item, see Appendix B. As the normality of pediatric muscle 

force depends on age, weight and sex, we expressed outcomes as Z-scores from the corrected 

normal values.27

As ‘ataxia’ and/or ‘myoclonus’ could theoretically prohibit accurate muscle activation and/or muscle 

force assessment, we controlled whether paretic measurements (Z-scores < - 2 SD) were consistent 

with muscle ultrasound (MU) abnormalities of the same muscles. MU images (of the biceps, rectus 

femoris and tibial anterior muscles) were obtained in accordance with a standard protocol and 

settings.14,28 Two muscle ultrasound experts independently classified MU images as: ‘myopathic’, 

‘neuropathic’, ‘combined’ (i.e. myopathic and neuropathic) or ‘none’ (in absence of myopathic or 

neuropathic abnormalities). In a previous publication, we have shown the reliability of this method.29 

Myopathic abnormalities are characterized by homogeneously increased MU density and/or muscle 

atrophy in a proximal to distal distribution. Neurogenic muscle abnormalities are characterized by 

MU inhomogeneity.

Correlations and Comparisons
For assessment of convergent validity, we correlated SARAGAIT/POSTURE with the scores from: ASMK 

(dynamic balance), PBS (static balance), GMFCS- E&R, AS, SARAKINETIC and SARATOTAL. For the 

assessment of discriminant validity, we correlated SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale scores with muscle 

force (MF) Z-scores. The correlations between SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores and muscle force Z-scores were 

subsequently stratified for EOA subgroups with and without comorbid myopathy. To evaluate the 

potential influence by myopathy and myoclonus on the SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores, we calculated the 

relative contribution of SARAGAIT/POSTURE to the total SARA scores (i.e. SARAGAIT/POSTURE %sub-score = 

[median gait score/median total score] x 100%), and we compared outcomes between myopathic 

versus non-myopathic and myoclonic versus non-myoclonic subgroups. For further insight, we 
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also compared the SARAKINETIC sub-score percentages (i.e. SARAKINETIC %sub-score = [median kinetic 

score/median total score] x 100%) between all subgroups.

Statistical analysis
We performed statistical analysis using SPSS statistics 22.0. We determined normality of age, time 

differences between assessments, median SARA scores, ASMK scores, PBS scores, GFMCS E&R 

scores, AS scores and MF z-scores both graphically and by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Correlation results 

were interpreted by the Evans criteria (< .20 very weak; .20 to .39 weak; .40 to .59 moderate; .60 

to .79 strong and .80 to 1 as very strong).30 All statistical tests were two-sided. P-values <.05 were 

considered as statistically significant. We applied the Bonferroni correction to adjust the p-value 

for multiple comparisons on the same data.

RESULTS

Scale descriptives and inter-observer agreement
For descriptives of SARA, ASMK, PBS, GMFCS-E&R and MF scores, see Table II. The included patients 

revealed a binary distribution of ASMK scores (ASMK scores 1 and 3), corresponding with ambulant 

and non-ambulant function, respectively. There was no association between cross-sectional SARA 

scores and age or disease duration (Spearman’s Rho, rs=.110; p=.58 and rs=-.108; p=.59, respectively). 

For missing data, see Appendix A. The inter-observer agreement (ICC) of SARAGAIT/POSTURE, SARATOTAL 

and SARAKINETIC was high (.97; .97 and .88, respectively).

Convergent validity: The association between SARA scores, Ataxia Severity 
Measurement scale (ASMK), balance performance (PBS), Gross Motor Functional 
Classification Scale (GMFCS-E&R) and Archimedes Spiral (AS)
SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARATOTAL scores were (very) strongly associated with ASMK, PBS, GMFCS- E&R, 

SARAKINETIC and AS scores; see Table III and Figure 1. For comparison of SARA scores between 

the ambulant subgroup (AMSK score 1) and the non-ambulant subgroup (AMSK score 3), see 

supplementary Table II. SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-analysis for active balance (SARAWALKING) and passive 

balance (SARASTANCE/SITTING) revealed high correlations: 1. between SARAWALKING items and ASMK scores, 

and 2. between SARASTANCE/SITTING and PBS scores (Spearman’s Rho: rs = .867 and rs = .917, respectively; 

p<0.001). SARAGAIT/POSTURE was also correlated with SARAKINETIC (kinetic function of the upper and 

lower limbs; rs=.726; p<.001) and with AS (kinetic function of the upper limbs; rs= .609; p=.002). See 

Table III and Figure 1.
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Reliability and Validity of the SARA gait subscale in EOA

Table III: Correlation between SARA scores and other measurements of coordination

SARAGAIT/

POSTURE

SARATOTAL ASMK PBS GMFCS 
E&R

SARAKINETIC
# AS

SARAGAIT/POSTURE - .935* .815* -.943* -.862* .726* .609*

SARATOTAL .935* - .772* -.911* .767* .887* .805*

ASMK .815* .772* - -.817* .848* .474 .489

PBS -.943* -.911* -.817* - -.870* -.685* -.640*

GMFCS-E&R -.862* .767* .848* -.870* - .510 .461

SARAKINETIC
# .726* .887* .474 -.685* .510 - .846*

AS .609* .805* .489 -.640* .461 .846* -

SARATOTAL = total score of the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; SARAGAIT/POSTURE = SARA gait and posture 
sub-scales; ASMK = Ataxia Severity Measurement according to Klockgether; PBS = Pediatric Balance Scale; 
GMFCS- E&R = Gross Motor Function Classification Scale – extended and revised version; AS = Archimedes 
Spiral; # = Scores are normally distributed; values represent Spearmans Rho; *Correlations are considered 
statistically significant with p≤.002 (Bonferroni correction for 21 comparisons). SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARATOTAL 
correlated strongly with other parameters for coordination measurement.

Figure 1: Correlation between SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores and ASMK, PBS scores, GMFCS- E&R, SARAKINETIC and 
Archimedes Spiral. 

Figures 1A-E. The x-axis indicates ASMK scores (A), PBS scores (B), GMFCS-ER classification (C), SARAKINETIC scores 
(D), AS scores (E). The y-axis indicates the SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores (A-E). SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores were associated 
with ASMK, PBS scores, GMFCS-E&R, SARAKINETIC and Archimedes Spiral scores. SARA = Scale for Assessment 
and Rating of Ataxia; ASMK = Ataxia Severity Measurement according to Klockgether; PBS = Pediatric Balance 
Scale; GMFCS- E&R = Gross Motor Function Classification Scale-the extended and revised version; AS = Archi-
medes Spiral.

8
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Discriminant validity
a. Association between SARA scores and muscle force
In the total EOA group, SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARATOTAL revealed strong correlations with muscle 

weakness of the lower extremities (MFLE) and proximal muscles (MFPROX) (MFLE and MFPROX). In the 

‘myopathic’ subgroup, SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARATOTAL revealed very strong correlations with muscle 

weakness of the lower extremities. For all r- values, see Table IV and Figure 2. In the myopathic 

subgroup, we controlled whether dynamometry and MU assessments corresponded with 

myopathic pathology (see Table V). MU analysis revealed pure myopathic changes in 60% and 

combined myopathic/neurogenic changes in 30%. In the non-myopathic subgroup, the above 

mentioned correlations with muscle weakness were absent. This group revealed one child with 

neuropathic alterations and substantial muscle weakness, revealing a similar association between 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores and muscle weakness as the myopathic group. For subgroup correlations, 

see Table IV and Figures 2A-F.

b. Association between SARA scores, myopathy and myoclonus
Comparing EOA subgroups, revealed the highest %contribution of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE to the 

SARATOTAL (i.e. SARAGAIT/POSTURE / SARATOTAL x 100%) in the myopathic subgroup (Mann Whitney U, 

p=.038), see Figure 3. Comparing the %contribution of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE to SARATOTALbetween 

myoclonic versus non-myoclonic subgroups, revealed a significantly lower %contribution of the 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE in the myoclonic subgroup (Mann Whitney U, p=.018, see Figure 3. Conversely, we 

observed the highest %contribution of the SARAKINETIC to SARATOTAL (i.e. SARAKINETIC / SARATOTAL x 100%) 

in the myoclonic subgroup (Mann Whitney U, p=.028), see Figure 3. For subgroup comparisons 

between myoclonic, myopathic and other (non-myoclonic and non-myopathic), see Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

In children and young adults with EOA, we aimed to investigate the construct validity of SARAGAIT/

POSTURE sub-scores. SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores revealed a high inter-observer agreement (ICC) and 

were strongly associated with other quantitative scales for coordinative motor function, such as: 

active and static balance (ASMK, PBS), kinetic limb performances (SARAKINETIC, AS) and total ataxia 

scores (SARATOTAL). Furthermore, we also observed a strong correlation between SARAGAIT/POSTURE 

sub-scores and the classification levels of the GMFCS (E&R, which is originally designed for the 

assessment of functional motility in children with cerebral palsy21,22). The discriminant validity of 

the SARAGAIT/POSTURE subscale between the measurement of ataxia and co-morbidity factors (muscle 

weakness and myoclonus) was incomplete. In children and young adults with EOA, we conclude that 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores are reliable. However, SARAGAIT/POSTURE parameters discriminate insufficiently 

between the influence by ataxia and muscle weakness. This implicates that gait and posture scores 
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Figure 2: Correlation between SARA scores and muscle force (MF) in EOA patients. 

Figures 2A-D. Figures (A) and (D) represent outcome data in all patients. Figures (B) and (E) represent out-
come data in non-myopathic patients. Figures (C) and (F) represent outcome data in myopathic patients. Red 
markers represent patients with abnormal muscle ultrasound characteristics (by expert opinion). (A,B,C): the 
x-axis indicates MFTOTAL z-scores; the y-axis indicates SARATOTAL scores. (D,E,F): the x-axis indicates MFLE z-scores; 
the y-axis indicates SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores. rs values are presented in case of significant correlations. SARA = 
Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia; MF= Muscle Force; LE= lower extremities. In heterogeneous early 
onset ataxia patients, the association between SARA scores and muscle force is attributed to outcomes of 
myopathic patients.

Table IV. Correlations between SARA scores and Muscle Force

Total Group EOAMYOPATHIC EOANON-MYOP

r-values r-values r-values

SARATotal-MFTotal
^ -.719** -.903** -.308

SARAGAIT/POSTURE-MFLE
^ -.724** -.882* -.320

SARAGAIT/POSTURE-MFProx
^ -.690** -.894** -.248

SARAKINETIC
#-MFUE

#
 -.574* -.619 -.410

SARAKINETIC
# -MFProx

^ -.516 -.564 -.293

EOAMYOPATHIC= EOA with reported comorbid myopathy; EOANON-MYOP= EOA with absent comorbid myopathy (EO-
AMYOCLONUS + EOAOTHER); MF= muscle force; LE= lower extremities; UE= upper extremities; Prox = proximal muscles; 
SARATOTAL= total SARA score; SARAGAIT/POSTURE = SARA gait sub-score; SARAKINETIC = SARA kinetic sub-scores; # = 
Scores are normally distributed; ^ =Spearmans Rho (r-value =rS-value); Correlations are considered statisti-
cally significant with p<.01 (Bonferroni correction for 5 comparisons). *= p<.01. ** = p<.001. In the EOAMYOPATHIC 
subgroup, SARATOTAL and SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores correlate with MF.

8
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Figure 3: Influence of myopathy and myoclonus on SARA %sub-scores. 

Figures 3A-D. The x-axis represents the EOA phenotypes (myopathic versus non-myopathic, and myoclonic 
versus non-myoclonic). The y-axis represents the median SARAGAIT/POSTURE %sub-score (i.e. [SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-
score/median total score] x 100%, Figure A and C); and the median SARAKINETIC %sub-score (i.e. [median SAR-
AKINETIC score/median total score] x 100%, Figure B and D). Boxes represent lower quartile, median and upper 
quartile; whiskers represent the minimum and maximum relative %sub-score. SARAGAIT/POSTURE= SARA gait and 
posture sub-score; SARAKINETIC= SARA kinetic sub-score. Comparing the %contribution of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE to 
SARATOTAL between myopathic versus non-myopathic subgroups, revealed a significantly higher %contribution 
of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE in the myopathic subgroup (A), whereas the %contribution of the SARAKINETIC was not signif-
icantly different between both groups (B). Comparing the %contribution of the SARAKINETIC to SARATOTAL between 
myoclonic versus non-myoclonic subgroups, revealed a significantly higher %contribution in the myoclonic 
subgroup (C), whereas the %contribution of the SARAGAIT/POSTURE revealed a significantly lower %contribution 
in the myoclonic subgroup (D).

Figure 4: Comparison of relative SARA %sub-scores between co-morbidity subgroups. 

Figures 4A-B. The x-axis represents the EOA phenotypes (myopathic, myoclonic and other (non-myopathic 
and non-myoclonic)). The y-axis represents: (A) the median SARAGAIT %sub-score (i.e. [SARAGAIT score/median 
total score] x 100%) and (B) the median SARAKINETIC %sub-score (i.e. [median SARAKINETIC score/median total 
score] x 100%. Boxes represent lower quartile, median and upper quartile; whiskers represent the minimum 
and maximum relative %-sub-score. SARAGAIT/POSTURE= SARA gait and posture sub-score; SARAKINETIC= SARA ki-
netic sub-score.
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should be interpreted in homogeneous EOA subgroups that take comorbid muscle weakness into 

account.

In previous EOA studies, we have shown that tools for the assessment of ataxic gait may contribute 

to the early recognition of indisputable EOA in mild patients.1 Furthermore, well-validated clinical 

biomarkers for EOA gait and posture assessment are useful for the evaluation of pediatric treatment 

strategies, targeting at the training of core-muscle function.4,5 In the present study, we observed 

an excellent inter-observer agreement (ICC) on SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores, which was in the same 

range as SARATOTAL and SARAKINETIC sub-scores. These SARATOTAL outcomes are in agreement with 

previously published ICC data in adult patients with predominantly AOA phenotypes.8

We determined convergent validity of SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores under the premise that all 

ataxic gait parameters for walking, standing and balancing would depend on the same integrated 

cerebellar processing of sensory, visual and vestibular signals16 as upper- & lower- limb and trunk 

motor performances17,18. We thus hypothesized that the construct validity of SARAGAIT/POSTURE could 

be reflected by the association with other coordinative motor function tests requiring cerebellar 

integration of multimodal signals. Accordingly, we observed that SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores were 

strongly associated with the tested parameters for coordinated motor function. The SARAGAIT/POSTURE 

items for active and passive balance were strongly related with ASMK and PBS scores and also with 

GFMCS classifications, implicating that the closely associated test objectives have a functional 

significance. Furthermore, SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores were also correlated with kinetic functions of 

the upper and lower extremities, which can be understood by the fact that gait kinetics (including 

arm swing, turning, balance and tandem -stance and –gait performances) also require accurate 

limb kinetics. Finally, SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores appeared strongly associated with SARATOTAL scores. 

Although correlated, SARAGAIT/POSTURE and AS scores revealed the lowest correlation. In perspective 

of the differences in tested cerebellar domains (vermis vs hemispheres) and the differences 

regarding motor function tasks (gross versus fine motor function tasks), the lower correlation is 

in accordance with our expectations. As focal cerebellar damage was excluded from the present 

study group inclusion, one could attribute the above mentioned correlations between different 

cerebellar domains and/or motor function tasks to global functional pathology of the cerebellum. 

In young, ataxic EOA patients without focal cerebellar lesions, these results may thus implicate that 

SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores can provide a global impression of the total ataxia-severity. When ambulant 

EOA children without focal lesions are too young (< 4 years of age) or lack the motivation and/or 

concentration to complete all SARA motor task performances, SARAGAIT/POSTURE parameters could 

theoretically provide a fast and easy biomarker to estimate ataxia-progression. Altogether, in 

children and young adults with distinct EOA features, SARAGAIT/POSTURE can reliably measure ‘ataxic’ 

gait severity and may also provide a global impression of the total ataxia severity.

We obtained the above mentioned results under the premise that SARA and other 

coordination scales measure the same objective. However, as already stated for the AS, this is not 

8
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necessarily correct, as the other biomarkers (such as for active and passive balance, and kinetic 

function) may measure more than the objective ‘ataxia’, alone. This implicates that other factors 

than ataxia could theoretically influence SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores. For instance, in previous studies, 

we have shown that the age of the child (i.e. cerebellar maturation) has an influence on SARA 

scores.9,13 Although mean age-related effects are comparatively small in relation to pathologic SARA 

scores in ataxic patients, the Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar Group of the European Pediatric 

Neurology Society has recently shown that children younger than eight years of life can also reveal 

considerable variation in SARATOTAL scores, which may affect the interpretation of the longitudinal 

scores.31 However, as the variation of SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores in young children appeared much 

smaller31, one could use the SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scale as an internal control to discriminate between 

physiological age-related and ataxia effects on the SARATOTAL scores. To elucidate the SARAGAIT/POSTURE 

test construct, we also investigated the potential effects of co-morbidity factors on the SARAGAIT/

POSTURE sub-scores. SARAGAIT/POSTURE and SARATOTAL scores revealed an incomplete discriminant validity 

between ataxia and comorbid ‘muscle weakness’. Although this does not automatically implicate 

a causal relationship, absence of a relationship between muscle weakness and SARAGAIT/POSTURE and 

SARATOTAL scores cannot be assumed, either. For instance, when the child has difficulties to raise an 

arm against gravity, or when the child has just sufficient muscle force to walk with support, muscle 

weakness is likely to affect the scores. Furthermore, in case of limiting muscle weakness to execute 

the SARA rating scale task, maximal scores should be given. In the latter case, ataxia itself has not 

determined the score, but limiting muscle weakness instead. This implicates that the discriminant 

validity of SARA GAIT/POSTURE sub-scores between muscle weakness and ataxia is incomplete.

Analyzing the patient inclusion of the myopathic EOA cohort, revealed a majority of 

patients with Friedreich’s Ataxia (FA). This underpins our previously reported study data on the 

association between muscle weakness and ataxia scores in FA children.14 Interestingly, in another FA 

cohort, this association between SARA scores and muscle weakness was not reported.32 However, in 

the latter study, muscle force Z-scores were not available, implicating that exact correlations cannot 

be made. Furthermore, one should be aware that correlations between muscle weakness and 

SARA scores would require patient sub-groups with sufficient variety in muscle force. For example, 

in homogeneous EOA groups with normal physiological muscle strength, the influence by muscle 

weakness on SARA scores would not be addressed. Similarly, in homogeneous EOA groups with 

severely progressed muscle weakness (represented by non-ambulant patients), plateauing SARA 

scores would also obscure an association with muscle weakness. These results implicate that it is 

advisable to obtain SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores in homogeneous EOA subgroups and to stratify outcomes 

for substantial variations in muscle weakness. Finally, we investigated the EOA influence of comorbid 

myoclonus on SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores. In the comorbid myoclonus subgroup, the percentage (%) 

contribution of SARAGAIT/POSTURE to SARATOTAL scores was low compared to non-myoclonus subgroup, 

reflecting a negative effect. Interestingly, the percentage (%) contribution of SARAKINETIC to SARATOTAL 

scores was high in the comorbid myoclonus subgroup, compared to non-myoclonus subgroup, 

implicating a predominant effect of comorbid myoclonus on SARAKINETIC, instead of SARAGAIT/POSTURE 
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scores. As myoclonic jerks in GOSR2 patients may start at the upper extremities and increase during 

intended kinetic limb movements, these findings are understandable.

We are aware that this study has several limitations. First, the EOA patients fulfilling the requirements 

for patient inclusion are rare, implicating that the number of patients was limited. However, as 

the present data are obtained in a specialized movement disorder center over a study period of 

five years (with an inclusion rate of 100%), investigation of a larger patient cohort will not easily 

be accomplished. Second, we realize that statistically significant correlations do not necessarily 

implicate causality.33 But, as significant correlations between SARAGAIT/POSTURE sub-scores and muscle 

force were consistently absent in patients without muscle force loss, our findings do not reject 

causality, either. Third, to avoid an unacceptable test burden and exhaustion for the patients, we 

planned different tests during successive medical visits to our outpatient clinic (see supplementary 

Table I). However, as latent time intervals between tests would only exert a negative influence on 

the correlations, the positive inter-correlations between SARAGAIT/POSTURE and other ataxia biomarkers 

cannot be attributed to it. Fourth, we cannot exclude that other, yet unexplored confounders 

may also exist (such as neuropathy, concentration, behavior and tiredness). Altogether, in the 

perspective of the presented findings, we conclude that SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores are associated with 

muscle force loss. In EOA patients with comorbid myopathy, it appears prudent to interpret SARAGAIT/

POSTURE scores for the severity of muscle weakness.

In conclusion: the inter-observer agreement and convergent validity of SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores in EOA 

patients are high, implicating the reliability of the scores. Regarding the incomplete discriminant 

validity of the scores, it is advisable to interpret SARAGAIT/POSTURE scores for comorbid muscle 

weakness.

8
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Appendix A: Patient inclusion per sub study

SARA versus PBS: We assessed the correlation between SARA and PBS scores in 26/28 patients. One 

patient (CACNA1A-mutation) did not perform the PBS. We excluded one patient (NARP-mutation) 

because of severe progression and critical illness.

SARA versus ASMK: We assessed the correlation between SARA and ASMK scores in all 28 patients.

SARA versus GMFCS: We assessed the correlation between SARA and GMFCS scores in all 28 patients.

SARA versus Archimedes Spiral: We assessed the correlation between SARA scores and the 

Archimedes Spiral in 24/28 patients. Four patients did not perform the Archimedes Spiral (CACNA1A, 

FRDA, Poretti-Bolthauser Syndrome and unknown diagnosis).

SARA versus Muscle Weakness: We assessed the correlation between SARA scores and muscle 

weakness in 24/28 patients. Three patients (CACNA1A-mutation (n=2) and one unknown diagnosis) 

did not perform muscle force assessment. We excluded one patient (NARP-mutation) because of 

severe progression and critical illness.

SARA versus Myoclonus:

We explored differences in relative contribution of the kinetic SARA sub-score to the total SARA 

score in all 28 patients.

Appendix B:
The SARA8 is a summed ataxia rating scale consisting of 8 items covering three domains (gait, kinetic 

and speech). SARA scores are composed as: SARATOTAL= SARAGAIT (0-18 points; gait items concern: 

walking, standing and sitting) + SARAKINETIC 0-16 points; kinetic items concern: finger to nose, finger 

chase, fast alternating hand movements and heel-shin slide) + SARASPEECH 0-6 points. The scores 

quantify ataxia progression.

The ASMK19 is an ataxia rating scale for the measurement of walking (dynamic gait) impairment in 

five stages: 0= no gait difficulties; 1= onset of gait difficulties; 2= loss of independent gait, as defined 

by permanent use of a walking aid or reliance on a supporting arm; 3= confinement to wheelchair, 

as defined by permanent use of a wheelchair; 4= death.

The PBS20 is a balance scale, measuring balance during sitting (1 item) and standing (13 items). 

Scores range from 0 (most severely affected) to 56 (optimal performance).
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The GFMCS - E&R22 is an expanded and revised version of the GMFCS21, consisting of a functional 

5-level classification system for the assessment of functional motility (reflecting gross motor 

function), designed for- and validated in- children with cerebral palsy. As manifestations of gross 

motor function are dependent on age, the GMFCS - E&R provides separate descriptions per age 

band, including < 2; 2 to 4; 4 to 6; 6 to 12 and 12 to 18 year of age. General headings per level 

indicate: I = independent walking, without limitations; II = walking with limitations; III = walking 

with a hand-held mobility device; IV = self-mobility with limitations; may use powered mobility; 

level V= transported in a manual wheelchair. Patients were scored by the Dutch translation of the 

GFMCS-E&Rc.

The Archimedes spiral23 (ICARS sub-scale) concerns a 5 point scale quantifying drawing performances 

over a pre-drawn line of a spiral (i.e. kinetic function of the upper limbs), varying from 0 (normal, 

no decomposition of movement), 1 (slight deviations without hypermetric swerve), 2 (line with re-

crossings and/or hypermetric swerves) 3 (major disturbance with hypermetria and decomposition) 

to 4 (drawing completely disorganized or impossible).

We assessed muscle force (MF) of the neck flexors, shoulder abductors, elbow extensors, elbow 

flexors, wrist extensors, three-point grip, hip flexors, hip abductors, knee extensors, knee flexors 

and foot dorsal flexor muscles. Except for the neck muscles, all muscles were bilaterally tested. 

We determined summed scores of total muscle force (MFTOTAL), upper extremity muscle force 

(MFUE), lower extremity muscle force (MFLE) and proximal muscle force (MFPROX), including shoulder 

abductors, elbow extensors/flexors, hip flexors/abductors and knee extensors/flexors.26,27

c Nederlandse vertaling © 2009 NetChild Network for Childhood Disability Research, Utrecht, the 
Netherlands, 15-10-2017. World Wide Web URL: https://canchild.ca/system/tenon/assets/attach-
ments/000/000/067/original/GMFCS-ER_Translation-Dutch.pdf
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Table SII: SARA scores and muscle force in ambulant and non-ambulant patients

ambulant (n=19)# non-ambulant (n=9)#             p-value

                                                                    Group comparisons between SARA scores

SARATOTAL

  Median (p25-p75)
  Min-Max

9.5 (8-14.8)
5-21.5

29.8 (23-30.8)
18.5-34.5

<.001***

SARAGAIT/POSTURE

  Median (p25-p75)
  Min-Max 

4 (3.5-6)
3-9

16 (14-18)
12-18

.014*

                                                                    Correlation between SARA and Muscle Force

SARATotal-MFTotal -.867** .013 n.a.

SARAGAIT/POSTURE-MFLE -.796 * -.056 n.a.

SARAGAIT/POSTURE-MFProx
^ -.516 -.011 n.a.

Group comparison of SARA scores between ambulant and non-ambulant patients Correlation coefficient 
(Spearman’s Rho) between SARA scores and muscle force in ambulant and non-ambulant patients. SARA-

TOTAL= total SARA score; SARAGAIT/POSTURE = SARA gait sub-score; MF=muscle force; LE= lower extremities; Prox = 
proximal muscles; * p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001 (Mann-Whitney U test); n.a.= not applicable; # ambulant and  
non-ambulant patients revealed a binary AMSK-score distribution of 1 and 3, respectively.

Table SI: Time intervals between tests

Time Intervals (months) Total Group Myopathic Myoclonic Other

 SARA.PBS
 Median (p25-p75)
  SARA.MF
 Median (p25-p75)
  MF.MU
 Median (p25-p75)

9.8 (0 -12.1)

10.6 (0-14.7)

0 (0-0)

0 (0-9.7)

0 (0-4.3)

0 (0-0)

12.9 (8.6-14.1)

34.1 (12.4-58.1)

8.8 (-39.4-24.9)

10.6 (2.3-12)

11.3 (9.4-13.5)

0 (0-0.6)

Time intervals indicate the time in months between the first (reference) and subsequent test. The mean time 
interval between the tests was 8 months. The SARA, the ataxia severity measurement according to Klockgether 
and the Archimedes Spiral were performed on the same day (not indicated in the Table).  Two patients from the 
myoclonic sub-group had revealed a prolonged dynamometry time interval (due to personal circumstances). 
As these patients did not reveal leg muscle weakness (< - 2SD), this had not influenced the results. SARA = Scale 
for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia, PBS= Pediatric Balance Scale, MF=Muscle Force, MU= muscle ultrasound, 
p25-p75=lower and upper quartile. 
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SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

The research presented in this thesis is about children suffering from a slowly developing motor 

coordination impairment due to neurodevelopmental problems or due to neurodegenerative 

disease. The aim of our research was twofold. First, we aimed to provide insight into the reliability 

of diagnosing ataxia in children (early onset ataxia; EOA) and to search for tools that might support 

clinicians to recognize ataxia. While clinical interpretation of impaired coordination as ‘ataxia’ is 

relatively easy in adults, our results revealed this to be more difficult in children. This especially 

accounts for children with developmental coordination disorder (DCD) and those with ataxia and 

coexisting movement disorders. We identified clinical hallmarks that may help to recognize and 

classify particular phenotypes of impaired coordination in children. Our second aim was to study 

the reliability and validity of the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA1) in patients with 

EOA. SARA reveals good convergent validity in EOA. Discriminant validity is also adequate, provided 

that scores are interpreted taking into account the age of the child and taking into account possible 

comorbidities such as muscle weakness and coexisting myoclonus.

The diagnosis of the motor phenomenon of ‘ataxia’ relies on phenotypic (clinical) recognition by 

the neurologist. This clinical recognition is currently considered the ‘gold standard’. In chapter 2, 

we aimed to investigate the reliability of phenotypic ataxia recognition in patients referred with 

EOA, as measured by inter-observer agreement. Recognition by movement disorder neurologists 

turned out to be limited. Pediatric neurologists showed the highest inter-observer agreement. 

In patients in whom all observers agreed that ataxia was the main feature of the movement 

disorder (‘indisputable’ ataxia patients), impairment of gait, quantified by the SARA gait subscore, 

was a major component of the phenotype. The SARA gait subscore contributed more than 30% 

to the total SARA score. In patients with mild ataxia, this contribution of the SARA gait subscore 

was discriminative between patients with ‘indisputable’ and ‘mixed’ ataxia (patients without 

‘indisputable’ ataxia). These results implicate that abnormal gait is an important feature for the 

clinical recognition of non-acquired early onset ataxia.

In chapter 3, we explored whether inertial measurement units (IMUs, movement sensors) were 

able to improve clinical recognition of ataxia vs. other forms of coordination impairment. More 

specifically, we investigated whether IMU-based analysis of gait parameters was able to discriminate 

between patients with ataxia, children with DCD and healthy age-matched controls. Participants 

performed the SARA test while wearing the IMUs. Automatic classification of gait showed a high 

sensitivity for recognizing children with DCD (86% correct classification). This may be useful 

from a clinical perspective, as the consensus for clinical recognition of DCD in children between 

pediatric neurologists was only 36%. On the other hand, pediatric neurologists obtained higher 

agreement on the recognition of ataxic gait compared to the automatic classification (90% vs 70%). 

As the automatic classification in this experiment was based on straight walking alone, actual 
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classification might be improved even more when other features such as turning, tandem gait and 

stance are incorporated. We hypothesized that using IMU measurements of various SARA items 

may potentially improve automatic classification and phenotypic recognition of EOA versus DCD.

In chapter 4 we further elaborated on this hypothesis by investigating whether the use of IMUs 

during the finger-to-nose task could provide a supportive tool in the phenotypic discrimination 

between children with ataxia, DCD and healthy controls. With 83% correctly classified healthy 

participants and 78% correctly classified ataxic patients, the classifier was able to distinguish with 

moderate accuracy between ataxic and physiologic finger-to-nose trajectories. With 31% correctly 

classified DCD patients, however, the method appears not supportive for the recognition of DCD. 

Misclassified DCD patients were identified in both the healthy and the ataxic subgroups. As these 

results rely on one kinetic item of the SARA, extension of IMU measurements to other items of 

SARA might increase the reliability of results. In that case, the use of inertial movement units as a 

supportive tool for EOA and DCD recognition might become useful.

In children, several conditions may lead to phenotypically impaired coordination and could 

therefore interfere with the recognition of mild ataxia. In chapter 2 we investigated the recognition 

of ataxia against the background of coexisting movement disorders in EOA, in chapter 5 we did the 

same against the background of ‘sloppy’ motor performance. We investigated the inter-observer 

reliability in a cohort of children with ‘indisputable’ EOA and children with difficulties in motor 

performance based on DCD and hypotonia or hypoactive muscle activation (HHM). Although the 

overall inter-observer agreement was only moderate (Gwett’s Kappa: 0.53), pediatric neurologists 

were able to distinguish well between ataxia and HHM (no patients with ataxia recognized with HHM 

as primary phenotype in and vice versa). Mismatches between ataxia and DCD occurred in patients 

with mild ataxia and in DCD children with a relatively high SARA score in at least one domain (gait or 

kinetics). When we corrected the obtained SARA scores for age, all patients with EOA revealed SARA 

scores in the gait and kinetic domain of SARA, whereas children with DCD significantly more often 

showed a SARA score in only one domain, or no domain at all. These results implicate that children 

with an age-corrected SARA score in only one domain are less likely to receive an EOA diagnosis.

As previous research showed age-dependency of ataxia rating scale scores in healthy children, age-

related reference-values are a prerequisite for the interpretation of SARA scores in young children 

with ataxia. In chapter 6, we presented age-related reference values in a European cohort of 156 

children. We additionally investigated the reliability of SARA scores with the help of a group of 

international assessors who rated video footage of a SARA examination. SARA scores appeared age-

dependent until 11 years of age. Age-dependency in healthy children was observed with respect to 

three features. First, younger children received higher absolute SARA scores. Second, the younger 

children revealed a higher variance in SARA scores per year of age compared to older children. 

Third, the inter-observer agreement increased for ratings of older children. The results indicate 

9
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that SARA scores in children until 7 years of age should be interpreted with caution. Nonetheless, 

pediatric SARA scores can now be reliably interpreted, if corrected for age.

Most ataxia rating scales are developed for adults with degenerative ataxia, where ataxia is 

the prevailing movement disorder phenotype. In chapter 7, a study on the reliability of ICARS 

(International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale2), SARA and BARS (Brief Ataxia Rating Scale3) in 38 

patients referred for EOA is presented. In EOA, many coexisting movement disorders may occur, 

such as dystonia, myoclonus and chorea. Three pediatric neurologists phenotyped the patients 

and scored SARA performances of the patients. All scales revealed high inter-observer and 

intra-observer reliability. Independent of the prevailing phenotype, the severity of the observed 

movement disorder (as judged by the pediatric neurologists) predicted the outcomes of the ataxia 

rating scales, indicating that SARA might measure motor performance in general instead of ataxia 

alone. This emphasizes that such rating scales are measurement tools for the severity of ataxia, and 

not diagnostic instruments to distinguish ataxia from other movement disorders. Thus, phenotypic 

assessment remains essential, before interpreting the results of ataxia rating scale scores.

As mentioned previously, gait abnormality appears to be an important marker for EOA recognition. 

In chapter 8, we investigated the validity of the SARA gait subscore in patients with EOA. We 

correlated this subscore with other measurements of severity of coordination impairment and 

investigated the influence of muscle weakness and coexisting myoclonus on the SARA gait and 

kinetic subscores. In patients with heterogeneous causes of EOA, the SARA gait subscore showed 

good correlations with measures of dynamic and static balance (Ataxic gait Severity Measurment 

according to Klockgether4 and Pediatric Balance Scale5, respectively), and also with measures of 

kinetic function (SARA kinetic subscore1 and Archimede Spiral2) and total SARA scores. In contrast 

to muscle weakness in a myopathic subgroup of EOA patients, muscle weakness in a non-myopathic 

subgroup of EOA patients with mainly low-normal muscle force did not influence the SARA scores. 

Coexisting myoclonus significantly increased the contribution of the kinetic subscore to the total 

score. This implicates that SARA scores should be interpreted with coexisting comorbidities, such 

as muscle weakness (in myopathic subgroups) and myoclonus, taken into account.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

How reliably can ataxia be recognized in children and young adults, in a clinical setting of a motor 

disorder with impaired coordination and onset early in life? And once ataxia has been found to be 

present, how reliable and valid is its quantification by scoring SARA in these children and young 

adults? Our answers to these questions, as addressed in this thesis, may help to improve recognition 

of ataxia and to reliably interpret ataxia rating scale scores from childhood into young adulthood.
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Recognition of ataxia
In 1907, Holmes defined the core manifestations of cerebellar ataxia as decomposition of 

movements, hypermetria and a terminal tremor. During a neurological examination, cerebellar 

ataxia can be expressed in one or more of the following domains: oculomotor performance 

(nystagmus, saccades, over- and undershoot), speech (dysarthria, dysrhythmia), upper limb 

coordination (hypermetria and intentional tremor; dysdiadochokinesia) and gait (staggering; 

disturbed tandem walk; hypermetria during the heel-shin slide).

In adult onset ataxia (AOA, not to be confused with ataxia with oculomotor apraxia), ataxic features 

often are typical and they dominate the movement disorder. However, non-acquired EOA diagnosis 

includes a wide variety of underlying genetic and metabolic disorders, resulting in heterogeneous 

ataxic phenotypes with often coexisting movement disorders.6-9 Therefore, what is typical in 

adults may present atypically in children. This may hamper the recognition and classification of 

coordination impairment as being ataxia. This is illustrated in chapter 2, where a small group of 

movement disorder specialists reached relatively low inter-observer agreement on the recognition 

of ataxia in a group of patients referred with ataxia symptoms with onset before 25 years of age.

Various factors contribute to the high occurrence of coexisting movement disorders in 

children and young adults. Disorders that affect structures that are traditionally associated with 

ataxia - the cerebellum and the sensory system – often affect other parts of the nervous system 

as well. Neuronal selectivity of specific mutations may differ depending on the age of onset of the 

disease. For example, in spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1), very long repeats result in earlier and 

more severely misfolded ataxin-1 proteins that affect a larger neuronal population than usually, thus 

causing a juvenile onset phenotype with coexisting dystonia, rigidity and cognitive impairment.10

Also, the stage of brain development determines differences of motor manifestations 

between early and late onset disease. As explained in chapter 1, during the phase of primary 

variability, the neural system explores all possibilities of motor behavior according to roughly 

Key Findings
•    Abnormal gait is an important feature for recognition of ataxia in EOA patients
•    Movement sensors are capable to distinguish abnormal from normal gait in EOA
•    Until 7 years of age, SARA scores are subject to large inter-observer variability
•    Until 11 years of age, SARA scores should be interpreted taking age-related reference  
        values into account
•    SARA scores should be interpreted taking comorbidities such as muscle weakness and 
       myoclonus into account.

Abbreviations
EOA=Early Onset Ataxia, SARA= Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia,

9
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specified ‘primary neural repertoires’.11 If a neurodevelopmental disorder or neurodegeneration 

starts during fetal life or early infancy, normal ‘primary neural repertoires’ may become dysregulated 

and ‘alternative’ primary neural repertoires will be used as compensation.

A third factor may be related to anatomical development, considering connections 

between the cerebellum and the basal ganglia and the networks they are part of. For example, 

in hyperkinetic movement disorders that were traditionally considered to be manifestations of 

basal ganglia dysfunction, such as dystonia and tremor, a role for the cerebellum has now been 

established.12-16 Cerebellar neurons modify input into the basal ganglia through projections from the 

dentate nucleus (deep nuclei) via the thalamus to the striatum.12 In reverse, the basal ganglia modify 

cerebellar activity through projections from the subthalamic nucleus to the pontine nuclei which, in 

turn, provide mossy fiber input to the granule cells in the cerebellar cortex.13 The pedunculopontine 

tegmental nucleus (PPTg), which was originally thought to play a role in motor control via the basal 

ganglia only, is connected to the cerebellar deep nuclei as well.14 When we combine the ‘alternative’ 

primary neural repertoires with a connection between cerebellum and basal ganglia, we may pose 

the following hypothesis: if ‘alternative’ neural repertoires during the phase of primary variability 

make use of cerebellar pathways that are also incorporated in the neuronal network connecting the 

cerebellum and the basal ganglia, altered use of this neuronal network will increase the occurrence 

of coexisting hyperkinetic movement disorders in EOA.

Although coexisting movement disorders create difficulties in the recognition of ataxia by obscuring 

of or interfering with ataxic features, other conditions might complicate the recognition of mild 

ataxia by mimicking ataxia. Examples have been discussed in chapter 1 and include the physiologic 

immature coordination of young children, the phenotypic appearance of peripheral hypotonia and 

the probable role of minor cerebellar pathology in patients with DCD. 17-24 The difficulties of human 

observers and classifier algorithms to distinguish between immature coordination, hypotonia and 

hypoactive muscle activation (HHM), DCD and ataxia (Chapter 3-5) suggest a conceptual phenotypic 

spectrum of impaired coordination in children (see Fig. 1). The results of the finger-to-nose IMU 

experiment and its resulting classification (chapter 4) may be partly due to this overlap. The classifier 

was unable to define unique features that characterize the motor performance of DCD children. 

Instead, the motor features were either overlapping with healthy motor performance or similar 

to ataxia. It is well known that developing motor behavior is characterized by variability.11 During 

the phase of secondary variability (see chapter 1), children learn to select the most optimal motor 

trajectory to perform a specific task, after which variability decreases.11 Since half of the patients 

with DCD will eventually catch up and reveal normal motor behavior 25,26, some children with DCD 

might still have displayed the secondary variability that is usually seen in younger healthy children; 

they reach the level of ‘normal’ motor performance only later in development. However, some 

patients with DCD reveal impaired motor coordination, even into adulthood.25,26 As DCD may be 

associated with minor cerebellar dysfunction23,27,28, some children with DCD might have shown 

features closely related to the features that characterize ataxic finger-to-nose performances. This 
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demonstrates how our efforts to differentiate ataxia from DCD reveals weaknesses in the concept 

of DCD itself. As mentioned in a review of hypotheses concerning the neural correlates of DCD, 

children with DCD present with heterogeneous symptoms and pathophysiologies.23 This implies 

that DCD in all likelihood is a container concept which collects many different, more or less subtle, 

movement abnormalities.23 This notion is supported by the difficulties we describe in discriminating 

mild ataxia from more severe DCD, but also in the difficulties in discriminating DCD from peripheral 

hypotonia (chapter 5).

While treating and studying children with a motor coordination disorder due to neurodevelopmental 

or neurodegenerative conditions, it is important to correctly classify their impaired coordination, 

as this guides both diagnostic strategies and rehabilitation efforts (chapter 1). The difficulties in 

recognizing ataxia illustrate the need to improve the reliability of phenotypic ataxia recognition in 

EOA. Basically, two approaches for improvement are conceivable. The first is to come up with more 

precise definitions and to train human observers accordingly. The second is to develop unbiased 

automated procedures based upon objective measurements. However, the issue remains which 

core features of ataxia are most helpful in the recognition and differentiation of ataxia. Our results 

indicate that abnormal gait may be a highly sensitive and characteristic sign. Gait disturbances 

were an important feature of the ataxic phenotype of ‘indisputable’ ataxic patients, as gait 

contributed significantly to the total SARA score in all stages of disease severity (chapter 2). But it 

is important to notice that this may be related to our selection of affected individuals – children 

with neurodegenerative conditions, i.e. non-acquired EOA. Underlying causes of non-acquired EOA 

often affect the whole cerebellum, instead of localized cerebellar tissue.29 As both gait and stance 

are likely to be affected, gait and postural assessment will be important for phenotypic recognition 

of ataxia in non-acquired EOA.

Figure 1. A conceptual phenotypic spectrum of impaired coordination in children. 

DCD = Developmental Coordination Disorder, HHM = Hypotonia and Hypoactive Muscle activation

9
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The automated gait classifier (chapter 3) may help in recognizing abnormal gait. It 

was especially helpful in distinguishing gait of healthy controls from gait of patients with DCD. 

As the diagnosis of DCD may have consequences for current and future management and well-

being, recognition is important. Children with DCD tend to avoid social interaction and physical 

activity, and suffer from many secondary psychosocial issues, such as low self-esteem, anxiety 

and depression.23 Adults with DCD reveal social-emotional issues 30,31 and difficulties in motor 

performance may, for example, preclude them from driving a car, effectively restricting their 

participation in important activities of daily life.32 The automatic gait-classifier might provide an 

objective tool to help recognizing DCD. The necessity for such a tool is emphasized by the difficulties 

observed in the clinical phenotypic recognition of DCD (chapter 3-5). But although the automatic 

classifiers were capable of a moderately accurate distinction of ataxia from normal motor behavior, 

automated assessment of impaired coordination is not yet sufficiently sensitive to discriminate 

ataxia from DCD (chapter 3 and 4). As the classifiers obtained their results from a single task only 

(i.e. straight walking without turns and finger-to-nose trajectories only), additional measurements 

may potentially improve the algorithm. Adding tasks to the gait classifier, such as turning, tandem 

gait and sitting, should be studied. The limb kinetic classifier might be improved by including tasks 

such as rapid alternating-hand-movements or the finger-to-finger testing. The lower performance 

of the limb kinetic classifier may be due to the inherent limitations of the method, or due to the use 

of wrong parameters. Still, we think that automatic classification supports phenotypic recognition 

of ataxia in the future, when additional studies have led to improvement of the specificity of the 

tests. Improved automatic classification might help to extract features that may be used to train 

future neurologists to uniformly recognize and assess ataxia.

Reliability and Validity of the SARA
The second part of this thesis deals with the question whether the SARA (Scale for the Assessment 

and Rating of Ataxia1) can be used in patients with heterogeneous causes of EOA. For several 

reasons, SARA appears a reasonable choice to measure ataxia severity in longitudinal clinical trials 

and natural history cohort studies. SARA shows good inter-observer agreement, intra-observer 

agreement and test-retest reliability in adults and children with various causes of ataxia (chapter 

7).1,33-35 In adults, SARA reveals good internal consistency (different items of the scale correlate 

highly with each other)1,34,35 and good linearity (summed scores represent the severity of ataxia)1, 

and is capable of capturing annual changes in several disorders with different underlying causes 

of ataxia.36-40 This includes patients with Friedreich’s ataxia, a predominantly sensory ataxia. 

In Friedreich patients, SARA scores displayed sensitivity to changes over time superior to the 

International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS2) and the Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale 

(FARS41), despite lacking items that measure sensory ataxia.38 Another reason to use SARA is its good 

convergent validity (i.e. different instruments that measure the same content are related to each 

other). As discussed above, gait assessment appears preeminent for the phenotypic recognition 

of non-acquired early onset ataxia. In patients with non-acquired EOA, the SARA gait subscore was 
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strongly associated with other measures of balance, kinetic function measurements and total SARA 

scores (chapter 8). Since assessment of only gait will reduce the complexity and assessment time 

of the SARA to a minimum, assessment of the SARA gait subscore could be used to assess ataxia 

severity in EOA patients with a very short attention span. Besides children of very young age, one 

could think of children with behavioral and cognitive problems, which is not unlikely to coexist with 

EOA. SARA scores also correlate well with measurements of daily activities in adults (FRDA34 and 

various types of SCA1) and children (FRDA34 and children with brain tumors33), again indicating its 

good convergent validity. Regarding discriminant validity (i.e. different instruments measuring items 

that should not be related, are not related indeed), SARA scores well on several items. For instance, 

SARA scores of patients with heterogeneous causes of EOA were not influenced by muscle weakness 

(chapter 8). Also, SARA scores are not influenced by perceived fatigue in patients with SCA1, SCA2, 

SCA3 and SCA6.42,43 Finally, and important for the pediatric population, SARA is the only ataxia rating 

scale with reliable age related reference values (chapter 6) and thereby able to be corrected for the 

age-dependency of ataxia rating scales.17,18 Correction for age is especially important in longitudinal 

studies with children until 11 years of age (chapter 6). As the inter-observer agreement in healthy 

children increases with age, clinicians should be cautious in the interpretation of SARA scores in 

children below the age of 8 years old (chapter 6).

Although SARA appears reliable for the assessment of ataxia severity, it does have some 

limitations related to discriminant validity. Several studies have indicated a low specificity of SARA 

scores, as SARA might measure the severity of abnormal coordination in general, not necessarily 

ataxia (chapter 7).44 Results of chapter 8 further support this statement, as coexisting myoclonus 

seemed to increase the contribution of the kinetic subscore to the total score. This is consistent 

with clinical observations: myoclonus in GOSR-2 patients often starts at the upper extremities and 

increases when performing intended kinetic limb movements. This emphasizes the importance 

of gait assessment, as in this population the SARA gait subscores might provide a more reliable 

marker for ataxia progression than the kinetic and total SARA scores. In ataxic-myoclonic patients 

(GOSR-245, Ataxia Teleangiectasia (AT) in later stages46), clinical trials using SARA scores as outcome 

measurement for ataxia improvement should account for improvement of myoclonus, before 

ascribing improved SARA scores to a therapeutic effect of the intervention. For example, the ‘sitting’ 

item of a patient with AT improved dramatically when his apparently mild myoclonus was treated, 

from not being able to sit >10s without continuous support (4 points) to constant sway, but being 

able to sit >10 seconds without support (2 points). When myoclonus in a patient decreases after 

deep brain stimulation, improvement on the SARA ‘finger-to-nose’ and ‘finger-chase’ items does 

not necessarily reflect improvement in ataxia. Furthermore, as described in previous studies47 and 

replicated in chapter 8, SARA scores in patients with profound muscle weakness (>-2 SD, according 

to weight) and severe abnormalities on muscle ultrasound are confounded by lower extremity 

muscle weakness. Taking into account the low phenotypic specificity for SARA scores, complete 

phenotypic assessment remains essential for reliable interpretation of longitudinal SARA scores. 

It also underlines the importance of using SARA scores in homogeneous patient subgroups, to 

9
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avoid misinterpretation of results when including patients with heterogeneous causes of ataxia 

in a clinical study.48

Another restriction of SARA is the assessment of speech. The use of spontaneous speech 

fragments may introduce bias when used in international studies.49 A syllable repetition task may 

resolve this problem, but an international speech study in patients with heterogeneous causes of 

ataxia is required to provide more insights.49

SARA does not address non-ataxic symptoms. For natural history cohort studies, the 

addition of the inventory of non-ataxic symptoms (INAS50) may be useful to describe the course 

of different ataxia disorders. As this instrument also takes both other movement disorders and 

weakness into account, it might be helpful in the search for confounding factors of SARA scores.51 

Additionally, one could argue that the content validity - the extent to which a measure represents 

all facets of a given construct - of SARA is incomplete, as it lacks items for sensory ataxia and 

oculomotor performance. However, SARA was originally designed for assessment of cerebellar 

ataxia. The ‘oculomotor’ item was discarded deliberately, due to its low inter-observer agreement. 

Although the lack of a ‘sensory ataxia’ item does not raise concerns regarding the use of SARA 

in general ataxia severity assessment in patients with Friedreich’s Ataxia (see above), studies 

specifically addressing small improvements in sensory ataxia may preferably use ataxia rating 

scales such as ICARS2 or FARS41, which include items that do measure sensory ataxia.52 Finally, one 

of the most difficult issues of SARA, but also of other ataxia rating scales, is to obtain a consensus 

about the minimal difference of clinical importance (MDI).53 Some studies consider a SARA change 

of 1 point as clinically significant,54 but such a 1 point difference could be easily explained by intra-

observer variation.55 Particularly in clinical trials that include patients with heterogeneous causes 

of ataxia and therefore different natural history courses, one should propose group specific MDI 

values.48 Also, combining results with subjective measurements of physical well-being and quality 

of life might provide more insights into the minimally important differences and effects of novel 

therapeutics.53

Limitations
Our studies on the recognition of ataxia have limitations. First, all our phenotypic and quantitative 

assessments were based on video-recordings, which is not comparable with seeing a patient during 

a consultation. This may have compromised the reliability of the results. Second, the current ‘gold 

standard’ of ataxia is recognition by a clinician. As our pediatric neurologists and trainees received 

the same training on the evaluation of impaired motor coordination in children, this may have 

influenced the results. Consequently, inter-observer recognition by different movement disorder 

specialists might be even less then moderate. This would emphasize even more the need for 

objective clinical criteria for ataxia in EOA. When the pediatric neurologists agreed on ataxia as 

main movement disorder, other movement disorder experts confirmed their judgement in 19/21 

cases (chapter 2). Therefore, we are confident that we selected appropriate ataxic patients for our 

studies. Finally, human observation, classification and measurement of ataxia can be formalized by 
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using assessment instruments such as SARA. It should be remembered that SARA is an instrument 

to measure ataxia severity, not to classify a motor disorder as ataxia. By using SARA to describe 

human performance in recognizing ataxia, we might have relied too heavily on SARA scores (see 

also chapter 7). Following a similar line of reasoning, we should be careful to develop an automatic 

classification system, solely based on SARA scores.

Concluding remarks
Phenotypic recognition of ataxia is confounded by the existence of various other causes of impaired 

coordination, such as physiologic immature coordination, DCD and coexisting movement disorders. 

Gait assessment appears to be a crucial hallmark to support phenotypic ataxia recognition. 

Nonetheless, general phenotypic assessment remains essential in the interpretation of SARA scores 

in patients with EOA, as SARA scores may be confounded by other factors than ataxia. Still, SARA 

can be reliably applied in patients with EOA, provided that the scores are interpreted according to 

age and the comorbidities of homogeneous subgroups are taken into account.

Our results will hopefully contribute to uniform patient inclusion and increased quality 

of data entry in international ataxia databases that include both childhood and adulthood (onset) 

cases. This may improve the quality of the interpretation of clinical studies performed. These 

considerations contribute to increasing knowledge about the often rare genetic and heterogeneous 

causes of EOA and to improving patient care in the EOA population.

9
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Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift gaat over kinderen met een bepaalde stoornis van de motoriek, 

namelijk ataxie. Ataxie wordt gekenmerkt door ongecoördineerde bewegingen. Abnormale 

signaalverwerking van de kleine hersenen (het cerebellum) speelt hierbij een grote rol. Bij ataxie mist 

de fine-tuning van bewegingen, waardoor er steeds teveel of te weinig correctie van de bewegingen 

ontstaat. Dit kan zich uiten in balansstoornissen, zodat iemand loopt als een dronkenman, of in 

problemen bij reikbewegingen, bijvoorbeeld bij het pakken van een voorwerp of bij het steken 

van een sleutel in een slot. Ook kunnen er problemen ontstaan met de oogbewegingen en bij het 

spreken. Ataxie treedt op bij een afwijkende vroege ontwikkeling van de kleine hersenen, maar ook 

bij tal van ziektes later in het leven die het zenuwstelsel, en met name de kleine hersenen, aantasten. 

Wij hebben ons in ons onderzoek gericht op patiënten met een zogenaamde ‘early onset ataxia’ 

(EOA), een vroeg beginnende ataxie waarbij de eerste verschijnselen vóór het 25e levensjaar zijn 

ontstaan en die berust op een aanlegstoornis of een langzame achteruitgang (degeneratie) van de 

kleine hersenen. Kinderen en jong-volwassenen met ataxie ten gevolge van een meer acute oorzaak 

zoals een tumor, infectie of bloeding in de kleine hersenen, werden niet onderzocht.

Bij volwassenen is ataxie vrij goed te herkennen, omdat deze bij hen meestal ook het meest 

opvallende aspect van de bewegingsstoornis is. Bij patiënten met EOA ligt dit wat anders. Op 

jonge leeftijd kan ataxie gepaard gaan met andere bewegingsstoornissen zoals dystonie (stoornis 

in de spierspanning), myoclonus (spierschokken) en chorea (schokkerige, ongerichte. dansachtige 

bewegingen). Ook kan ataxie bij kinderen samen voorkomen met ernstige spierzwakte. Door deze 

bijkomende problemen raakt de ataxie soms op de achtergrond of is hij moeilijk te herkennen. 

Verder zijn er aandoeningen die op ataxie lijken, doordat ze ook een gestoorde motoriek met zich 

mee brengen. Hierbij valt te denken aan kinderen met een ‘developmental coordination disorder’ 

(DCD; een ontwikkelings stoornis van de coördinatie). Deze kinderen hebben moeite met het 

uitvoeren van complexe motorische taken, en soms vertonen ze hele lichte verschijnselen die aan 

symptomen van ataxie doen denken. Ook kan het bewegingspatroon van iemand met een lage 

spierspanning en/of hypermobiele gewrichten de indruk wekken van een gestoorde coördinatie. 

Tot slot is het zenuwstelsel van kinderen volop in ontwikkeling en kan onrijpe motoriek en een nog 

niet optimaal functionerend cerebellum elementen van ataxie in zich hebben.

Eenduidige herkenning van ataxie en het daarmee kunnen vaststellen van EOA is belangrijk om 

verschillende redenen. Allereerst kan door technologische ontwikkelingen gerichter onderzoek 

gedaan worden naar de oorzaak van de ataxie. Verder heeft ataxie bij kinderen vele zeldzame 

oorzaken: onderliggende ziekten die we nog niet allemaal kennen. Daarom is er een Europese 

database opgericht waarin gegevens worden verzameld om het natuurlijk beloop van de 

verschillende vormen van EOA te volgen. Goede herkenning van ataxie is een eerste belangrijke 
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stap bij het selecteren van de juiste patiënten: voor onderzoek naar oorzaken en voor onderzoeken 

met als doel de onderliggende ziekte te genezen of de symptomen van ataxie te verlichten.

Het meten van de ernst van de ataxie is een belangrijke parameter bij het volgen van het natuurlijk 

beloop en bij het beoordelen of een nieuwe therapie werkzaam is. Een veel gebruikte schaal is de 

Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA). Deze kort-durende coördinatietest is ontwikkeld 

voor volwassenen maar wordt ook gebruikt voor onderzoek bij kinderen met ataxie. De totale 

score bestaat uit een deelscore voor balans (lopen, staan en zitten), kinetiek (bewegingen van 

armen en benen) en spraak. Het is onvoldoende bekend of de test zonder aanpassingen toegepast 

kan worden bij patiënten met EOA, waarbij leeftijd en bijkomende verschijnselen zoals ernstige 

spierzwakte of andere bewegingsstoornissen een rol kunnen spelen.

Het doel van de hierna beschreven onderzoeken is dan ook tweeledig. We wilden inzicht verkrijgen 

in de betrouwbaarheid van de herkenning van EOA door op zoek te gaan naar kenmerken die 

de herkenning van EOA kunnen ondersteunen (hoofdstuk 2-5). Verder onderzochten we de 

betrouwbaarheid en validiteit (meet je wat je wilt meten?) van de Scale for Assessment and Rating 

of Ataxia (SARA) in EOA (hoofdstuk 6-8).

Het vaststellen van ‘ataxie’ berust op het herkennen van typische kenmerken (fenotype) door de 

neuroloog. Deze fenotypische herkenning wordt momenteel beschouwd als de ‘gouden standaard’. 

In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we hoe we de betrouwbaarheid van de fenotypische herkenning 

van ataxie door specialisten op het gebied van bewegingsstoornissen onderzochten, tegen de 

achtergrond van de verschillende andere bewegingsstoornissen die bij EOA kunnen voorkomen. 

Het bleek dat deze specialisten het, op basis van filmbeelden, vaak niet met elkaar eens waren 

over het wel of niet aanwezig zijn van ataxie bij patiënten met EOA. Kinderneurologen toonden de 

hoogste mate van onderlinge overeenstemming. Bij patiënten bij wie alle beoordelaars het erover 

eens waren dat ataxie het hoofdkenmerk van de bewegingsstoornis was (‘onbetwistbare’ ataxie), 

waren balansstoornissen een belangrijk onderdeel van het fenotype. De SARA balans deelscore 

droeg meer dan 30% bij aan de totale SARA score. Bij patiënten met een lichte ataxie vormde 

dit percentage het belangrijkste onderscheid tussen patiënten met een ‘onbetwistbare’ ataxie 

en een ‘gemengde’ ataxie (patiënten waarbij er twijfel was over ataxie als hoofdkenmerk van de 

bewegingsstoornis). Dit betekent dat een gestoorde balans blijkbaar een belangrijk houvast biedt 

bij het herkennen van patiënten met EOA.

In hoofdstuk 3 onderzochten we of bewegingssensoren (inertiële meeteenheden; IMU’s 

genoemd) de klinische herkenning van ataxie konden verbeteren. Kunnen ze helpen onderscheid 

te maken tussen het looppatroon van patiënten met ataxie, van kinderen met DCD en van gezonde 

kinderen van dezelfde leeftijd? Deelnemers voerden de SARA-test uit terwijl ze de IMU’s droegen. Via 

een automatisch classificatie-algoritme van het looppatroon werd 86% van de kinderen met DCD 

correct geïdentificeerd. Dit is relevant vanuit klinisch perspectief omdat kinderneurologen het bij 
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slechts 36% van de kinderen met DCD eens waren over deze diagnose. Aan de andere kant was de 

overeenstemming tussen kinderneurologen met betrekking tot de herkenning van ataxie hoger dan 

die van de automatische classificatie (90% versus 70%). Omdat de automatische classificatie in dit 

experiment enkel gebaseerd was op het lopen, zou die mogelijk nog kunnen verbeteren wanneer 

gegevens van bijvoorbeeld draaien, tandem lopen en staan worden meegenomen. We denken 

dat het gebruik van IMU-metingen van verschillende SARA-items de automatische classificatie en 

fenotypische herkenning van EOA en DCD verder kan verbeteren.

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn we doorgegaan op deze hypothese en hebben we onderzocht of 

het gebruik van IMU’s tijdens de vingertop-neus test (door neurologen gebruikt om ataxie in de 

armen vast te stellen)   een ondersteunend hulpmiddel kon zijn bij het maken van onderscheid 

tussen kinderen met ataxie, kinderen met DCD en gezonde controles. De vingertop-neus test is 

een onderdeel van de SARA. Hierbij beweegt de patiënt zijn wijsvinger heen en weer tussen zijn/

haar neus en de vingertop van de onderzoeker. De automatische classificatie herkende 83% van de 

gezonde deelnemers, 78% van de patiënten met ataxie en slechts 31% van de DCD patiënten. Niet 

correct geclassificeerde DCD-patiënten waren ingedeeld in hetzij de gezonde, hetzij de atactische 

subgroepen. Automatische classificatie kan blijkbaar slechts met matige nauwkeurig onderscheid 

maken tussen een atactische en en een fysiologische vingertop-neus proef. De methode lijkt 

niet geschikt voor de herkenning van DCD. Oorzaken voor de matige classificatie zijn mogelijke 

onvolkomenheden in de methode zelf, maar ook de definitie van DCD waarin geringe kenmerken 

van ataxie worden geaccepteerd, en het feit dat onrijpe motoriek sporen van ataxie kan vertonen. 

Verder geldt ook voor dit onderzoek dat de resultaten afhankelijk zijn van één kinetisch item van 

de SARA (specifieke armbewegingen). Mogelijk kan de uitbreiding van IMU-metingen met andere 

kinetische items van SARA de betrouwbaarheid van resultaten vergroten. In dat geval zou het 

gebruik van IMU-metingen als ondersteunend hulpmiddel voor EOA- en DCD-herkenning nuttig 

kunnen worden.

Diverse aandoeningen kunnen bij kinderen leiden tot verminderde coördinatie, hetgeen de 

herkenning van geringe ataxie bemoeilijkt. In hoofdstuk 2 is de herkenning van ataxie tegen de 

achtergrond van meerdere bewegingsstoornissen onderzocht, in hoofdstuk 5 hebben we gekeken 

naar de betrouwbaarheid van ataxie herkenning tegen de achtergrond van niet-specifieke, ‘slordige’ 

coördinatie. We onderzochten hoe betrouwbaar verschillende beoordelaars een diagnose kunnen 

stellen in patiënten met EOA versus kinderen met problemen in motorische prestaties op basis 

van DCD of hypo-actieve spieractivatie (HHM). Hoewel de onderlinge overeenstemming tussen 

alle beoordelaars slechts matig was, hadden de kinderneurologen geen enkele moeite met het 

maken van onderscheid tussen patiënten met ataxie versus HHM (100% correct onderscheid). 

Verschil van interpretatie tussen ataxie en DCD ontstond bij kinderen met een relatief lichte 

ataxie en bij DCD-kinderen met een relatief hoge SARA-score in ten minste één domein (balans of 

kinetiek). Na correctie van SARA scores voor leeftijd (de behaalde score minus de 75% score van 

leeftijdsgenootjes) bleven er bij alle EOA patiënten punten over in zowel de balans- als de kinetische 

SARA deelscore. Bij kinderen met DCD bleef er significant vaker punten over in slechts één (of geen) 
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SARA domein. Deze resultaten impliceren dat kinderen met punten in een leeftijds-gecorrigeerde 

SARA-score in slechts één domein, minder snel een EOA-diagnose zullen krijgen.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift onderzochten we de betrouwbaarheid van de SARA. 

Omdat uit eerdere onderzoeken is gebleken dat SARA-scores leeftijdsafhankelijk zijn, zijn 

leeftijdsgerelateerde referentiewaarden een voorwaarde voor een juiste interpretatie van 

SARA-scores bij jonge kinderen met ataxie. In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren we de resultaten van 

een onderzoek naar de leeftijdsgerelateerde referentiewaarden voor de SARA in een Europees 

cohort van 156 kinderen. Gezonde kinderen werden gefilmd terwijl zij de SARA-test deden. Van 

elke leeftijdsgroep (in jaren) waren er 12 kinderen, met evenveel jongens als meisjes. Verder 

onderzochten we de betrouwbaarheid van SARA-scores met behulp van een groep internationale 

beoordelaars die videofilmpjes scoorden van de deelnemers aan de SARA-test. SARA-scores bleken 

leeftijdsafhankelijk tot 11 jaar oud. De leeftijdsafhankelijkheid werd op drie aspecten gezien. Ten 

eerste hadden de jongere kinderen hogere absolute SARA-scores dan oudere kinderen. Ten tweede 

vertoonden de jongere kinderen een grotere spreiding in SARA-scores per leeftijdsjaar. Tenslotte 

was de overeenstemming tussen de beoordelaars over de scores van oudere kinderen groter dan 

bij jongere kinderen. De resultaten geven aan dat men voorzichtig moet zijn bij de interpretatie 

van SARA-scores bij kinderen tot 7 jaar. Desalniettemin kunnen de SARA-scores bij kinderen nu 

betrouwbaar geïnterpreteerd worden, mits zij gecorrigeerd worden voor leeftijd.

 De meeste schalen die de ernst van ataxie meten zijn ontwikkeld bij volwassenen met 

ataxie op basis van een hersenziekte. In deze populatie is ataxie vaak het meest in het oog springende 

onderdeel van de bewegingsstoornis. In hoofdstuk 7 vergeleken we de betrouwbaarheid van drie 

instrumenten die pretenderen ernst van ataxie te meten: SARA, ICARS (International Cooperative 

Ataxia Rating Scale) en BARS (Brief Ataxia Rating Scale). We onderzochten 38 patiënten die verwezen 

werden in verband met EOA. Drie kinderneurologen beoordeelden de bewegingsstoornis van de 

patiënten en scoorden de ataxie-schalen. De onderlinge overeenstemming over ataxie scores 

was groot op alle schalen. Ook bij het herscoren van dezelfde patient op een later tijdstip kwam 

de beoordeling van de observers goed overeen met hun eerste beoordeling. De ernst van de 

bewegingsstoornis voorspelde, onafhankelijk van wat de neurologen de meest in het oog 

springende motorische stoornis vonden, de uitkomsten op de ataxie-schalen. Blijkbaar kan SARA 

coördinatie in het algemeen meten, niet alleen ataxie. Daarom blijft klinische beoordeling essentieel 

voor de interpretatie van de scores van de ataxie-schalen.

 Zoals eerder vermeld lijkt beoordeling van balans en lopen belangrijk te zijn voor de 

herkenning van ataxie bij EOA. In hoofdstuk 8 hebben we de validiteit van de SARA balans-

deelscore bij patiënten met EOA onderzocht. We correleerden deze deelscore met andere 

coördinatiemetingen en onderzochten de invloed van spierzwakte en spierschokken op de balans 

en kinetische (feitelijk: bewegingen van de armen en handen) deelscore van de SARA. Bij deze 

patiënten bleek er, ondanks verschillende onderliggende oorzaken van EOA, toch een duidelijk 

verband te bestaan tussen de balans deelscore van de SARA en andere metingen van dynamische 
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en statische balans. Ook was er een verband tussen metingen van de kinetische functie en de 

totale SARA-scores. In tegenstelling tot patiënten bij wie spierzwakte een duidelijk onderdeel 

van het ziektebeeld was, vonden we bij patiënten bij wie spierzwakte géén duidelijk onderdeel 

van het ziektebeeld was ook geen verband tussen balansscores en spierkracht van de benen. 

Gelijktijdige myoclonus bij de ataxie verhoogde de bijdrage van de kinetische deelscore aan de 

totaal score aanzienlijk. Deze resultaten betekenen dat we bij de interpretatie van SARA-scores 

rekening moeten houden met andere bewegingsproblemen zoals spierzwakte en spierschokken. 

Verder betekent het dat, door de goede correlatie tussen de balans deelscore en de totaal score 

van de SARA, we in sommige gevallen de ernst van de ataxie kunnen volgen door middel van enkel 

de balans deelscore. Hierbij valt te denken aan jonge kinderen met een korte aandachtsspanne 

of bij patiënten met ernstige spierschokken die veel invloed hebben op de kinetische deelscore 

(arm- en handbewegingen) van de SARA.

Samenvattend: de klinische herkenning van EOA wordt bemoeilijkt door onrijpe coördinatie, DCD 

en gelijktijdige bewegingsstoornissen. De beoordeling van de balans lijkt een belangrijk kenmerk 

om de vaststelling van ataxie te ondersteunen. Niettemin blijft een gedetailleerde fenotypische 

beoordeling van alle aspecten van de bewegingsstoornis essentieel, omdat SARA-scores bij 

patiënten met EOA beïnvloed kunnen worden door andere factoren dan ataxie. SARA-scores kunnen 

betrouwbaar worden toegepast bij patiënten met EOA, op voorwaarde dat de scores gecorrigeerd 

worden op basis van leeftijd en men let op eventuele comorbiditeit die de SARA scores kunnen 

beïnvloeden, zoals bijvoorbeeld spierzwakte en myoclonus.

Deze resultaten dragen hopelijk bij aan een optimale inclusie en beschrijving van EOA patiënten 

in internationale ataxie databases. Hiermee zal ook de kwaliteit van de interpretatie van klinische 

studies bij patiënten met EOA verbeteren. Hierdoor verbeteren we de kennis over de vaak zeldzame 

genetische oorzaken van EOA en de zorg voor patiënten.

Nederlandse samenvatting
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